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This directory is sponsored by the Private Compa­
nies Practice Section (PCPS) of the AICPA Division 
for CPA Firms. All of the firms listed are members 
of the PCPS and have expressed an interest in 
performing peer reviews or quality reviews. The 
directory was prepared as a service to these 
PCPS firms and as a convenience for others that 
are members of the AICPA Division for CPA Firms 
or that are enrolled in the AICPA’s Quality Review 
Program.
Since the PCPS was established in 1977, its mem­
ber firms have been required to have periodic peer 
reviews. Information about any PCPS member firm 
and its most recent peer review is available from 
the firm itself, or from the AICPA staff as indicated 
on this directory’s inside front cover.
Listing a firm in this directory does not constitute 
an endorsement by the American Institute of CPAs 
or any component of the Institute. Each of the 
AICPA’s review programs—the PCPS program, the 
SEC Practice Section (SECPS) program, and the 
Quality Review Program—has established specific 
qualifications for reviewers, which are set forth in 
the standards for performing and reporting on each 
type of review. It is the responsibility of the 
reviewed firm to ascertain that the firm it engages 
to perform its review is appropriately qualified.
Each listed firm has contributed to the cost of 
publishing the directory. They are not the only 
firms that might be qualified to conduct reviews.
Many factors enter into the selection of reviewers. 
The Appendix to this directory presents an April 
1988 article on this subject by a member of the 
PCPS Peer Review Committee. While the article 
focuses primarily on peer reviews for the Division 
for CPA Firms, its contents should be helpful to all 
firms that are contemplating reviews of their practices.
This directory lists firms in two separate sections. 
The first section, arranged alphabetically within 
state, presents the firm’s name, address, the name 
and phone number of the person to contact, the 
firm size category, the number of offices, and the 
2
types of reviews that the firm is interested in per­
forming. It also presents, by numeric code, up to 
ten client categories that the firm has indicated it 
is qualified to review. Firms may be qualified in 
other categories in addition to the ones listed.
The second listing is sequenced alphabetically 
within firm size categories. It shows a firm’s name, 

















































Brokers and Dealers in Securities
Brokers and Dealers in Commodities
Casinos
Colleges and Universities
Common Interest Realty Associations
Computer Software Development and Sales 
Construction Contractors
Continuing Care Retirement Communities 
Credit Unions




Fire and Casualty Insurance Companies 
Government Contractors
Health Maintenance Organizations
Hospitals and Nursing Homes 
Hotels and Restaurants
Insurance Agents and Brokers






Not-for-Profit Organizations (including 
Voluntary Health and Welfare Organizations) 
Pension Plans (including ERISA audits) 



















Savings and Loan Associations
Small Loan Companies
School Districts





Listing of Firms 
Alphabetically Within State
ALABAMA
Banks, Finley, White & Co.
1111 Sixteenth Street, South
Birmingham, AL 35205
James C. White 205-933-5995
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: POPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 150 165 215 260 265 310 
320 325
Borland, Benefield, Crawford & Webster
2545 Highland Avenue
Birmingham, AL 35205
Jack D. Lawley, Jr. 205-933-5710
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 235 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Terry L. Horn, CPA
803 Kent Drive
Dothan, AL 36303
Terry L. Horn 205-794-0319
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 220 270 305 340
Jackson Thornton & Co., P.C.
RO. Box 96
Montgomery, AL 36101-0096
Lucinda S. Bollinger 205-240-3642
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 325 330 
335 340
Jessup, Palmer & Company, P.C.
2704 8th Street
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
Mack J. Ogren 205-349-1322
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 245 270 285 290 305 
325 340
6 ALABAMA
Lapidus, Tuck, Raymond & Fowler, P.C.
1801 14th Avenue South
Birmingham, AL 35205
Dale Fowler 205-933-9400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site OR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 220 245 255 270 285 305 325 
335 340
Lehmann, Ullman and Barclay
RO. Box 1985
Birmingham, AL 35201
Kenneth Y. Kuykendall 205-328-5966
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 185 245 250 270 275 
305 340
Livings, Hill & Moody
2201 Second Avenue North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Jack C. Bridges 205-252-7900
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 200 215 245 265 270 
305 325
Lovoy, Summerville & Co., P.C.
RO. Box 11666
Birmingham, AL 35202-1666
Steve P. Lovoy 205-324-6547
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 270 275 285 340
McGriff, Dowdy & Associates, P.C.
307 Clinton Avenue, West
Civic Plaza, Suite 500
Huntsville, AL 35801
Charles H. Adams 205-533-9105
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 245 260 265 270 320 
325 335
Pearce, Bevill, Leesburg & Moore, P.C.
2129 First Avenue North
Birmingham, AL 35203
Don Holland 205-323-5440
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 225 245 260 265 270 
285 305
ALASKA 7
Smith, Dukes & Buckalew
P.O. Box 160427
Mobile, AL 36616
Kerry L. Weatherford 205-343-1200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 265 305 
310 325




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 325 335 340




William R. Sims 205-271-2200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS







Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Donald N. Stevens 907-562-2771
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





1819 East Morten Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85020
Jon A. Barrows 602-870-4777
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 160 165 195 245 260 265 285 
305 340
Joseph P. Evers, CPA




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 200 220 225 260 265 270 290 
305 340
Frizzell, Senkerik & Company, P.C.
3497 N. Campbell Avenue
Suite 703
Tucson, AZ 85719
John T Girvin 602-323-1040
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 165 245 250 260 265 270 
315 340
Gallant & Company, P.C.
3333 N. 7th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85013
R. Dale Hensley 602-263-8810
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 225 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Henry & Horne
7300 East Camelback Road
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Sherald R. Griffin 602-994-9044
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 13
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 220 245 260 285 305 
325 340
ARIZONA 9
McEntee & Thomson, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 155 165 245 280 285 290 
305 340
Miller, Wagner & Company, Ltd.
5225 N. Central Avenue, Suite 200
Phoenix, AZ 85012
John J. Kearney 602-264-6835
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340
Regier, Carr & Monroe
32 N. Stone, 702
Tucson, AZ 85701
Jon W. Mitchell 602-624-8229
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 155 165 230 245 260 265 
270 285
N. Terryl Rogers & Associates, P.C.
2800 South Rural Road, Suite C
Tempe, AZ 85282
N. Terryl Rogers 602-968-7915
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 165 220 225 245 270 285 
305 340
Semple & Cooper
2700 N. Central Avenue, Suite 1100
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Steven D. Marchal 602-241-1500
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 195 225 245 260 265 285 
305 340
Toback & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 170 175 220 245 260 285 
305 340
10 ARIZONA
Zolondek, Blumenthal, Greene, Freed & Strassels, P.C.
3636 North Central Avenue
Suite 950
Phoenix, AZ 85012
Gary L. Freed 602-266-2248
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 130 165 220 245 255 270 290 
305 340
ARKANSAS
Alsbrook & Company, P.A.
RO. Box 64
No. Little Rock, AR 72115
Wayne Alsbrook 501-758-5200
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 240 245 260 270 305 325 
330 335
Daugherty & Lowe
2200 South Waldron Road
RO. Box 3329
Fort Smith, AR 72913
E. B. Lowe 501-452-4747
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 220 260 270 285 305 
320 325
Hudson, Killingsworth & Company
702 N. Main, Suite D
P.O. Box 1216
Harrison, AR 72602-1216
John M. Hudson 501-741-3135
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 165 220 260 270 305 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Ón-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 215 245 255 260 310 
325 340
CALIFORNIA 11
Lovett & Foster, Ltd.
P.O. Box 1759
Little Rock, AR 72203
Scott Lovett 501-376-6728
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 220 235 260 285 325 
330 335
Paul Mills & Associates, Ltd.
2224 Conrad Drive, Suite D
Jonesboro, AR 72401
Paul Mills 501-972-5710
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 245 260 290 305 315 
320 325
Thomas and Thomas
201 East Markham, Suite 500
Little Rock, AR 72201
Don R. Smith 501-375-2025
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
CALIFORNIA
Allen & Cook, Inc.
1530 The Alameda, Suite 200
San Jose, CA 95126
John Bellitto 408-293-3004
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 135 155 165 245 260 270 
285 305
Allen, Haight & Schurawel
18300 Von Karman Avenue, Suite 340
Irvine, CA 92715
John K. Steinbeck 714-852-9433
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 160 165 195 245 260 265 270 
285 340
BDO Seidman
1900 Avenue of the Stars




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 160 195 215 225 240 245 285 
290 340
12 CALIFORNIA
Barbich Longcrier Hooper & King
1319 Marsh Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Betty Dalidio 805-541-2500
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 155 165 180 195 260 285 
305 340
Bartig, Basler & Ray
8391 Auburn Boulevard
Citrus Heights, CA 95610
Brad W. Constantine 916-969-7735
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 135 165 200 210 215 220 
245 260
Bartlett, Pringle & Wolf
P.O. Box 90860
Santa Barbara, CA 93190
Robert Lawson 805-963-7811
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 170 215 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Benson & Neff, CPAs, P.C.
180 Montgomery Street, 19th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94104
Thomas J. Parry 415-362-6544
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 275 280 
285 340
Bowman & Company
2431 W. March Lane, Suite 100
Stockton, CA 95207
Kathleen D. O’Brien 209-473-1040
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 265 270 280 285 
290 340
CALIFORNIA 13
Brooks, Stednitz & Rhodes, A.C.
1600 Willow Street
San Jose, CA 95125
Dean L. Burdsall 408-267-7880
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 280 285 
305 340
Brown, Waits & Armstrong, A.C.
4100 Truxtun Avenue, Suite 200
Bakersfield, CA 93309
Burt Armstrong 805-324-4971
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 180 215 245 285 320 
325 340
Bunn, Coberly & Gane
465 California Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94104-1877
Ed Griswold 415-956-1717
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 205 225 245 255 260 265 270 
305 340
Caldwell, Becker, Dervin, Petrick & Co.
20750 Ventura Boulevard
Suite 140
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Thomas F. Caldwell, Jr. 818-704-1040
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 245 260 265 270 
285 325
Carathimas, Bohren & Ellenburg
597 Center Avenue, Suite 110
Martinez, CA 94553
Harry E. Bohren 510-228-3535
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 210 245 260 270 305 
320 325
J. H. Cohn & Company
1420 Kettner Boulevard, 4th Floor




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 145 165 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
14 CALIFORNIA
Comins Schenkelberg & Weiner, Inc.
15301 Ventura Boulevard
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Sanford J. Madnick 818-907-7100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 235 245 260 265 285 290 
305 340
Cornelius & Company
2500 Venture Oaks Way
Sacramento, CA 95833
Stephen B. Taylor 916-929-3680
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 195 245 250 260 265 270 
325 340
Costello and Company
5280 Valentine Road, Suite 225
Ventura, CA 93003
Edward M. Costello 805-656-9634
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 185 220 245 260 270 285 
305 325
Cowell & Varela
39235 Liberty Street, Suite D
Fremont, CA 94538
Silvia Varela 510-796-0990
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 290 
305 340
Crook, Beversdorf & Associates, CPAs, P.C.
532 South School Street
Ukiah, CA 95482
Tim A. Beversdorf 707-462-8688
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 245 260 270 280 305 
320 340
Daniells, Phillips, Vaughan & Bock, A.C.
300 New Stine Road, Suite 101
Bakersfield, CA 93309
Richard J. Phillips 805-834-7411
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




145 North Redwood Drive
San Rafael, CA 94901
Hollis I. Hardin 415-499-9400
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 260 265 270 315 340
S. J. Gallina & Co.
8001 Folsom Boulevard, #211
Sacramento, CA 95826
Lawrence R. Taylor 916-383-4020
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 185 245 255 260 265 270 285 
290 340




Warren E. Hennagin 714-476-2112
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
George and Starr
1450 N. Tustin Avenue
Suite 223
Santa Ana, CA 92701
David George 714-834-0454
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 260 270 305 340
Gilbert Accountancy Corporation
1760 Creekside Oaks Drive, #190
Sacramento, CA 95833
John E. Chaquica 916-646-6464
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 260 270 285 305 320 325
Given, Finkel & Co.
3029 Wilshire Boulevard
Suite 200
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Robert Given 213-828-7547
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 270 280 285 305 340
16 CALIFORNIA
Gregory, Yorke & Lerias
1177 N. Park Avenue 
Pomona, CA 91768 
John Lerias 714-623-6641
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 225 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Grice, Lund & Tarkington
144 West D Street
Encinitas, CA 92024
John C. Lechleiter 619-753-1157
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 265 270 285 305 
325 340
Gunnarson, Schwarz, Ventura & Richards, A.C.
9665 Chesapeake Drive 
Suite 430
San Diego, CA 92123
Michael Schwarz 619-279-2711
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 225 235 245 270 280 290 
305 340
Harabedian, Hall & Co.
3550 Wilshire Boulevard 
Suite 840
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Henry Eng 213-380-7130
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 160 165 220 245 260 265 305 
325 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 165 170 195 210 215 245 260 265 
285 340
Hecox, Horn & Wheeler
4730 Woodman Avenue, Suite 400
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 
Jon S. Hecox 818-783-3022 
Personnel: 11 to 25 
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 225 245 270 280 285 290 
305 340
CALIFORNIA 17




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 165 180 245 260 270 285 
290 340
Perry M. Henderson, CPA
1307 West Sixth Street, Suite 105
Corona, CA.91720
Perry M. Henderson 714-737-7724
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





San Francisco, CA 94111
Harvey H. Schwartz 415-781-0793
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 245 250 260 265 270 
280 285
Horsfall, Murphy & Pindroh
35 N. Lake Avenue, Suite 800
Pasadena, CA 91101
William D. Horsfall 818-795-5894
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 285 
290 340
Huffman & Co.
1101 California Avenue, #202
Corona, CA 91719
Richard E. Huffman 714-735-9930
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 150 175 260 270 305 310 315 
320 325
Junius L. Jaubert, CPA
235 E. Colorado Boulevard, #197
Pasadena, CA 91101
Junius L. Jaubert 818-791-3197
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 205 245 250 270 305 340
18 CALIFORNIA
Johnston, Rick & Company
210 N. 4th Street, #120
San Jose, CA 95112
Charlie Sharp 408-287-0151
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 160 205 210 245 260 270 
320 325
Kelly Tama Shiftman
2121 North California Boulevard, #900
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Lori L. Beaudoin 510-933-0133
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Lammert Van Laar, III 209-358-7121
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 21
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 220 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Kennedy & Kennedy
1700 North E Street, Suite 201
San Bernardino, CA 92405
James Kennedy 714-886-5048
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 245 255 260 270 285 
305 340
Kirstien & Klein Accountants, Inc.
555 University Avenue, Suite 280
Sacramento, CA 95825
David V. Kirstien 916-920-1066
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 
305 340
Kramer & Olsen, A.C.
2010 N. Tustin Avenue
Santa Ana, CA 92701
Kenneth J. McAlpine 714-558-3236
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 220 225 245 265 270 285 
290 305
CALIFORNIA 19
Lautze & Lautze, A.C.
303 Second Street, Suite 950
San Francisco, CA 94107
Jared J. Hein 415-543-6900
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 255 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Lindquist, von Husen & Joyce
90 New Montgomery
San Francisco, CA 94105
S. Scott Seamands 415-957-9999
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 220 235 245 260 265 270 
285 320
Jan Corwin Lindsay, CPA
801 S. Victoria Avenue, Suite 306
Ventura, CA 93003
Jan Lindsay 805-650-5915
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 195 220 235 245 270 280 
285 305
Linkenheimer, Hebrew & Company
3510 Unocal Place, Suite 300
Santa Rosa, CA 95403-0919
Timothy J. Delaney 707-546-0272
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 225 235 245 265 285 
320 325
Kevin A. Loney, CPA
RO. Box 9787
San Jose, CA 95157
Kevin A. Loney 408-866-1000
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Lund & Guttry
415 S. Palm Canyon Drive
RO. Box 2714
Palm Springs, CA 92263-2714
Russell J. Beirich 619-325-5561
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 220 260 265 270 285 
320 325
20 CALIFORNIA
Daniel Matter & Co.
23123 Ventura Boulevard, #210
Woodland Hills, CA 91364
Daniel Matter 818-703-7001
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 205 235 245 265 285 305 340
McGowan, Thompson & Englert
RO. Box 1379
Santa Barbara, CA 93102-1379
Scott Davis 805-926-9175
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 195 215 245 260 265 270 
305
John R. McKean, CPA
One California Street
Suite #1200
San Francisco, CA 94111
Terrence Callaghan 415-788-2400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 205 255 265 270 285 340
Margaret Meyerkorth, CPA, APC
1355 Willow Way, Ste. 244
Concord, CA 94520
Margaret Meyerkorth 510-827-1313
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 225 260 270 280 285 290 
305 340
James I. Mills, A.C.
P.O. Box 565
465 Forest Avenue, Third Floor
Laguna Beach, CA 92652-0565
James I. Mills 714-833-2946
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 220 245 270 280 290 340
Perry-Smith & Co.
1435 River Park Drive
Sacramento, CA 95815
Tom Perry-Smith 916-927-7000
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 175 260 265 285 320 325 
335 340
CALIFORNIA 21
Mark A. Pizarek, CPA
10055 Miller Avenue, Suite 101
Cupertino, CA 95014-3468
Mark A. Pizarek 408-865-1040
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 160 165 210 245 250 270 280 
305 340
Poortinga, Mead & McConnell, Inc.
505 E. Commonwealth Avenue
Suite A
Fullerton, CA 92632
Jeffrey E. Mead 714-879-1437
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 195 225 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Rossi & Company
1411 W. 190th Street, #470
Los Angeles, CA 90248
Al Rossi 213-324-7979
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 155 160 165 245 260 270 285 290 
305 340
Verne G. Sanders, A.C.
RO. Box 1070
Cameron Park, CA 95682
David A. Palm 916-677-0219
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 195 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Scott, Bankhead & Co.
4100 Newport Place
Suite 250
Newport Beach, CA 92660
Ralph M. Scott 714-955-3755
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 225 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Smith, Marion & Co.
101 E. Redlands Boulevard
Suite 298
Redlands, CA 92373
David B. Marion 714-793-0633
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 260 320 325 335
22 CALIFORNIA
Smouse, Jeffery, Pistole & Corrigan
140 So. Lake Avenue #330
Pasadena, CA 91101-2651
Nancy J. Corrigan 818-449-2825
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




David P. Tuttle 714-798-2222
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 155 165 225 245 260 265 
320 325
Frederick A. Steele, CPA, P.C.
390 South Main Street
Willits, CA 95490
Frederick A. Steele 707-459-6211
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 210 220 225 245 260 270 
305 325
Stoughton Davidson Accountancy Corporation
3433 West Shaw Avenue, Suite 100
Fresno, CA 93711
Tom Hunt 209-276-1200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 190 195 210 235 245 260 
265 270
Sweeney Kovar
3130 Crow Canyon Place, Suite 230
San Ramon, CA 94583
Kevin M. Sweeney 510-277-3040
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 235 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Swenson Accountancy Corporation
2890 Inland Empire Boulevard
Suite 102
Ontario, CA 91764
Thomas F. Seymour 714-989-5687
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 260 265 270 280 285 
290 340
COLORADO 23
Vargas, Cruz and Patel
601 No. First Street
San Jose, CA 95112
Rudolph G. Vargas 408-298-1700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 150 160 170 205 210 215 245 
260 265
Vilmure, Peeler & Boucher
13305 Penn Street, Suite 200
Whittier, CA 90602
David E. Peeler 213-945-1611
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 220 235 260 265 270 285 
290 305
West, Johnston, Turnquist & Schmitt
2550 5th Avenue, 10th Floor
San Diego, CA 92103
Edward Kitrosser 619-234-6775
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 155 165 225 260 265 270 
280 305
Windes & McClaughry, A.C.
444 W. Ocean Boulevard, Top Floor
Long Beach, CA 90802
Jack E. Hinsche 213-435-1191
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 155 165 175 245 260 265 
270 340
COLORADO




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 135 150 165 220 240 245 
260 325
24 COLORADO
Barsch, Franca and Goldstine




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 205 245 260 270 280 285 
325 340
Bondi & Co.
44 Inverness Drive East, Bldg. B
Englewood, CO 80112
Kimberley K. Higgins 303-799-6826
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 175 205 245 260 265 320 
325 335
Bretzlauf & Husman, Inc.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 175 220 245 260 265 270 
340
Brock, Buchholz & Stow, P.C.
2595 Canyon Boulevard, Suite 340
Boulder, CO 80302
Mark R. Kaufmann 303-444-2971
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 230 245 260 275 280 285




James R. Moore 303-296-2229
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 160 165 180 185 195 245 260 
285 305
Chadwick, Steinkirchner, Davis and Co., P.C.
225 North 5th Street, Suite 401
Grand Junction, CO 81501
Danny G. Davis 303-245-3000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 245 260 270 305 
320 325
COLORADO 25
Chervenak & Associates, P.C.
6535 S. Dayton Street, Suite 3600
Englewood, CO 80111
Richard A. Chervenak 303-799-9333
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 205 220 245 260 270 
305 340
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
11990 Grant Street, Suite 304
Denver, CO 80233
James L. Comisky 303-452-2008
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 40
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 265 320 
325 340
Dalby, Wendland & Co., P.C.
464 Main Street
Grand Junction, CO 81501
Larry Rowan 303-249-7701
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 210 240 245 250 260 
310 325
Davis & Co., CPAs, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 185 195 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Dollarhide & Schwartz
1122 9th Street, Suite 102
Greeley, CO 80631
Brent Hofmeister 303-352-7497
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 175 180 225 260 270 305 
310 325
Grimsley, White & Company
605 North Ninth Street
Rocky Ford, CO 81067
Richard L. White 719-254-3348
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 310 320 325
26 COLORADO
John M. Hanson & Co., P.C.
55 Madison Street, #555
Denver, CO 80206
Robert Balogh 303-388-1010
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 175 180 195 220 245 285 
305 340
Hines, Condon & Zarlengo
4851 Independence Street, #150
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Dennis A. Hein 303-421-4775
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 155 165 215 245 260 270 
285 340







Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 245 260 275 280 305 
325 340
Hunt, Spillman & Ewing, P.C.
125 South Howes, 7th Floor
Home Federal Building 
Fort Collins, CO 80521
Jack R. Ewing 303-482-2272
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 175 215 260 265 270 
285 325
Lambert & Associates, P.C.
717 5th Avenue
Longmont, CO 80501-5420
Debra S. Boennighausen 303-443-4581
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 170 220 245 260 265 305 
325 340
Mason, Russell, West & Co.
4643 S. Ulster Street, 1450
Denver, CO 80237-2869
Eli Henrie 303-796-9222
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 220 245 260 265 
270 325
COLORADO 27




Larry A. Daveline 719-543-0516
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 210 260 285 320 325 
340
Mendenhall, Haskins & Co.
5105 DTC Parkway, Suite 206
Englewood, CO 80111-2600
Stephen R Haskins 303-779-5034
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 170 180 195 225 260 270
Moeller, Osborne & Parsons
720 N. Tevon, Suite 201
Colorado Springs, CO 80901
Gregory P. Parsons 716-636-2321
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 155 165 245 260 265 270 
275 340
Jill Rickards & Company, P.C.
425 W. Mulberry, Suite 207
Fort Collins, CO 80521
Jill Rickards 303-493-6869
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 150 155 165 245 260 285 
320 325
Shepherd and Company, Inc.
333 W. Hampden Avenue
Suite 401
Englewood, CO 80110
Loren D. Shepherd 303-761-5151
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 235 260 265 270 325 340
Strait, Kushinsky and Company, P.C.
102 S. Tejon Street, Suite 600
Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Dave Hostetler 719-471-4290
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
28 COLORADO
Turnage, Clark & Associates
701 South Logan Street, #112
Denver, CO 80209
Conrad G. Keniston, Jr. 303-733-3796
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 150 165 170 260 270 290 305 
320 340
Van Schooneveld and Co., Inc.
5995 Greenwood Plaza Boulevard
#200
Englewood, CO 80111
Jack C. Schroeder 303-779-4000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 260 320 325 340
Wenner, Silvestain and Company




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 180 220 245 260 270
305 340
Yale & Seffinger, P.C.
300 South Jackson Street, Suite 300
Denver, CO 80209
Jerry Wenzel 303-320-4404
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 265 270 285 305
325 340
Yanari, Watson, Lyons & Co., P.C.
9250 East Costilla Avenue
Suite 450
Englewood, CO 80112
Randy S. Watson 303-792-3020
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Blum, Shapiro & Company, P.C.
231 Farmington Avenue, Box 900
Farmington, CT 06034
Conrad A. Kappel 203-677-2900
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Richard R Merrill 203-281-4933
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 225 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Cole, Frago, Cusick, Chestler & Co.
449 Silas Deane Highway
Wethersfield, CT 06019
Richard Guerriere 203-721-8696
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 175 245 255 260 270 290 
305 340
DeCaprio, Cusano, Fazzuoli & D’Agostino, P.C.
500 East Main Street
Branford, CT 06405
Philip J. DeCaprio, Jr. 203-488-6374
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 225 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Daniel L. Gotthilf, CPA
6 Farmingville Road
Ridgefield, CT 06877
Daniel L. Gotthilf 203-431-6300
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 160 165 180 190 235 270 285 
305 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 155 165 225 245 260 270 290 305 
325 340
30 CONNECTICUT




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 170 190 205 215 245 260 
270 325




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 195 205 230 245 250 260 
285 325
Marchand & Co., CPAs, P.C.
350 Silas Deane Highway
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Craig R Chamberland 203-529-4991
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Ernest M. Young 203-431-3355
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site








Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Barbacane, Thornton & Company
3411 Silverside Road
Wilmington, DE 19810
Robert M. Barbacane 302-478-8940
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Belfint, Lyons & Shuman, P.A.
200 West Ninth Street Plaza
P.O. Box 2105
Wilmington, DE 19899
Peter J. Winnington 302-655-8894
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 200 225 230 245 260 265 
305 340
Faw, Casson & Co.
One Greentree Office Center
160 Greentree Drive
Dover, DE 19901
Jennings P. Hastings 302-674-4305
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 245 260 265 320 
325 340
Simon, Master & Sidlow, P.A.
2002 W. 14th Street
Wilmington, DE 19806
Frank R. Sidlow 302-652-3480
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 170 225 235 245 260 270 
280 285
Wade & Santora, P.A.
220 Continental Drive, Suite 112
Newark, DE 19713
Joseph A. Giordano 302-737-6200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





1707 L Street, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036
James C. Nesbitt 202-833-2280
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 40
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 150 190 205 235 245 260 
265 270
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 225 260 265 305 310 
320 325
Bert W. Smith, Jr. & Co., Chartered
201 Kennedy Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20011
George S. Willie 202-291-6661
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 150 175 205 210 215 260 265 270 
290 325
FLORIDA
Berger, Harris, McAlpin & Company, CPAs, Chartered
3150 Cardinal Drive, Suite 200
Vero Beach, FL 32963
Eddie H. List 407-234-8484
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 155 165 220 260 270 280 
305 325
Berkowitz, Dick & Pollack
3050 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 800
Miami, FL 33137
Michael A. DeCarlo, Jr. 305-576-6500
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 155 165 215 240 245 285 
305 340
FLORIDA 33




Riley Dan Bramlett, Jr. 904-642-1794
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 155 160 165 195 245 270 
285 305
Bray, Beck & Koetter
410 Indian River Avenue
Titusville, FL 32796
Edward J. Beck 407-269-1312
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 245 260 270 285 
305 325
James D. Carlson, CPA
6318 North Ninth Avenue
Pensacola, FL 32504
James D. Carlson 904-476-6900
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 175 205 250 260 265 310 
325 340
Carter, Belcourt & Atkinson, P.A.
500 South Florida Avenue, 8th Floor
Lakeland, FL 33801
Richard H. Murvin 813-687-4010
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 175 215 245 260 285 
325 340
Chastang, Ferrell & Associates, P.A.
1400 W. Fairbanks Avenue
Suite 102
Winter Park, FL 32789
Les W. Eiserman 407-629-1944
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 275 
305 340




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 155 215 225 245 260 265 
305 325
34 FLORIDA




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 175 195 260 265 305 325 
335 340
Felsing, Rankin & Co., P.A.
1220 Douglas Avenue, Suite 205
Longwood, FL 32779
Judy A. Rankin 407-869-4000
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 225 260 270 285 305
Garcia & Ortiz, P.A.
888 Executive Center Drive West
Suite 101
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
Frank J. Valdes 813-576-1245
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 155 165 170 220 245 265 
270 285
Geller, Ragans, James, Oppenheimer & Creel
111 N. Orange Avenue, Suite 1100
Orlando, FL 32801
Michael A. Wack 407-425-4636
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 235 245 260 265 305 
335 340
J. D. Gilbert & Company
1251 East Sample Road
Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Jim Gilbert 305-781-1250
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 135 165 205 215 220 245 
260 325
Goff & Hurd




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 260
FLORIDA 35
Gunn, Patterson, Spaulding, & Bohn, P.A.
8705 Perimeter Park Boulevard
Suite 800
Jacksonville, FL 32216
Cecil Patterson, Jr. 904-646-9500
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 155 165 175 245 260 270 
285 340




Richard A. Cristini 813-446-0504
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 175 215 245 260 265 
305 325
Hevia, Beagles & Whiteman
111 Second Avenue N.E.
Suite 1403
St. Petersburg, FL 33701-3439
Dan Hevia 813-898-2727
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 215 245 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Hoch, Frey & Zugman
Fourth Floor
4875 North Federal Highway 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308-4610
David B. Black 305-351-9000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 140 155 165 225 250 265 285 
305 325
Morris I. Hollander, CPA
8891 SW 78th Place
Miami, FL 33156
Morris I. Hollander 305-271-9179
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Gerald C. Grennan 407-896-4931
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 220 245 260 270 280 290 
305 340
36 FLORIDA
Karpel & Company, P.A.
4770 Biscayne Boulevard, Suite 1070
Miami, FL 33137
Armando Vizcaino 305-576-6200
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 210 245 260 285 290 
305 340
Koch, Zelko, Roth & Reiss, P.A.
4700 Sheridan Street, Bldg. N
Hollywood, FL 33021
Robert Zelko 305-989-7462
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 225 245 260 270 285 290 
305 340
McKean, Paul, Chrycy, Fletcher & Co
6401 SW 87th Avenue, Suite 210
Miami, FL 33173
Larry Fletcher 305-270-0880
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 190 195 215 220 260 265 
275 340
McKelvey, Ulrich & Gassner, P.A.
646 2nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
David A. Salverson 813-896-6146
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 170 200 240 245 260 270
James Moore & Co.
P.O. Box 1616
Gainesville, FL 32602
Ben I. Doerr, Jr. 904-378-1331
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 155 165 245 260 270 285 
325 340
Natherson & Company, P.A.
1801 Glengary Street
Sarasota, FL 34231
Patrick L. Gallagher 813-923-1881
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 155 165 225 245 260 275 285 
305 325
FLORIDA 37
Oliver & Company, P.A.
18 North Broad Street
Brooksville, FL 34601
Herman A. Vidal 904-796-1444
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 260 270 325
Pender Newkirk & Company
100 South Ashley Drive
Suite 1650
Tampa, FL 33602
Thomas J. Bellante 813-229-2321
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 205 220 225 245 250 260 
265 285
Price & Donoghue, P.A.
29605 U.S. 19 North, Suite 140
Clearwater, FL 34621-2196
Kevin J. Donoghue 813-785-4447
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 270 285 305 340
Pricher and Company
201 South Orange Avenue, Suite 1501
Orlando, FL 32801
Paul R. Heidbrink 407-648-0858
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 135 155 165 195 205 220 
245 260
Proctor, Crook & Company, Chartered
33 Flagler Avenue
Stuart, FL 34994
David A. Ralicki 407-283-2356
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 155 165 225 260 285 290 305 325
Purvis, Gray and Company
RO. Box 23999
Gainesville, FL 32602
Robert O. Dale 904-378-2461
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site




1320 S. Dixie Highway, PH
Coral Gables, FL 33146
G. Jerry Chiocca 305-667-0412
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 190 225 245 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Raulerson & Santana, P.A.
500 N. Westshore Boulevard
Suite 805
Tampa, FL 33609
Daniel D. Raulerson 813-684-0396
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 165 220 245 260 270 
280 305




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 215 220 260 265 270 
285 325
Schmidt, Raines, Trieste, Dickenson, Adams & Co.
399 NW. Boca Raton Boulevard
Suite 200
Boca Raton, FL 33432
Mark A. Ortlieb 407-392-7930
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 140 150 155 165 205 245 260 270 
285 340
Scutillo, Bauza & Blake, CPA, P.A.
1890 University Drive
Suite 306
Coral Springs, FL 33071
Mary A. Blake 305-752-0439
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 170 215 245 250 260 270 310
Jeffrey R. Smith & Associates, P.A.
2050 40th Avenue, Suite 1
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Jeffrey R. Smith 407-778-4666
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 155 260 270 305 325
FLORIDA 39
Smoak, Davis & Nixon
1514 Nira Street
Jacksonville, FL 32207
R. Lavon Burnam 904-396-5831
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 245 260 270 285 305 
335 340
Spence, Marston, Bunch, Morris & Co
250 North Belcher Road, Suite 100
Clearwater, FL 34625
George Morris 813-441-6829
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 220 245 260 270 
310 340
Tedder, Grimsley & Company, P.A.
103 South Florida Avenue
Lakeland, FL 33801
Kevin R. Kenny 813-688-0611
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 245 250 260 285 305 320 
325 340
Thompkins & Company, P.A.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 260 265 270 320 
325 335
Valdes, McLain, Pratt & Co.
1215 Manatee Avenue W
Bradenton, FL 34205
Robert J. Armstrong 813-748-3666
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 150 155 165 245 260 320 
325
Varnadore, Tyler & Hawthorne, P.A.
2424 Manatee Avenue West
Bradenton, FL 34205
Bill Hawthorne 813-747-4483
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 245 260 270 285 
305 325
40 FLORIDA
Williams, Cox, Weidner and Cox
1713 Mahan Drive
Tallahasse, FL 32308
L. Thomas Cox, Jr. 904-878-8777
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 205 215 260 305 320 
325 335
GEORGIA
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
1495 Lafayette Parkway, Suite A
LaGrange, GA 30240
Donnie W. Koon 404-882-9226
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 245 260 270 305 
315 340




David C. Jordan 404-846-8401
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site





Larry L. Young 404-323-3643
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 195 260 270 325 340
Babush, Neiman, Kornman & Johnson
400 Atlanta Financial Ctr., S. Tower
3333 Peachtree Road, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30326
Jacob S. Kornman 404-266-1900
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
GEORGIA 41
Bach, James, Mansour & Co., P.C.
57 Executive Park South
Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30329
Neal J. Bach 404-633-1991
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 215 220 245 270 290
Bearden & Smith, P.C.
1776 Old Spring House Lane
Suite 200
Atlanta, GA 30338
Bruce D. McFadden 404-457-6606
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 195 220 245 260 270 
305 340
Blackwell, Poole & Company 




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 245 250 270 285 305 
325 340
J. K. Boatwright & Co., P.C.
17½ North LaFayette Square
LaGrange, GA 30240
H. Speer Burdette, III 404-884-4605
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 215 225 245 260 270 305 
325
Carmichael, Ingle, Saffer & Brasher, P.C.
2970 Clairmont Road, Suite 780
Atlanta, GA 30329
Gregg C. Brasher 404-321-1978
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 225 255 260 270 275 
325 340
R. N. Clemons & Co., P.C.
4343 Shallowford Rd. C-1
Marietta, GA 30062
Robert Clemons 404-642-7880
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 270 285 290 305 
330 340
42 GEORGIA




J. Russell Lipford, Jr. 912-742-3313
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 215 220 265 320 325 340
Dabbs, Hickman, Hill & Cannon
P.O. Box 727
Statesboro, GA 30458
William R. Hickman 912-764-6951
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




3490 Piedmont Road, Suite 1000
Atlanta, GA 30305
Larry R. Davis 404-262-2331
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 105 125 165 175 245 250 265 270
310 340
DeLoach & Company
780 Douglas Road, Suite 325
Atlanta, GA 30342
E. J. Spann, Jr. 404-256-1606
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






J. O. Wainright, Jr. 912-265-1750
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 210 220 245 260 265 270 
305 325
Evans, Porter, Bryan & Co.
1800 Gas Light Tower
235 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Atlanta, GA 30303
Jeffrey C. Bryan 404-586-0133
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS




233 Peachtree Street, N.E.
1100 Harris Tower
Atlanta, GA 30303
Ruth A. Bartlett 404-659-2213
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 225 245 260 265 270
285 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 265 270 315 325 
330 335
Holland, Shipes, Vann, P.C.
1117 Perimeter Center West
North 300
Atlanta, GA 30338
Carl W. Vann 404-393-2900
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 160 165 215 220 225 260 285 
325 340
Hurley & Company
15650 Devonshire Street, Suite 100
Granada Hills, GA 91344
Michael Hurley 818-895-1943
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 195 235 245 260 265 270 275 
305 340




Jeffrey S. Cohen 404-451-9080
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 195 245 260 265 270 305 
325 330
Michael P. Jones & Co., P.C.
1540 Highway 138 South
Suite 2-C
Conyers, GA 30208
Jeffrey S. Cohen 404-451-9080
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 160 185 205 215 235 320 
335 340
44 GEORGIA




James F. Kimmons, Sr. 912-374-5442
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 215 220 260 270 325 
335 340
Marshall, Jones & Co.
26 Lenox Pointe, N.E
Atlanta, GA 30324
Charlie Jones 404-231-2001
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site








Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 165 215 245 260 265 290 
305 325
McMullan and Company
1355 Peachtree Street, Suite 820
Atlanta, GA 30309
Michael E. Townsend, Sr. 404-892-9900
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 215 250 260 265 270 
285 290
Metcalf Rice Fricke & Davis
2425 One Atlanta Plaza
950 East Paces Ferry Road
Atlanta, GA 30326
William T. Fricke 404-264-1700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 260 265 270 280 285 290 
325 340
Miller, Ray & Healey
One Buckhead Plaza
3060 Peachtree Road, NW, Ste. 800
Atlanta, GA 30305
Jack P. Healey 404-365-1424
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 220 225 230 245 260 
265 340
GEORGIA 45
O’Neal and Saul, P.A.
8255 Dunwoody Place
Atlanta, GA 30350
Charles E. Saul 404-992-7397
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 205 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Price & Geeslin
200 Westpark Drive, Suite 370
Peachtree City, GA 30269
Dale K. Geeslin 404-631-4021
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 260 265 270 285 305 
325 340




Jack J. Pease, III 404-324-5435
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 255 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Ross Lane & Company




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 200 245 260 265 285 320 
325 340
Simmons, Richey & Company, P.C.
1447 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Suite 509
Atlanta, GA 30309
Lewis J. Simmons 404-876-6227
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 260 270 285
Robert E. Smith, CPA
140 Vann Street, Suite 370
Marietta, GA 30060
Robert E. Smith 404-427-3302
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 260 265 270 285 290 315
46 GEORGIA
Stewart, Fowler & Stalvey, P.C.
P.O. Box 1887
Valdosta, GA 31603
Richard A. Stalvey 912-244-1559
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 270 290 
310 325
Thigpen, Jones, Seaton & Co., P.C.
211 North Franklin Street
RO. Box 400
Dublin, GA 31040
Frank W. Seaton, Jr. 912-272-2030
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 160 165 190 215 245 265 
270 325





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 245 260 270 305 
325 335
Waddell, Smith & Magoon, P.C.
10892 Crabapple Road
Roswell, GA 30075
Victor C. Smith 404-993-2138
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 195 205 225 245 250 255 
260 325
HAWAII & PACIFIC ISLANDS
Isaac W. Choy, CPA, Inc.
RO. Box 62030
Honolulu, HI 96839
Isaac W. Choy 808-988-5757
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Balukoff, Lindstrom and Co., P.A.
Suite 805, 877 Main Street
Boise, ID 83702
Kevin R. Andersen 208-344-7150
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Jerome F. Beeson, CPA
1205 Warm Springs Avenue
Boise, ID 83712
Jerome F. Beeson 208-343-2822
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 260 265 285 305 320 
325 340
Corbett and Company, Chtd.
210 W. Mallard Drive, Suite A
Boise, ID 83706
William C. Corbett 208-342-2667
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 225 235 245 260 270 
280 290
Leforgee, Rogers & Evans, Chartered
864 Filer Avenue
P.O. Box 1292
Twin Falls, ID 83303-1292
Gary E. Evans 208-733-4730
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 225 260 265 270 325 
330 340
Magnuson, McHugh & Company, P.A.
P.O. Box 1379
Coeur D'AIene, ID 83814
Len Hodge 208-765-9500
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 215 225 245 260 265 305 
320 325
O’Brien, Tomchak & Co., Chartered
432 Shoup Avenue
P.O. Box 50858
Idaho Falls, ID 83405-0858
Remy Tomchak 208-524-3096
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 225 245 260 270 305 
340
48 IDAHO
Oakley, Jones & Poulsen
534 Main Street
Gooding, ID 83330
J. Thomas Jones 208-934-8438
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






David L. Swan 208-746-8281
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 175 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Rudd & Company/Chartered 
725 South Woodruff Avenue
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
Joseph R. Call 208-529-9276
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 245 260 265 305 
320 325
Taylor, Poston & Co.
P.O. Box 51568
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Kenneth Taylor 208-522-0886
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 160 165 175 245 265 270 
305 340
Tonkin & Associates, Chartered
1419 West Bannock Street
Suite B
Boise, ID 83702-5298
G. W. (Bill) Tonkin 208-336-1740
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Abbott, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
207 S. McLean Street
Lincoln, IL 62656
Richard W. Phillips 217-735-1576
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 125 150 165 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser
30 S. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
Carl P. Gross 312-207-2818
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site





Jerry L. Starnes 618-549-5356
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 245 260 265 310 325 
335 340
Berg, DeMarco, Lewis, Sawatski & Co.
630 Dundee, Suite 425
Northbrook, IL 60062-2745
Steven F. Sawatski 312-291-9600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 140 155 190 245 270 285 290 
305 340
Checkers, Simon & Rosner
One South Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606
Jerome A. Harris 312-346-4242
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 135 140 165 220 245 275 285 
290 340
Clifton, Gunderson & Company
Administrative Office
301 SW Adams, Suite 800
Peoria, IL 61602
Krista M. Kaland 217-442-1643
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 40
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 245 260 310 
320 325
50 ILLINOIS
Disbrow, Morrison, Tarro & Lively, P.C.
RO. Box 1108
Decatur, IL 62525
William J. Morrison 217-428-4515
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 200 215 245 260 265 270 
275 325.
Dugan & Lopatka, CPAs, P.C.
104 E. Roosevelt Road
Wheaton, IL 60187
Mark Schultz 708-665-4440
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 225 245 260 270 285 290 
305 340
Dunbar, Breitweiser & Company
202 N. Center Street
Bloomington, IL 61701
Ronald L. Greene 309-827-0348
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 130 165 245 260 265 
270 325
Friedman, Eisenstein, Raemer & Schwartz
401 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
Len Weitz 312-245-1630
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 285 290 305 320 
325 340
Gleeson, Sklar & Sawyers
7250 N. Cicero Avenue, Suite 100
Chicago, IL 60646
Keith Martin 708-697-6161
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 270 305 
325 340
Charles J. Gries & Company
The Meadows Corporate Center
2850 West Golf Road
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Charles Gries 708-952-8222
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 160 165 220 235 245 260 265 305 
320 325
ILLINOIS 51
Guthoff & Company, Ltd.
2710 E. Lincoln, Box 1445
Bloomington, IL 61702-1445
Catherine L. Allen 309-662-4356
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





East Peoria, IL 61611
Jerry Banwart 309-694-4251
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 250 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Glenn Ingram & Company, Ltd.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 170 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Kaufman & Piell, Ltd.
355 West Dundee, Suite 100
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089-3500
Howard T. Kaufman 708-537-3600
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 305 325 340
Kemper CPA Group






Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 245 265 270 305 
320 325
52 ILLINOIS
Kerber, Eck & Braeckel
1000 Myers Building 
Springfield, IL 62701 
Dale M. Becker 217-789-0960
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 150 165 175 215 240 260 
325 340
M. V. Kuper, P.C.
500 W. Palatine Road, Suite 104
Wheeling, IL 60090-5835
Marcel V. Kuper 708-215-8630
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 235 245 250 260 265 270 290 
305 340
Jerome H. Lipman & Co., Ltd.
200 W. Adams
Chicago, IL 60606
Jerome H. Lipman 312-263-4455
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 225 245 260 270 280 290 
305 340
Lipschultz Bros., Levin & Gray 
900 Skokie Boulevard, Suite 104 
Northbrook, IL 60062
Sander Berman 708-205-5408
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 220 235 245 255 260 
265 270
May, Cocagne & King, P.C.
1353 E. Mound Road, Suite 300
Decatur, IL 62526
Phil Bauer 217-875-2655
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
McEvoy, Cowan, Kula & Winberg, P.C.
109 North Seventh Street
Springfield, IL 62701
Martin B. McEvoy 217-523-6969
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 260 270 280 285 290 305 
320 325
ILLINOIS 53
McGIadrey & Pullen 
1699 E. Woodfield Road 




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 245 275 305 310 320 
325 340
Miller Cooper & Co., Ltd 
650 Dundee Road, Suite 250 
Northbrook, IL 60062
William Martin 708-205-5000
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Michael A. Stephens 708-888-8600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 265 270 290 305 
325 340
Philip Rootberg & Company 
250 South Wacker Drive 
Suite 800
Chicago, IL 60606
Phillip C. Grover 312-930-9600
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 250 260 265 285 305 
325 340
C. J. Schlosser & Company
233 E. Center Drive 
Alton, IL 62002 
R. J. Tolliver 618-465-7717 
Personnel: 11 to 25 
Offices: 2 
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 245 260 270 
320 325
Arnold N. Schorn & Co.
332 South Michigan Avenue 
Suite 1055
Chicago, IL 60604-9968
Donald R Ripoli 312-922-2602
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 165 215 245 260 270
54 ILLINOIS
Selden, Fox and Associates, Ltd.
619 Enterprise Drive
Oak Brook, IL 60521
Robert L. Hull 708-954-1400
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 225 245 260 265 305 310 
325 340
Sikich, Gardner & Co.
2121 West Galena Boulevard
Aurora, IL 60506
Duane D. Suits 708-859-7400
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 175 245 260 265 
320 325




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 170 190 245 260 270 315 
320 325
Edlen A. Tomlinson, CPA, P.C.
2201 5th Avenue, Unit 14
Moline, IL 61265
Ed Tomlinson 309-764-1948
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 175 220 225 245 260 
270 325
Veatch, Rich & Nadler, Chtd.
425 Huehl Road, Bldg. 13
Northbrook, IL 60062
Janet Chase 708-564-8290
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Baden, Gage & Schroeder
800 Metro Building
202 West Berry Street
Fort Wayne, IN 46802
Robert Martin 219-422-2551
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 170 245 260 265 270 305 
310 340
Bagley, Hoage and Harrison, P.C.
9382 Priority Way West Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46240-1468
Michael G. Mates, II 317-574-9100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 125 165 185 245 260 275 285 
290 340
Bailey, Williams, McGonigal & Knowles
47 S. Meridan Street, Suite 400
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Gary Knowles 317-637-3425
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Michael R Alerding 317-848-8920
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 340




Gary L. Adamson 317-966-0531
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340
David Culp & Co.
70 Home Street
Huntington, IN 46750
Daniel L Boyle 219-356-0640
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 200 245 260 265 270 305 
310 340
56 INDIANA
Kenneth DuFon & Co.
9000 Indianapolis Boulevard
Highland, IN 46322
Ralph G. Meador 219-972-1500
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 225 245 260 270 285 305 
335 340
Dunbar, Cook & Shepard, Inc.
1213 N. Arlington, Suite 201
Indianapolis, IN 46219
Michael A. Berlier 317-352-0437
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 205 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340




Lloyd R. Wallis 812-428-2600
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 235 245 260 265 
270 340
Girardot, Strauch & Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 1497
Lafayette, IN 47902
Stanley C. Girardot 317-423-5313
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 170 245 260 265 270 290 
305 310
Katz, Sapper & Miller
RO. Box 40857
Indianapolis, IN 46240-0857
Steven K. Gaylord 317-580-2050
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 220 225 245 255 285 
305 340
Kehlenbrink, Lawrence & Pauckner
6302 Rucker Road, Suite C
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Edward Pauckner 317-257-1540
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 185 225 245 270 305 330 
335 340
INDIANA 57
Marsha A. Kelley, CPA
86 South Main Street
P.O. Box 289
Linton, IN 47441
Marsha A. Kelley 812-847-4454
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 215 260 305 330
Kemper CPA Group






Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 245 265 270 305 
320 325
Kimmerling, Myers & Co., Inc.
8888 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1000
Indianapolis, IN 46240
Jeff Kimmerling 317-846-0322
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 215 260 265 270 305




Leo F. Klemme 317-423-2277
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 205 215 245 260 285 
305 340
Krouse, Kern & Co., Inc.
1516 Magnavox Way
Fort Wayne, IN 46804
Vance A. Zartman 219-432-0591
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 180 225 245 260 285 
315 340
Kruse, Dicus and Company, P.C.
965 Kenmore Drive
Evansville, IN 47714
Gary W. Dicus 812-477-7300
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 185 205 220 245 260 290 
305 340
58 INDIANA
Larry E. Nunn & Associates
2545 Foxpointe Drive, Suite A
Columbus, IN 47203
William Menke 812-376-3061
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 245 255 260 270 280 
305 340
Geo. S. Olive & Co.





Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 170 245 270 305 310 
325 340
Oyler, Matchette & Company
P.O. Box 1376
812 S. Washington Street
Marion, IN 46952
Michael D. Matchette 317-664-2349
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 170 215 220 245 260 270 
305 330
Parkison & Hinton, Inc., P.C.
P.O. Box 638 - 810 Lincolnway
LaPorte, IN 46350
Albert V. Hinton, Jr. 219-362-8547
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 175 215 225 245 260 270 305 
310 340
R. J. Pile & Co.
101 West Ohio Street, 1200
Indianapolis, IN 46220
Jim Scott 317-269-3454
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





C. David Stauffer 800-837-1557
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site







John R. Thieling 219-936-4054
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




1441 29th Street, Suite 305
West Des Moines, IA 50265
Bruce W. Hartley 515-223-7300
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 170 245 260 265 270 
285 325




Mark J. Ellsworth 712-324-4614
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 200 225 245 270 275 
305 340
Darrah & Company, P.C.
120 South Sixth Street
Council Bluffs, IA 51501
Marilyn K. Schroer 712-322-8787
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 125 150 255 260 270 285 320 
325 335
Denman & Company
1601 22nd Street, Suite 400
West Des Moines, IA 50265
Mark D. Wackerbarth 515-225-8400
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 225 235 245 255 260 
285 290
60 IOWA
Estal & Associates, P.C.
RO. Box 385
1605 A Avenue East
Oskaloosa, IA 52577
Gerald H. Estal 515-672-2541
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 120 150 305 320 325
Gosling & Company, P.C.
217 North Franklin Street
Manchester, IA 52057
William L. Bramley 319-927-4810
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 260 270 305 325
Gronewold, Bell, Kyhnn & Co., P.C.
P.O. Box 369
Atlantic, IA 50022
John D. Johnson 712-243-1800
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 245 260 270 305 
325 335
Henkel & Associates, P.C.
813 Keeler Street
Boone, IA 50036
James L. Henkel 515-432-8636
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 225 260 270 275 305 
320 325
McCoy & Company, P.C.
5 West State Street
Mason City, IA 50401
R. Michael McCoy 515-424-1274
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 220 225 245 260 
270 305
Keith Oltrogge, CPA




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 200 215 245 260 305 
320 325
KANSAS 61
Sklenar, Garrett & Co.
820 West Eighth Street - Box 665
Carroll, IA 51401
John Sklenar 712-792-6666
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 215 220 245 260 305 
320 325
Theobald, Donohue & Thompson, P.C.
317 High Avenue E.
Oskaloosa, IA 52577
Richard Donohue 515-672-2523
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 150 165 245 260 270 285 
320 325
Mark M. Thompson, CPA
311 Snell Building
RO. Box 731
Fort Dodge, IA 50501
Mark M. Thompson 515-955-1989
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 230 245 255 270 275 290 
305 340
Wagner, Matthias & McGinn, P.C.
1000 73rd Street, Suite 5
Des Moines, IA 50311
Dennis J. Wagner 515-225-0778
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 155 215 245 260 265 270 
305 325
KANSAS




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 260 270 305 320 
325 340
62 KANSAS
Allen, Gibbs & Houlik
Epic Center
301 N. Main, Suite 1700
Wichita, KS 67202-4868
Mark W. Dick 316-267-7231
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 135 165 180 245 260 305 
310 325
Kennedy and Coe
106 West Douglas, Suite 525
Wichita, KS 67202-3382
Jim N. Van Bibber 316-263-6202
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 17
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 205 215 245 260 305 310 
320 325
Kirkpatrick, Sprecker & Company
311 South Hillside
Wichita, KS 67211
James D. Cooper 316-685-1411
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 175 220 245 260 265 270 
285 305
F. B. Kubik & Company
125 N. Market, Suite 925
Wichita, KS 67202-1776
Mark B. West 316-265-2811
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 150 165 180 210 245 260 
265 325
Smoll, Banning and Neier, Chartered
First National Bank Building
Suite 300
Dodge City, KS 67801
Rodney R. Neier 316-225-6100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 220 245 260 270 305 
330 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Bressler & Company, P.S.C.
The Ernst Mansion 
405 Garrard Street 
Covington, KY 41011 
Richard Cook 606-431-1975
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 245 260 290 305 
310 340
Compton, Kottke & Associates, P.S.C.
1400 Starks Building 
Louisville, KY 40202
John D. Winslow 502-587-8851
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 220 225 245 260 265 270 
285 305
Cotton and Allen, P.S.C.
Suite 201 South 
200 South Fifth Street 
Louisville, KY 40202
Richard A. Dentinger 502-589-6050
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 225 245 260 270 275 
305 340
Eskew & Gresham, P.S.C.
2500 Meidinger Tower
Louisville, KY 40202
Edwin Olliges, Jr. 502-584-2500
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 190 245 260 265 
270 320
Faulkner & King, P.S.C.
117 West High Street
P.O. Box 285
Mt. Sterling, KY 40353
Joseph C. King 606-498-1836
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






James M. Roller 606-259-3403
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 220 245 260 270 285 305 340
Jones, Nale and Mattingly
642 South Fourth Avenue
Suite 300
Louisville, KY 40202
Jon A. Meyer 502-583-0248
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 245 260 265 270 
320 325




Phillip M. Layne 606-329-1811
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





A. Frank Harris 502-247-5303
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 245 265 310 325 
335 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 260 270 305 320 
325 335
Thurman, Campbell & Co.
117 West Ninth Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Lawrence F. Campbell 502-885-8481
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
LOUISIANA 65
Von Lehman & Company
250 Grandview Drive
Fort Mitchell, KY 41017
Michael E. Wilson 606-331-3300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 245 260 305 310 320 
325 340
Wilson & Company, P.S.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 215 245 265 310 
325 335
York, Neel and Company
145 E. Center Street, Suite A
Madisonville, KY 42431
J. Wesley Alford, Jr. 502-825-4578
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




4141 Veterans Boulevard 
Suite 313
Metairie, LA 70002
Nicholas W. Lafranz, III 504-885-0170
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 175 215 220 245 260 270 
305 340
Bourgeois, Bennett, Thokey & Hickey 
Heritage Plaza, Suite 800
111 Veterans Blvd., P.O. Box 60600 
New Orleans, LA 70160-0600 
Warren R. Hogan 504-831-4949 
Personnel: 51 to 100 
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 225 260 270 290 305 325 
330 340
66 LOUISIANA




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 170 190 215 260 270 
310 325
L. A. Champagne & Co.
4911 Bennington Avenue
Baton Rouge, LA 70808
Michael A. Tham 504-925-1120
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 190 215 220 245 260 
310 325




John N. Stout 318-948-4848
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 190 225 260 270 305 310 
325 340
Duplantier, Hrapmann, Hogan & Maher
821 Gravier Street, Suite 1300
New Orleans, LA 70112
William G. Stamm 504-586-8866
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 195 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Ericksen, Krentel, Canton & LaPorte
4227 Canal Street
New Orleans, LA 70119
James E. LaPorte 504-486-7275
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 190 205 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Heard, McElroy & Vestal
RO. Box 1607
Shreveport, LA 71165-1607
Spencer Bernard, Jr. 318-221-0151
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




One Oak Square, Suite 10
P.O. Box 4053
Houma, LA 70361
Glenn J. Vice 504-876-6143
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 265 270 285 315 
325 340
LaPorte, Sehrt, Romig & Hand
3850 N. Causeway Boulevard
Suite 800 - Two Lakeway Plaza
Metairie, LA 70002-9828
Clinton Romig 504-835-5522
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 220 225 260 265 270 305 
325 340
H. J. Lowe & Company
8550 United Plaza Boulevard
Suite 600
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Emile L. Provost, Jr. 504-924-1772
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 235 240 260 265 310 
320 325
McElroy, Quirk, Burch & Company, APC
RO. Box 3069
Lake Charles, LA 70602
Barbara Hutson Gonzales 318-433-1063
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 220 260 265 285 310 320 
325 335
Pailet and Meunier




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




8550 United Plaza Boulevard
Suite 1001
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
William E. Balhoff 504-922-4600
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 190 215 240 245 260 305 
325 340
Robert S. Turner, Jr., CPA
1408 Lamy Lane
Monroe, LA 71201
Robert S. Turner, Jr. 318-323-8891
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 180 215 235 260 270 305 
320 325
MAINE
Richard D. Donhauser, CPA, P.A.
Eliot Commons Professional Park
Route 236
Eliot, ME 03903
Richard D. Donhauser 207-439-6601
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Presque Isle, ME 04769
Steve E. Bird 207-764-3171
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 150 165 200 260 265 270 
285 320




Julie E. Caswell 207-947-3315
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




One Merchants Plaza, Suite 701
RO. Box 921
Bangor, ME 04402-0921
James W. Hinds 207-947-1141
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 245 260 265 285 290 305 320 
325 340
Schatz, Fletcher & Associates
One Weston Court
Augusta, ME 04330
Stephen D. Russell 207-622-4766
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 260 270 305 320 
325 340
MARYLAND
Albright Crumbacker Harrell & Moul
44 North Potomac Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
James H. Albright 301-739-5300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 220 245 255 260 270
340
C. W. Amos & Company
Suite #210
2 N. Charles Street
Baltimore, MD 21201
John I. Wilson 301-727-5341
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Anderson Associates
105 W. Chesapeake Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21204
William R. Anderson 301-494-8855
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 190 245 260 270 285 
290 310
70 MARYLAND
Arthur F. Bell, Jr. & Associates
1301 York Road, Suite 200
Lutherville, MD 21093
Edward Raskin 301-821-8000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 140 155 165 230 260 270 285 305 
310 340
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C.
2275 Research Boulevard, Suite 250
Rockville, MD 20850
Fred Silbernagel 202-244-6500
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 225 260 265 305 310 
320 325







Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 260 290 305 320 325
Millard T. Charlton & Associates, Chartered
4703 Annapolis Road
Bladensburg, MD 20710
Walter R Kunz 301-927-7150
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 205 245 260 265 285 310 
325 340
Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, P.C.
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 1200
Bethesda, MD 20814
Anthony A. Cuozzo, Jr. 301-986-0600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 205 260 270 285 310 
325 340




John L. Cox 301-475-5671
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 215 220 225 260 270 305 
320 325
MARYLAND 71
Dembo, Jones & Healy, P.C.
7250 Woodmont Avenue, Suite #300
Bethesda, MD 20814
Donald K. Marshall 301-718-0900
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 205 225 245 260 270 285 
305 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 220 235 245 270 280 285 290 
305 340
Harab, Kamerow & Associates, P.C.
11820 Parklawn Drive, Suite 400
Rockville, MD 20852
Bert L. Swain 301-231-0600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 155 160 165 220 260 270 
305 340




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 270 280 285 290 
305 340




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 220 225 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Kaufman, Davis, Ruebelmann, Posner & Kurtz
7475 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 700
Bethesda, MD 20814
Jeffrey E. Sabot 301-951-3636
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 245 260 265 270 275 
285 305
72 MARYLAND
Keller, Zanger, Bissell & Company
201 Thomas Johnson Drive
Frederick, MD 21702
Doug Warfield 301-663-8600
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 205 245 255 260 265 
285 325
Kershenbaum, Abel, Kernus and Wychulis 
7700 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 500
Bethesda, MD 20814
R. Ellis Keitt 301-657-8680
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 260 265 270 275 285 
305 340
Lantz & Associates, P.A.
11424 Livingston Road
Ft. Washington, MD 20744
Thomas J. Lantz 301-292-4700
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 225 245 260 265 270 
280 285
Linton, Shafer & Company, P.A.
6 West Second Street
Frederick, MD 21701
Edmond B. (Ted) Gregory 301-663-5122
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS
Client Categories: 125 135 150 165 200 245 260 320 
325 340
T. J. Murphy, P.A.
8023 Malcolm Road
Clinton, MD 20735-1717
Thomas J. (Tim) Murphy 301-856-4100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 205 225 245 260 265 270 285 
305 325
Santos, Postal & Company, P.C.
11300 Rockville Pike, Suite 1202
Rockville, MD 20852
Charles B. Postal 301-770-1450
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 220 270 285 290 305 340
MARYLAND 73
Schiller, Holinsky & Company, P.A.
One Corporate Center, Suite 330
10451 Mill Run Circle
Owings Mills, MD 21117-5590
Alan Weinberg 301-356-5900
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 220 225 245 255 260 270 
305 340
Sherman & Sherman, P.A.
401 Washington Avenue, Suite 900
Towson, MD 21204
Lee Sherman 301-828-1700
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 160 165 225 235 245 255 
270 285
Smith, Elliott, Kearns & Company
480 N. Potomac Street
Hagerstown, MD 21740
Edward L. Buchanan, IV 301-733-5020
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 170 175 215 245 260 265 310 
325 340
Stewart, Waddell & Company, P.A.
9881 Broken Land Parkway, Suite 300
Columbia, MD 21046
Donald C. Stewart 301-381-5470
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 160 165 205 220 225 260 270 
305 340




Joseph J. Janela 301-652-6300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 190 220 250 260 270 290 295 
310 340
Sturgill, Rager & Lehman
205 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
Jeffrey N. Myers 301-876-3990
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Michael J. Sullivan 301-654-3201
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 175 205 220 235 245 260 
270 305
Walpert, Smullian & Blumenthal, P.A.
29 W. Susquehanna Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21204-5275
Jacob J. Cohen 800-999-9722
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 195 210 215 245 260 270 
305 340
Wooden & Benson
100 W. Pennsylvania Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21204
Francis J. Bitzelberger 301-825-4860
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 170 175 245 260 265 
310 325
Young, Brophy & Co., P.C.
12501 Prosperity Drive, Suite 250
Silver Springs, MD 20904
Peter J. Brophy 301-680-0040
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 205 260 270 285 
305 340
MASSACHUSETTS
Aaron, Smith, Bergman, Gaffney & Rubinstein, P.C.
270 Benton Drive
East Longmeadow, MA 01028
Dennis J. Craig, Jr. 413-525-0009
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 190 245 260 270 305 340
MASSACHUSETTS 75
Baril & Smith, CPAs, Inc.
Ten State Street
Woburn, MA 01801-2049
Sondi B. Silcio 617-938-6855
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 245 260 270 275 290 
325 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 220 245 260 265 305 320 
325 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 165 245 260 270 275 290 
305 340
Francis G. Coughlin, CPA
20 Mathaurs Street
Milton, MA 02186
Francis G. Coughlin 617-696-3142
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 260 270 280 285 290 295 305 
315 340
Darmody, Merlino & Company
75 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
A. Dennis Barbo 617-426-7300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 285 290 305 340
Alan M. Edelstein & Company
24 School Street
Boston, MA 02108
Gerard P. Jarasitis 617-227-6161
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 235 245 260 270 285 
305 340
76 MASSACHUSETTS
Robert Ercolini & Company
55 Summer Street, 9th Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1007
Jay J. Kaufman 617-482-5511
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 245 260 270 285 290 305 320 
325 340
Feeley & Driscoll, P.C.
100 North Washington Street
Boston, MA 02114
J. Richard Dailey 617-742-7788
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 205 220 235 245 260 
305 340
Fisk, Bilton, Smith & Co., P.C.
442 Westfield Street
West Springfield, MA 01089
H. James Law 413-736-8307
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 225 245 265 270 285 
340
Gately & Associates, P.C.
20 William Street, Suite 245
Wellesley, MA 02181
Paul M. Opalinski 617-237-4800
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 205 220 225 230 245 260 
265 270
Robert Goodman, P.C.
220 Boylston Street, Suite 300




Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 160 165 185 195 260 270 290 
305 340
Gordon, Harrington & Osborn, P.C.
630 Turnpike Street
No. Andover, MA 01845
Kenneth J. Osborn 508-689-0601
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 175 245 260 265 285 
320 325
MASSACHUSETTS 77
Gray, Gray & Gray 
185 Devonshire Street 
Boston, MA 02110
Marshall I. Karp 617-482-1100
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 235 245 265 270 285 
305 340
J. G. Hodgson & Company, Inc.
Bank of Boston Building
700 Pleasant Street, 5th Floor
New Bedford, MA 02740
Rick Morgan 508-990-2600
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 175 205 245 260 270 
285 305
Kennedy & Lehan, P.C.
300 Crown Colony Drive
Quincy, MA 02169
David Truesdell 617-472-0700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 225 235 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Konevich, Sullivan & Ryan
45 Braintree Hill Office Park
Braintree, MA 02184-8701
Michael B. Ryan 617-848-7570
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 245 255 260 270 
305 340




Edward Liss Mann 617-731-0041
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 160 165 245 250 260 270 285 
305 340
Meyers Brothers & Adeletti, P.C.
167 Dwight Road
Longmeadow, MA 01106
James G. Rolandini 413-567-6101
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 190 225 245 260 270 
305 340
78 MASSACHUSETTS




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 245 260 270 275 290 
305 340
Moody, Cavanaugh and Company
791 Turnpike Street
North Andover, MA 01845
Carl J. Famiglietti 508-688-2081
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 135 165 190 225 235 245 250 
265 270
Needel, Welch & Stone, P.C.
1001 Hingham Street
Rockland, MA 02370
James G. Welch 617-982-1001
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 235 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Shapiro, Weiss & Company
One Post Office Square
Boston, MA 02109
Michael L. Berman 617-426-1661
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 160 225 245 270 275 280 290 
305 340
Tonneson & Company, CPAs, P.C.
530 Edgewater Drive
Wakefield, MA 01880-1253
Vincent D. Luccitelli 617-245-9999
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 205 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Topham, Fardy & Co.
26 Essex Street
Andover, MA 01810
Walter W. Topham 508-475-6460
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site





Needham Heights, MA 02194
John Vecchi 617-449-5545
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 150 155 160 165 245 260 
285 340
Vitale, Caturano and Company, P.C.
106 Union Wharf
Boston, MA 02109-1257
Michael T. Ferraro 617-523-8337
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 205 245 265 270 285 
325 340
Wolf & Company of Massachusetts, P.C.
One International Place
Boston, MA 02110
Paul M. Cloonan 617-439-9700
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 160 165 230 235 245 260 270 
280 340
MICHIGAN
Beene, Garter & Co.
50 Monroe Avenue, N.W.
Suite 600
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
Daniel R. Bauer 616-235-5200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 245 260 265 285 
325 340
Bocknek, Berger & Ghersi, CPAS, P.C.
1471 S. Woodward Avenue, Suite 110
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48302-0555
Kevin Klein 313-333-3680
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 245 250 260 265 290 
305 340
80 MICHIGAN
Bultynck & Co., P.C.
6905 Rochester Road
Troy, Ml 48098
Thomas J. Puchalski 313-879-8400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 270 285 290 305 340




Jon A. Walgren 313-352-6300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 170 195 210 215 230 245 
260 265




Richard E. Mida 313-646-7440
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 180 245 260 265 270 320 
325 340
Correll Krywko Harrell Morgante & Button, P.C.
26261 Evergreen, Suite 200
Southfield, Ml 48076-4482
Steve Eddy 313-355-5151
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 230 245 255 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Dennis, Gartland & Niergarth, P.C.
415 Munson Avenue
RO. Box 947
Traverse City, Ml 49685-0947
Brad P. Niergarth 616-946-1722
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 270 285 305 320 
325 340
Doeren Mayhew & Co., P.C.
2300 Top of Troy
755 W. Big Beaver Road
Troy, Ml 48084
James A. Koepke 313-362-2300
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 195 245 260 265 285 
320 325
MICHIGAN 81
Edwards, Koshiw, Melton & Co., P.C.
2855 Coolidge, Suite 103
Troy, Ml 48084
Brian H. Melton 313-662-0277
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 130 165 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340
Fuller, Somero & Pahssen
201 E. Seventeenth Street
Traverse City, Ml 49684
Kenneth R. Somero 616-946-6652
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 245 260 265 270 305 
330 340
Gavigan, Burkhart, Freeman & Co.
1010 South Garfield Avenue
Traverse City, Ml 49684
Warren Cline 616-947-7800
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 180 220 235 245 
260 305
Geisinger & Dial
201 West Big Beaver, Suite 1120
Troy, Ml 48084
Randy DiFalco 313-524-0202
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 340
Gordon & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 225 245 250 265 270 
285 340
Joyce M. Howe, CPA, P.C.
6960 Orchard Lake, #240
W. Bloomfield, Ml 48322
Joyce Howe 313-851-9441
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 260 270 290 305 340
82 MICHIGAN
Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols & Carter
Riverview Center
678 Front Avenue, NW, Suite 350
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504
Richard L. Chrisman 616-454-8361
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 220 225 245 270 290 305 
320 340
Joseph, Dise & Bolterstein, P.C.
850 Stephenson Highway, Suite 310
Troy, Ml 48083
Kenneth J. Bolterstein 313-588-5656
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 265 270 280 285 290
305 340




Edward S. Kisscorni 616-531-4480
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 235 245 260 270 280 
305 340
Stephen Kutas & Co., P.C.
6017 W. St. Joseph
Lansing, Ml 48917
Charles Hawes 517-323-7508
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 200 260 265 270 280 285 
290 305
Laine, Appold & Co., P.C.
720 Livingston Street
P.O. Box 159
Bay City, Ml 48707-0159
Walter E. Moore 517-893-3588
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 270 320 325 340
John J. Mahoney, CPA, P.C.
P.O. Box 958





Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 220 235 245 260 270 305 320
MICHIGAN 83
Makela & Toutant, P.C.
210 N. Front Street
Marquette, Ml 49855
Paul D. Makela 906-228-3600
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 175 215 245 260 265 320 
325
Maner, Costerisan & Ellis, P.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Mathews Reich Perna & Rottermond
30100 Telegraph Road, Suite 268
Bingham Farms, Ml 48025-4516
George Reich 313-642-2002
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 120 165 235 245 255 260 265 270 
340
McEndarffer, Hoke & Bernhard, P.C.
1625 S. Woodward Avenue, Suite 200
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48302-0565
Thomas DeGregorio 313-332-4222
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 190 235 245 250 265 
270 310
Meyaard & Company, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 255 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Moceri, Dickson & Associates, P.C.
45100 Sterritt Avenue, Suite 200
Utica, Ml 48317-5843
Joseph P. Moceri 313-254-2010
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 
285 340
84 MICHIGAN
Norman J. Ochelski, CPA, P.C.
RO. Box 458
1040 Mohawk
Royal Oak, Ml 48068-0458
Norm Ochelski 313-542-8100
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




East Lansing, Ml 48826
F. J. Roost (Jack) 517-336-7541
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 13
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 215 245 260 285 305 
320 325
Pohl, Walsh, Goode and Cenko, P.C.
860 West Long Lake Road
Suite 300
Bloomfield Hills, Ml 48302
J. Michael McLean 313-644-5233
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340







Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 265 270 305 
320 325
Linda J. Russell, CPA, P.C.
6960 Orchard Lake Road
Suite 240
West Bloomfield, Ml 48322
Linda J. Russell 313-851-9441
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 220 245 270 290 305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 270 285 320 
325 340
MICHIGAN 85
Siegfried, Crandall, Vos & Lewis, P.C.
246 E. Kilgore Road
Kalamazoo, Ml 49001
William V. Sage 616-381-4970
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 255 260 265 270 290 
320 325
Skillman, Boyle & Pollack
1301 West Long Lake, Ste. #245
Troy, Ml 48098
Andrew G. Pollack 313-641-5020
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 195 215 245 260 265 305 320 325 
335 340
Talaska & Sharpe
301 N. Suffolk Street
Ironwood, Ml 49938
Timothy J. Makela 906-932-4430
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 245 260 270 305 320 
325 330
Weinlander, Fitzhugh, Bertuleit & Schairer, P.C.
RO. Box 775
Bay City, Ml 48707
James L. Whaley 517-893-5577
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 215 245 265 270 320 
325 340
Yeo & Yeo, P.C.
104 S. Adelaide
Fenton, Ml 48430
James F. Davis 313-629-1500
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 8
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 215 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
86 MICHIGAN




Joseph L. Ruth 517-793-9830
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 8
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 215 245 260 270 305 320
325 340
MINNESOTA
Arnott Sauer & Olthoff, Ltd.
4600 West 77th Street, Suite 260
Minneapolis, MN 55435
Gregory B. Arnott 612-830-1449
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 305 320 
325 340
Charles Bailly & Company
1250 Lutheran Brotherhood Bldg.





Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Blanski Peter Kronlage & Zoch
7575 Golden Valley Road, Ste. 195
Minneapolis, MN 55427
John W. Edson 612-546-6211
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 235 245 260 270 
285 340
Boulay, Heutmaker, Zibell & Co.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
MINNESOTA 87
Bertram Cooper & Co.
115 North Newton
P.O. Box 887
Albert Lea, MN 56007
Bruce L. Swanson 507-285-1606
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 235 245 260 265 305 
310 325
Hansen, Jergenson & Co.
740 Northland Plaza
3800 W. 80th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55431-4409
Mark Kraft 612-893-6740
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 245 255 260 270 275 285 
305 340
House, Nezerka & Froelich 
5270 W. 84th Street, Suite 500 
Bloomington, MN 55437 
Daryl DeKam 612-835-1344 
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 245 260 305 320 325 
335 340
Jelinek Metz & Co., Ltd.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340
Judd, Ostermann, Demro & Kellogg, Ltd.
3601 Minnesota Drive, Suite 845 
Minneapolis, MN 55435
D. James Klein 612-831-9020
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 290 305 
320 340
Kern, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd.
220 Park Avenue South
RO. Box 1304
St. Cloud, MN 56302
Gerald Stover 612-251-7010
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 265 270 305 320
325 340
88 MINNESOTA
Larson, Allen, Weishair & Co.






Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 170 215 245 260 265 310 
320 325
Lewis, Kisch & Associates, Ltd.
1303 South Frontage Road
Suite 3
Hastings, MN 55033
James V. Lewis 612-437-3356
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 265 270 290 305 
325 340




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 195 245 260 265 270 
305 340
McGIadrey & Pullen
1300 Midwest Plaza East
800 Marquette Avenue
Minneapolis, MN 55402
Gerard E. Stiffer 612-332-4300
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 70
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 145 150 215 240 245 260 270 
325 340
Ness, Waller, Pearson & Co., Ltd.
120 17th Avenue West
Alexandria, MN 56308
James J. Megel 612-763-6568
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 245 270 305 320 325 
335 340
Olsen, Thielen & Co., Ltd.
223 Little Canada Road
St. Paul, MN 55117
Dennis R. Carson 612-483-4521
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 235 245 260 265 270 305 325 
335 340
MISSISSIPPI 89
Turbes Drealan Kvilhaug & Co.
909 Fourth Avenue
Worthington, MN 56187
Wayne W. Drealan 507-376-4151
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 310 320 
325 340
Virchow, Krause, Helgeson & Company
1100 TCF Tower





Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 170 215 225 245 260 270 
275 340
MISSISSIPPI





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 215 245 260 305 320 
325
Breazeale, Saunders & O’Neil, Ltd.
P.O. Box 80
Jackson, MS 39205-0080
Paul V. Breazeale 601-969-7440
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
Burkhalter & Company, P.A.
P.O. Box 23027
Jackson, MS 39225-3027
George S. Smith 601-948-6700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 215 245 260 285 325 
330 340
90 MISSISSIPPI




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 270 285 305 320
Butchart, Ellzey & Associates
729 E. Center Street
P.O. Box 629
Canton, MS 39046
Thomas B. Butchart 601-859-3275
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 220 225 245 260 270 305 325 
335 340
DeMiller, Denny, Word & Co.
111 East Capitol Street
Suite 555
Jackson, MS 39201
Carol B. Spencer 601-948-0784
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 245 260 270 280 290 305 
320 335
Emerson, Stokes, Elliott & Harper
111 East Capitol Street, Suite 390
RO. Box 22888
Jackson, MS 39225-2888
Cecil W. Harper 601-969-0992
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





J. Frank Betts 601-987-4300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 215 245 260 310 
325 340
MISSISSIPPI 91
Hagaman, Roper, Haddox & Reid




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 180 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Horne CPA Group, P.A.
200 South Lamar Street, Suite 400
RO. Box 22964
Jackson, MS 39225-2964
R. Larry Welborn 601-649-5207
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 265 270 305 
310 325
T. E. Lott & Company, P.A.
RO. Box 471
Columbus, MS 39703-0471
Charles E. Harmond 601-328-5387
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 310 320 
325 335
Matthews, Hearon & Cutrer
633 North State Street, Suite 607
Jackson, MS 39202-3306
Brett C. Matthews 601-355-9266
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Donna M. Ingram 601-636-4762
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 150 165 190 245 260 
320 325
Nail, McKinney, Tate and Robinson
RO. Box 196
Tupelo, MS 38802
John R Nail 601-842-6475
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 265 305 320 
325 340
92 MISSISSIPPI




Mickey R. Aldridge 601-563-8661
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 260 265 270 305 320 
325 335
Jerry T. Rudman, CPA
P.O. Box 935
Brookhaven, MS 39601
Jerry T. Rudman 601-833-5133
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 215 245 260 270 305 320 325 335
Strohm, Bourn & Gary, Ltd.
3900 Lakeland Drive, Suite 100
Jackson, MS 39208
Mark E. Hamlin 601-939-3498
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 215 220 260 270 285 305 
320 325
Taylor, Powell, Wilson & Hartford, P.A.
RO. Box 8240
Greenwood, MS 38930
William David Lott 601-453-6432
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 305 310 
325 340
Whitaker Lipp & Healea
236 East Capitol Street, 4th Floor
Jackson, MS 39201
Harvey R. Lipp 206-431-1040
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 175 220 260 270 330 335
A. T. Williams, CPA
P.O. Box 606
Philadelphia, MS 39350
A. T. Williams 601-656-2742
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site




Baird, Kurtz & Dobson
P.O. Box 1900
Springfield, MO 65801-1900
Billy E. Hixon 417-865-1711
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 19
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 170 215 245 255 260 
305 310
Betty M. Baker, CPA
Suite 307A, Bldg. “C”
3715 Beck Road
St. Joseph, MO 64506
Betty Baker 816-233-2855
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 245 270 285 290 305 320 
325
Baron Salsman & Co.
425 N. New Ballas, Suite 260
St. Louis, MO 63141
Earl Salsman 314-569-3155
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 245 260 270 285 290 305 
340
Terry W. Bates & Associates, P.C.
10801 Pear Tree Lane, Suite 235
St. Ann, MO 63074
Terry W. Bates 314-426-2727
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 325
Brown, Smith, Wallace, Librach & Gordon
168 N. Meramec Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63105
Alice J. Jennings 314-862-5666
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 210 230 245 260 265 270 
290 325
Michael F. Cummins, CPA, P.C.
453 N. Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141
Michael F. Cummins 314-567-6090
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 220 225 260 265 270 320 
325 340
94 MISSOURI




Randall G. Moots 417-882-0904
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 175 215 220 260 270 305 
320 325
Diel & Forguson, P.C.
11147 Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141
Kenneth R. Diel 314-454-0438
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 265 270 280 305 320 
325 340
Donnelly Meiners Jordan Kline, P.C.
4600 Madison, Suite 1100
Kansas City, MO 64112
David Enenbach 816-753-3000
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 170 190 215 225 235 260 270 
305 325
French, McGowen & Co., P.C.
7475 Big Bend Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63119-2101
Charles R. Caciano 314-963-1400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 265 285 305 310 
325 340
Grace & Company, P.C.
3117 S. Big Bend Boulevard
Suite 100
St. Louis, MO 63143
Larry J. Porschen 314-647-9200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 170 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Hochschild, Bloom & Company
16100 Chesterfield Parkway South
Suite 125
Chesterfield, MO 63017
John L. Politte 314-239-4785
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 245 260 265 270 305 325
MISSOURI 95
Kraft, Miles & Tatum
1650 W. Harper Street
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
Cary A. Barks 314-785-6438
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Kansas City, MO 64112
William L. Hancock 816-968-2019
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Robert E. McGuire, CPA
4512 Roanoke Parkway
Kansas City, MO 64111
Bob McGuire 816-753-4151
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 205 220 245 260 265 270 
305 325
O’Dell & Company
1609 S. Enterprise Avenue
Springfield, MO 65804
Stephen A. O’Dell 417-887-7912
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 255 260 270 285 
305 325






Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 250 260 265 285 305 
325 340
Schott & Company
351 Silver Springs Road, Suite 400
RO. Box 1090
Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
Lonnie Hasty 314-335-1231
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 215 245 255 260 305 320 
325 340
96 MISSOURI
Schowalter and Jabouri, P.C.
11777 Gravois Road
St. Louis, MO 63127
Dennis F. Schowalter 314-842-2929
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 220 245 305 320 
325 340
St. John, Mersmann & Co., P.C.
640 Cepi Drive, Suite A
Chesterfield, MO 63005
Mark E. Mersmann 314-532-2350
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 175 220 245 260 265 270 
285 340
Troutt, Beeman, Norton & Kahmann, P.C.
P.O. Box 160
Harrisonville, MO 64701
Wesley F. Troutt 816-884-5500
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 215 245 260 305 320 
325 340




Joseph D. Valbracht 314-221-5998
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 260 310 320 325 
330 335




Ronald W. Toellner 816-827-4990
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 270 290 305 325 
335 340
Winger & Parker, P.C.
9233 Ward Parkway, Suite 120
Kansas City, MO 64114
Robert W. Parker 816-361-1137
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Anderson, ZurMuehlen & Co., P.C.




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 185 220 245 260 265 285 
310 325
Hamilton Misfeldt & Company, P.C.
21 Tenth Street South
Great Falls, MT 59401
Robert Bronson 406-727-0888
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 175 260 270 320 325 
330 340





Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 215 220 260 270 
320 325
Junkermier, Clark, Campanella, Stevens, P.C.
600 Central Plaza, Suite 208
P.O. Box 989
Great Falls, MT 59403
Jerry L. Lehman 406-761-2820
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 175 220 255 260 
270 325
Smith, Lange & Koch
1060 S. Central Avenue
Sidney, MT 59270
Gene W. Koch 406-482-4510
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Basso, McClure & Goeglein




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Grand Island, NE 68801
H. Dean Graf 308-382-5720
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 165 245 260 265 305 310 
320 325





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 245 260 270 305 320 
325 330
Graeve & Associates, P.C.
13911 Gold Circle
Omaha, NE 68144
Keith J. Graeve 402-330-7008
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 260 270 305 320 325 
335 340
Dale E. Gruntorad & Co.
202 So. 11th, Suite 201
RO. Box 81708
Lincoln, NE 68501-1708
Stephen K. Bjorkman 402-475-4004
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 245 260 270 280 
325 340
NEBRASKA 99
Haney, Martin & Ludwig, P.C.
101 South Chestnut
P.O. Box 828
North Platte, NE 69103-0828
James C. Martin 308-532-8850
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 215 260 270 305 
320 340
Fred A. Lockwood & Co., P.C.
RO. Box 535
Gering, NE 69341
Carol M. Lockwood 308-436-5081
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 170 260 270 320 325
John R. Matejka, CPA, P.C.
2121 North Webb Road, Suite 102
Grand Island, NE 68803
John R. Matejka 308-381-2850
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 130 165 190 220 225 245 
255 270
McDermott & Miller, P.C.
616 West 5th
Hastings, NE 68901
Michael W. Wassinger 402-462-4154
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 215 245 255 260 305 320 
325 335




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 220 225 260 270 
320 325
McDermott & Miller, P.C.
7171 Mercy Road, Suite 300
Omaha, NE 68106
Patricia Andersen 402-391-1207
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 175 200 245 260 265 
320 325
100 NEBRASKA
Shonsey, Schroeder, Almquist, Schreiner, Kucera & 
Maltzahn, P.C.
1203 West Second Street
Grand Island, NE 68801
Robert D. Almquist 308-381-1810
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 215 220 245 260 265
270 325
Trachtenbarg & Associates, P.C.




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 260 265 270 305 320
325 340
NEVADA
Barnard, Vogler & Co.
350 So. Center Street, #500
Reno, NV 89501
Betty B. Vogler 702-786-6141
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 145 165 175 245 260 265 305 320 
325 330
Conant, Trent & Conant
801 S. Rancho Drive
Suite E-6
Las Vegas, NV 89106
Diane S. Conant 702-385-5959
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 225 260 270 285 290 
305 340
Daniel G. Kabat, CPA
P.O. Box 1625




Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 145 155 220 260 280 285 290 
305 340
NEW HAMPSHIRE 101






Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 145 165 215 220 260 270 285 290 
320 325
Pangborn & Co., Ltd.
924 South Virginia Street
Reno, NV 89502
Harry O. Parsons 702-329-3118
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Raben & Rosenberg
1785 E. Sahara #245
Las Vegas, NV 89104
C. Terry Raben 702-796-8801
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 270 305
NEW HAMPSHIRE
F. G. Briggs, Jr., CPA, P.A.
Ninety Eight Salmon Street
Manchester, NH 03104
Frederick G. Briggs, Jr. 603-668-1340
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 155 165 220 245 255 260 265
325 340
Cushman S. Colby, CPA, P.A.
820 Lafayette Road, Suite 201
Hampton, NH 03842-1267
Cushman S. Colby 603-926-8763
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg
Etna Road HC 61 Box 13B
Lebanon, NH 03766
John T. Schiffman 603-448-6500
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 215 220 245 270 285 
305 325
102 NEW HAMPSHIRE
Vachon, Clukay & Co., P.C.
131 Middle Street
Manchester, NH 03101-1905
Robert L. Vachon 603-622-7070
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 175 215 225 260 270 305 320 
325 340
NEW JERSEY
Aliotta, Fritsch & Walsh
852 Broadway
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
Susan H. Young 908-222-6491
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340






Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 205 235 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Beck, Villata & Co., P.C.
28 W. Grand Avenue
RO. Box 470
Montvale, NJ 07645
Robert K. Griffin 201-391-6644
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 160 195 245 265 270 290 
305 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 270 285 290 305 
325 340
NEW JERSEY 103
Neil Della Torre & Company
76 North Walnut Street
Ridgewood, NJ 07450
Neil Della Torre 201-652-4040
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 245 260 265 270 285 
305
Demetrius & Company
Wayne Interchange Plaza I 
145 Route 46 West
Wayne, NJ 07470
John A. Demetrius 201-812-0100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 230 235 245 260 265 305 
325 340
Eisner and Tenenbaum
900 U.S. Highway 9 North
Suite 301
Woodbridge, NJ 07095-1097
Arthur D. Kulback 908-636-3100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 265 270 275 285 290 
305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 200 215 245 260 270 275
305 340




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 190 195 220 245 265 270 
305 340






Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
104 NEW JERSEY
R. D. Hunter & Company
One Mack Centre Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652-3900
Dale K. Nelson 201-261-4030
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 195 220 245 260 270 290 305 
310 340
Jump, Bowe and Company
244 Main Street
Toms River, NJ 08753
Patricia A. Dugan 908-240-7377
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 220 260 270 285 305 320 
340
MacAlpine, Carll & Co.
30 South Haddon Avenue
Haddonfield, NJ 08033
Charles Adams 609-772-0300
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 135 245 260 270 285 290 305 340
Morris Merker & Co.
55 Harristown Road
Glen Rock, NJ 07452
Morris Merker 201-447-4300
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Toms River, NJ 08754-0269
Alan E. Meyer 908-341-0800
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 160 165 220 245 260 265 285 
290 340
NEW JERSEY 105





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 155 165 220 260 265 270
305
Mortenson and Associates, P.C.
340 North Avenue
Cranford, NJ 07016
Angelo J. Coppolino 908-272-7000
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site





Boris A. Burachinsky 201-328-1825
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 160 165 245 260 265 285 
320 325
Olsen & Thompson, P.A.
Route 202 and Bailey’s Mill Road
Morristown, NJ 07960
Richard Hall 908-766-3212
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 165 220 225 245 260 270 
285 290
Pinkham & Foster
101 North Wood Avenue
Linden, NJ 07036
Bruce R. Foster 908-925-3200
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 200 220 225 245 260 270 
305 340




Mark J. DiQuattro 201-635-0003
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 245 260 265 285 290 
305 340
106 NEW JERSEY




Nicholas L. Truglio 908-231-1000
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 160 165 245 260 265 275 285 
305 340
Schonbraun, Safris, Sternlieb & Co.
769 Northfield Avenue, Suite 130
West Orange, NJ 07052
Carol Donatiello 201-325-0800
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 245 270 275 280 285 290 
305 340
Smolin, Lupin & Co., P.A.
100 Executive Drive
West Orange, NJ 07052
Henry Rinder 201-325-7200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 245 260 265 285 290 
305 340
Sorelle & Associates P.C.
6 North Broad Street - Suite 205
Woodbury, NJ 08096
Nina S. Sorelle 609-853-0440
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 215 220 245 260 265 305 
320 325
Trien, Rosenberg, Felix, Rosenberg, Barr & Weinberg
177 Madison Avenue
Morristown, NJ 07962-1982
Ted M. Felix 201-267-4200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site









Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 160 165 235 245 270 280 285 
305 340
Withum, Smith & Brown
RO. Box 580
981 Route 22 W
Somerville, NJ 08876
Douglas M. Sonier 908-526-5066
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 155 165 225 245 255 260 
265 285
Yeutter & Swartz, CPAs, P.C.
24 E. Main Street
P.O. Box 548
Mays Landing, NJ 08330
Robert E. Swartz 609-625-0999
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 220 255 260 270 305 320 
325 340





Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 225 245 260 265 270 305 
340
NEW MEXICO




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 175 215 245 250 255 260 
265 325
108 NEW MEXICO
Gordon and Hale, P.C.
RO. Box 5162
Santa Fe, NM 87502
Jack Gordon, Jr. 505-982-0083
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 155 165 245 260 305 320 
325 335




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 205 220 260 270 280 305 
325 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 215 260 270 280 305 320 
325
Pulakos & Alongi, Ltd.
5700 Harper Drive, NE
Suite 450
Albuquerque, NM 87109
Edgar A. Amsden 505-821-1600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 120 165 220 260 270 305 340
K. K. Schauer, CPA
225 E. Idaho, Suite #17
Las Cruces, NM 88005-3241
Ken Schauer 505-523-6185
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 175 215 220 225 260 
270 280
Wexler, Bishop & Company, Ltd.
6400 Uptown Boulevard, NE, #610 E
Albuquerque, NM 87110-4203
Robert S. Bishop 505-889-3355
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Abrams and Company, P.C.
555 Broad Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
Bill Abrams 516-454-9393
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 205 245 255 260 265 285 
320 340
John E. Bailey, CPA
2 Fowler Avenue
Lynbrook, NY 11563
John E. Bailey 516-887-1770
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 305 
340
David Berdon & Co.
415 Madison Avenue




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 225 245 270 280 285 290 
305 340
Biscotti, Grassi & Co., CPAs, P.C.
76 South Central Avenue
Valley Stream, NY 11580
Salvatore J. Armao 516-825-6200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 205 245 260 265 270 280 
285 290
Blonder, Seymour, Shapss, Solomon & Company
310 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Haskell J. Seymour 212-986-9315
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 155 165 220 245 265 270 285 
340
Bollam, Sheedy, Torani & Co.
26 Computer Drive West
Albany, NY 12205
Eric W. Montanye 518-459-6700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 245 260 305 310 325 
335 340
110 NEW YORK
Bonadio, Insero & Co.
1850 Winton Road South
Rochester, NY 14618-3993
Jim Zielinski 716-244-2000
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 
320 340
Brock, Schechter & Polakoff
135 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14202
Edward J. Nightengale 716-854-5034
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Samuel M. Bronsky, CPA
1620 Niagara Falls Boulevard
Tonawanda, NY 14150
Samuel M. Bronsky 716-831-0007
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site






Brian A. Caswell 315-695-2061
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 135 150 160 165 260 290 
305 340
Cornick, Garber & Sandler
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10104
Leonard Weinstock 212-765-4770
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 160 165 205 265 270 290 
305 340
NEW YORK 111
Craft, Long & Company, P.S.C.
2150 Lexington Road, Suite G
P.O. Box 827
Richmond, NY 40476-0827
G. Alan Long 606-623-4027
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 225 260 270 305 
325 340




James C. Daniels 607-722-5386
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 220 225 245 260 270 305 
320 340
Davie, Kaplan & Braverman, P.C.
500 Reynolds Arcade Building
Rochester, NY 14614
David C. Pitcher 716-454-4161
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 205 245 260 285 290 
305 320
Dermody, Burke and Brown, CPAs, P.C.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Charles M. Fadale 716-634-8800
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 225 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Dorfman-Robbie, P.C.
401 New Karner Road
Albany, NY 12205-3809
John C. Olsen 518-464-4080
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site









Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 220 225 245 265 285 290 
305 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 270 280 340
Goldstein, Golub, Kessler & Company, P.C.
1185 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036-2602
Terry M. Turner 212-523-1214
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 135 140 230 245 260 265 270 
275 340
Gould & Swanson, P.C.
1800 Liberty Building
Buffalo, NY 14202-3686
William J. Swierat 716-854-3110
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site








Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site




New York, NY 10018
Ed Kuczmarski 212-719-3900
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 140 155 200 225 245 260 275 
285 290
NEW YORK 113
Holtz Rubenstein & Co.
445 Broad Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
Howard Weiner 516-752-7400
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 205 245 260 270 280 290 
305 340
Edward Isaacs & Company
380 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10016
Roger Donohue 212-297-4808
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 210 245 260 265 270 285 
290 305
Israeloff, Trattner & Co., CPAs, P.C.
11 Sunrise Plaza
Valley Stream, NY 11580-6169
Wayne Nast 516-872-3300
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 275 285 290 
325 340
Lilling & Company
10 Cutter Mill Road
Great Neck, NY 11021
Mark Lilling 516-829-1099
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 140 155 245 265 270 275 
285 290





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 255 260 305 320 325 
335 340
Lubow, Kutzin & Glazer
150 Broad Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
Russ Glazer 516-423-2301
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 180 220 235 245 270 290 
305 340
114 NEW YORK
Lucker, Kennedy & Felmeden
241 Main Street, S-100
Buffalo, NY 14203
Clarence G. Heupel 716-852-1470
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 185 245 260 265 285 340
Lumsden & McCormick
403 Main Street, Suite 430
Buffalo, NY 14203
Martin S. Harris 716-856-3300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 215 245 260 265 320 325
Lutz, Cichy, Selig & Zeronda
110 Wolf Road
Albany, NY 12205
William A. Zeronda 518-458-8844
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Paul H. Salmin 716-461-3440
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 255 260 265 270 305 
330 340
McGIadrey & Pullen
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
James D. Feeney 212-382-0024
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 70
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 135 140 165 175 230 245 260 
265 285
Mengel, Metzger, Barr & Co.
33 Chestnut Street
Rochester, NY 14604
Keith A. Urtel 716-423-1860
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 175 195 245 260 310 340
NEW YORK 115
Mitchell/Titus & Co.
One Battery Park Plaza
New York, NY 10004
Robert P. Titus 212-709-4500
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 235 245 260 265 270 290 
320 325
Raymond M. Nowicki, CPA
3685 Harlem Road
Buffalo, NY 14215
Raymond M. Nowicki 716-834-0358
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 225 245 255 260 265 270 
320 325
Patrusky Mintz & Semel
22 Cortlandt Street
New York, NY 10007
George J. Hambel 212-732-2600
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 160 195 235 245 265 270 275 
305 340
Polansky, Bennett, Sage, Newman & Kulberg
One Old Country Road
Carle Place, NY 11514
Jerry Sclair 516-741-5911
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 155 225 245 270 280 285 290 
305 340
Conway Porter, CPA, P.C.
147 Linwood Avenue
Buffalo, NY 14209
Conway Porter, III 716-881-2277
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 205 210 260 270 305 315 325




Anthony De Cicco 914-331-5030
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 225 245 260 270 305 
320 325
116 NEW YORK
Roth Nobis & Co., P.C.
39 North Pearl Street, 2nd Floor
Albany, NY 12207
Brian W. Nobis 518-465-3345
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 225 245 260 270 285 
290 305
Roy, Cole & Speranza
32-75 Steinway Street, Room 208
Astoria, NY 11103
Prabir Roy 718-956-0801
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





New York, NY 10019
Gary Broder 212-315-5000
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 130 165 195 225 265 285 290 
305 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 110 165 225 245 260 265 275 
320 340
Sciarabba, Walker & Co.
200 East Buffalo Street
Suite 402
Ithaca, NY 14850
J. Kenneth Walker 607-272-5550
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 175 245 260 270 285 305 
325 340
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate & Churchill, CPAs, P.C.
H.V.M. P.O. Box 6130
Kingston, NY 12401
Donald T. Sperry 914-336-7183
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 200 220 245 260 270 
320 325
NEW YORK 117




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 245 260 270 320 
325 340
Frederick S. Todman & Company
111 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
Paul Young 212-962-5930
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 140 195 205 220 230 245 265 
270 340
Urbach Kahn & Werlin P.C.
Sixty-Six State Street
Albany, NY 12207




Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 245 260 265 
325 340
Tilak K. Vadehra, CPA
280 Madison Avenue, Suite 307
New York, NY 10016
Tilak K. Vadehra 212-696-1394
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 205 220 245 260 270 290 305 320 
325 340
Walsh, Mulligan & Grote, P.C.
83-13 247 Street
Bellerose, NY 11426
Gerard J. Mulligan 516-354-2205
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Michael A. Walter, CPA
80-45 Grenfell Street
Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Michael A. Walter 212-826-6783
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 155 165 210 245 260 265 270 
305 340
118 NEW YORK
Watson, Rice & Co.
246 Fifth Avenue, Sixth Floor
New York, NY 10001
Conrad P. Cruz 212-447-7300
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 160 205 215 260 265 270 285 
290 325
Weinaug, Benson, Buffamante & Co., P.C.
Suite 500
Exchange National Bank Building
Olean, NY 14760
Scott D. Reed 716-372-1620
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 200 220 245 260 265 270 
320 325
M.R. Weiser & Co.
535 Fifth Avenue




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 215 235 245 260 270 285 290 
305 340
Weissbarth, Altman & Michaelson
156 West 56th Street
New York, NY 10019
Steven Rubin 212-265-7500
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 220 245 270 275 285 290 305 
340
NORTH CAROLINA
Beck, Lindsey & Company
4500 Cameron Valley Parkway
Suite 130
Charlotte, NC 28211-3552
Heidi M. Barringer 704-365-4334
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 245 265 270 280 290 
305 340
NORTH CAROLINA 119




Kenneth M. Hughes 704-254-2254
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 215 245 260 305 310 320 
325 340
Dellinger & Deese




Roy E. Dellinger 704-568-4080
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 160 165 245 255 260 265 275 
325 340
Dixon, Odom & Co.
1208 Eastchester Drive, Suite 100
P.O. Box 2646 (27261-2646)
High Point, NC 27265
Donald L. Carr 919-889-5156
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 9
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 235 245 260 265 310 
325 340
Gilliam Coble & Moser
P.O. Box 269
Burlington, NC 27216
Scott L. Williams 919-227-6283
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
John W. Graham, III, CPA





Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 245 260 305 325
Haynes Strand Henry and Company
RO. Box 10949
Greensboro, NC 27404
Michael W. Henry 919-294-9044
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 235 245 260 265 270 310 
320 325
120 NORTH CAROLINA
Hobbs, Crossley & Blacka, P.A.
3750 Latrobe Drive
Charlotte, NC 28211
James M. Hobbs 704-364-3750
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 160 165 245 270 305 340
Holden, Moss, Knott, Clark & Taylor, P.A.
803 S. Garnett Street
P.O. Box 177
Henderson, NC 27536
Robert W. Taylor 919-492-3041
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 215 245 260 265 270 305 
320 325
Johnson, Price & Sprinkle, P.A.
P.O. Box 8385
Asheville, NC 28814
R. Leslie Johnson 704-254-2374
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 305 310 320 
325 365




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 160 165 190 235 245 270 285 
290 340




W. Michael Clewis 919-762-9671
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Kent H. Eidson 919-273-4461
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 70
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 215 220 245 260 285 
305 340
NORTH CAROLINA 121
Pace & Pope, P.A.
2809 Village Way
P.O. Box 128
New Bern, NC 28563
Pamela H. Pope 919-633-5096
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 130 155 165 220 245 270 280 
305 340




Kenneth B. Hawkins 919-943-2725
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 13
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 195 215 220 225 245 
260 325
Potter & Company, P.A.
114 N. Church Street
Monroe, NC 28112
Bucky Glover 800-868-8189
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 245 260 265 270 305 
320 325
Sharrard, McGee & Co., P.A.
1813 N. Main Street
RO. Box 5869
High Point, NC 27262
Carroll L. Royster 919-884-0410
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Henry L. White 919-872-1260
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 165 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Watts, Scobie & Wakeford
5100 Oak Park Road
Raleigh, NC 27612
David E. Scobie 919-787-1705
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 160 165 225 245 260 265 270 
285 305
122 NORTH CAROLINA
Williams, Overman, Pierce & Company
P.O. Box 31823
Raleigh, NC 27622
A. E. Strange, Jr. 919-782-3444
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 260 270 280 285 290 
305 340
NORTH DAKOTA
Brady, Martz & Associates, P.C.
400 Demers Avenue, Suite 300




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 215 245 260 320 
325 340
Eide Helmeke & Co.
Dakota Bank Building, Suite 500
Fargo, ND 58102
C. Richard Brammell 701-237-3343
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 8
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 245 260 265 320 
325 335
Widmer Roel & Co., Ltd.
317 South University Drive
Fargo, ND 58103
Stan Sandvik 701-237-6022
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 255 260 270 305 
320 325
OHIO
Aronowitz, Chaiken & Hardesty
P.O. Box 5367
Cincinnati, OH 45201
Richard R. Vestring 513-621-8300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 235 245 260 265 285 
305 340
OHIO 123




Mary Ann Gehringer 216-696-9860
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 195 235 245 260 270 285 
290 340
Brell, Holt, Kissoff & Bracken
405 Madison Avenue, Suite 1330
Toledo, OH 43604
Clayton L. Holt 419-243-0218
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 225 235 245 260 270 280 
285 340
Buckingham & Associates, Inc.
Diamond Savings & Loan Building
Third Floor
Findlay, OH 45840
Harry W. Buckingham 419-423-8262
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 200 205 225 260 270 290 305 
320 325
Ciulla, Stephens & Co.
6364 Pearl Road
Parma Heights, OH 44130
Robert J. McMinn 216-884-2036
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 265 270 305 340
Ciuni & Panichi, Inc.
25201 Chagrin Boulevard, #200
Cleveland, OH 44122
Sheila M. Birch 216-831-7171
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 245 260 265 270 290 305 
320 325
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
160 N. Breiel Boulevard
Middletown, OH 45042
Carl R. Coburn 513-241-3111
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 245 260 270 280 
305 310
124 OHIO
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
333 N. Limestone, Suite 202
Springfield, OH 45503
D. Donald Jones 513-324-4800
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
J. D. Cloud & Co.
1100 Mercantile Center
120 E. Fourth Street, Ste. 1100
Cincinnati, OH 45202
John R. Schneider 513-621-1188
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 245 255 260 265 275 
310 340
Cohen & Company
1300 Bond Court Building
Cleveland, OH 44114
Joseph S. Fornal 216-579-1040
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site





Elizabeth A. Davis 216-842-3880
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 235 245 270 305 340
D.L. Donohoo & Co.
247 Main Street
Batavia, OH 45103-2978
Don L. Donohoo, Sr. 513-732-2710
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 260 270 275 280 305 
335 340
Economou & Flood, P.C.
9443 Cincinnati - Columbus Road
West Chester, OH 45069
Thomas P. Flood 513-779-1666
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340
OHIO 125
Frauenthal & Associates Co.
1111 Chester Avenue
Park Plaza, Suite #800
Cleveland, OH 44114
Hasan Mazumdar 216-781-6106
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 220 245 270 275 290 
305 340
Gomersall & Chester
24600 Detroit Road, Suite 200
Westlake, OH 44145
David Gomersall 216-871-1961
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 265 270 285 290 305 340
Hausser + Taylor
1400 North Point Tower
Cleveland, OH 44114-1152
Ronald P. Tomallo 216-523-1900
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 180 215 245 260 265 
310 320
Heiser & Jesko, Inc.
35104 Euclid Avenue, Suite #301
Willoughby, OH 44094
Robert F. Sabo 216-951-2997
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 215 220 245 260 265 270 
275 305
Jackson, Rolfes, Spurgeon & Co.
144 Merchant Street - Suite 340
Cincinnati, OH 45246
Roger K. Spurgeon 513-772-5588
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Lytkowski & Pease, Inc.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 195 245 260 265 310
126 OHIO
Mahle, Wack, Zaidain & Co.
2240 E. Central Avenue
Miamisburg, OH 45342
Steven D. Wack 513-866-2533
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 220 245 270 305 340
McLain, Hill, Rugg & Associates, Inc.
395 Lincoln Park Drive
RO. Box 190
New Lexington, OH 43764
J. Thomas Hill 614-342-3512
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 180 185 220 225 245 260 270 
305 325
McManamon, Gilbert & Doeringer
18500 Lake Road
P.O. Box 16544
Rocky River, OH 44116
Gary A. Doeringer 216-333-3343
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 260 270 340
Meaden & Moore, Inc.




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 195 220 245 260 265 305 
325 330




John M. O’Neil 419-885-4704
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 215 225 245 260 265 
270 340
Prijatel & Koss
34950 Chardon Road, Suite 100
Willoughby Hills, OH 44094
Frank Prijatel 216-946-2727
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 235 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
OHIO 127
Rea & Associates, Inc.
122 Fourth St. N.W.
P.O. Box 547
New Philadelphia, OH 44663-0547
Chester D. Stocker 216-339-6651
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 110 120 185 215 245 260 270 305 
325 340
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
355 E. Campus View Boulevard 
Suite 200
Columbus, OH 43235
Martin W. Magill 614-846-1133
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 150 165 170 215 220 245 260 270 
305 325
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
4141 Colonel Glenn Highway 
Suite 100
Dayton, OH 45431
Willis H. Geyer, Jr. 513-426-6645
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 150 165 170 215 220 245 260 270 
305 325
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
821 N. Limestone Street
Springfield, OH 45503
Robert E. Zinser 513-322-4934
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 150 165 170 215 220 245 260 270 
305 325
Schoenfeld Kopp Smith Skelley & Co., P.C.
Talbott Tower, Suite 1100
131 North Ludlow Street 
Dayton, OH 45402-1737
Thomas F. Skelley 513-223-5247
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 205 225 245 260 265 270 
285 340
128 OHIO
Smith, Payne & Co.
171 E. Washington Row
P.O. Box 558
Sandusky, OH 44870
R. David Smith 419-627-1248
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Snyder, Scheffler, Scherer & Fast, Inc.
110 E. Main Street
P.O. Box 765
Lancaster, OH 43130
Jeffrey A. Harr 614-653-7144
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 110 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 
325 335
Spaeth & Batterberry
114 E. Eighth Street 
Cincinnati, OH 45202
Charles E. Landes 513-651-5800
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 245 260 265 270 285 
290 340
Swallen, Lawhun & Co.
1201 30th Street, N.W.
Canton, OH 44709
Daniel W. English 216-492-4422
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 175 245 270 285 305 
310 340
Umble, Gayhart & Jacobsen
7419 Kingsgate Way
West Chester, OH 45069
Harry Wagner 513-777-4533
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 220 225 245 255 270 305 
340
William Vaughan & Co.
145 Chesterfield Lane 
Maumee, OH 43537-3836 
Gregory J. Arndt 419-891-1040 
Personnel: 26 to 50 
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 






Eugene L. Diamond 216-696-2330
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 170 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Wright, Richardson & Co., Inc.
13855 Superior Road, Suite 1901
East Cleveland, OH 44118
James P. Richardson 216-397-0099
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 230 245 260 265 290 320 
325 340
OKLAHOMA




Walter H. Webb 918-225-4216
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 220 260 270 305 
320 325
Collins, Butler & Co.
901 W. Maple
Enid, OK 73701
C. Ross Dillon 405-233-1144
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 180 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Gray & Company, P.C.
225 East Main
Norman, OK 73069
Janice L. Gray 405-360-5533
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




3030 N.W. Expressway, Suite 502
Oklahoma City, OK 73112-5465
Edward J. Bolka 405-948-7284
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 160 165 180 210 240 260 
265 285
Heatherington & Fields




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 185 220 245 260 265 270 305 
340
Luton & Co.
16 N.W. 63rd, Suite 306
Oklahoma City, OK 73116
Jim Luton 405-848-7313
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 165 215 225 245 260 270 
320 325
Magee Rausch & Shelton
1856 East 15th Street
Tulsa, OK 74104
Robert L. Poplin 918-744-0191
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 180 195 245 260 
265 270
Sartain Fischbein & Co.
3010 South Harvard, Suite 400
Tulsa, OK 74114
Michael V. Thornberry 918-749-6601
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Baker City, OR 97814
Dale B. Bingham 503-523-7763
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 185 220 245 270 305 320 
325 340
OREGON 131
DeLap, White & Raish
4500 S.W. Kruse Way, Suite #200 
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
Jim Raish 503-697-4118
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 150 165 170 200 205 260 265 
325 340
Eveson, Snyder, Lincoln, Seydel & Lewis 
RO. Box 1024
La Grande, OR 97850
Charles A. Snyder 503-963-4191
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 175 215 260 270 280 305 320 
325 340
Guyer, Lindley & Bailey, CPAs, P.C.
2790 Main Street 
Baker City, OR 97814 
David F. Lindley 503-523-4471 
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 225 245 260 270 305 325 
330 335
John H. Hancock, CPA 
528 Cottage Street, NE 
Suite 160
Salem, OR 97301-3828
John H. Hancock 503-585-0024
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 245 255 270 305 
340
Isler & Co.
1976 Garden Avenue 
Eugene, OR 97403-1989 
Jim Willis 503-342-5161 
Personnel: 51 to 100 
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 255 260 270 305 325
Jones & Roth, P.C. 
P.O. Box 10086 
Eugene, OR 97440 
Michael G. Lewis 503-687-2320
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 205 245 260 275 305 320 
325 340
132 OREGON




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 235 245 265 270 
285 305
Kosmatka, Donnelly & Co.
P.O. Box 4519
Medford, OR 97501
Dennis W. Donnelly 503-773-6633
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 210 245 255 260 
285 305
Nelson, Trimble & Company
18 N.W. Oregon Avenue
Bend, OR 97701
Gary S. Nelson 503-382-4791
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 270 280 285 305 
325 340
Nixon, Abbey & Company, P.C.
395 N. Sherwood Boulevard
RO. Box 974
Sherwood, OR 97140-0974
Everett E. Nixon 503-625-3333
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 220 245 255 260 305 320 
325 340
Perkins & Company, P.C.
111 SW Fifth Avenue, Suite 2000
Portland, OR 97204-3686
Gary W. Reynolds 503-221-0336
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 175 220 245 255 260 265 
305 340
Solin & Associates, P.C.
66 Club Road, Suite 300
Eugene, OR 97401
Dennis L. Solin 503-344-6307
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 260 265 270 285 305 320 
325 340
PENNSYLVANIA 133
Teresa J. Spada, CPA
1235 SE Morrison Street, #200
Portland, OR 97214
Teresa Spada 503-231-8110
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 225 245 255 260 270 285 
290 340
PENNSYLVANIA
Alpern, Rosenthal & Company
Warner Centre
Suite 400, 332 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Edward F. Rockman 412-281-2501
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 180 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Beard & Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 311
Reading, PA 19603
R. John Thomas 215-376-2833
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 235 260 265 320 
330 335
Beucler, Kelly & Co., Ltd.
125 Strafford Avenue, Suite 116
Wayne, PA 19087-3388
Judith H. O’Dell 215-688-3200
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 135 165 180 245 260 265 285 290 
320 325
Boyer & Ritter
425 North 21th Street
Camp Hill, PA 17011
John A. Persun 717-263-8511
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 220 225 245 270 280 305 
320 325
134 PENNSYLVANIA
Brown, Schwab, Bergquist & Co.
3800 W. 12th Street
Erie, PA 16505-3302
Michael J. Bergquist 814-833-9814
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 200 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Burton & Browse
444 South State Street
Newtown, PA 18940
Kenneth R. Cronlund 215-968-4224
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 225 245 260 270 285 305 320 
325 340
Cogen Sklar Levick
225 East City Avenue, Suite 100
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004
Bruce S. Botwin 215-668-9700
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 165 205 235 245 260 265 285 
325 340
Croft, Bilker & Drozd, P.C.
347 N. Pottstown Pike
Exton, PA 19341
Joseph M. Drozd 215-363-2838
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 245 260 270 285 290 
320 325
Cypher and Cypher
170 West Pike Street
Canonsburg, PA 15317
John W. Cypher 412-745-3543
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 165 245 260 265 270 320 
325 335
Detweiler, Hershey & Associates
64 N. County Line Road
P.O. Box 157
Souderton, PA 18964
James L. Rittenhouse 215-723-8901
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 150 165 170 210 220 260 270 
280 305
PENNSYLVANIA 135
Dreslin and Company, Inc.
547 Swede Street
Norristown, PA 19401-4875
William J. Reh 215-272-3571
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 225 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Elko, Fischer, McCabe & Rudman, Ltd.
524 N. Providence Road
Media, PA 19063
John A. Gillis 215-565-3930
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 155 165 225 260 265 270 280 
285 340
Henry W. Farnum, CPA
P.O. Box 286
Gladwyne, PA 19035
Henry W. Farnum 215-642-2542
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 225 245 260 265 270 
285 305
Ferraro Krebs & McMurtry
244 Boulevard of the Allies
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Robert H. Krebs 412-471-7400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 215 245 260 270 285 305 
320 340
Flickinger & Co., Inc.
4185 West Market Street
York, PA 17404
M. Scott Hursh 717-792-3619
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 245 260 270 280 285 
320 325
Friedlander, Dunn & Company 
555 Business Center Drive
Horsham, PA 19044
Richard A. Landis 215-674-9800
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 245 260 265 270 290 
305 340
136 PENNSYLVANIA
Thomas A. Geisler & Co., P.C.
278 Beverly Road 
Pittsburgh, PA 15216 
Thomas A. Geisler 412-343-4880 
Personnel: 2 to 10 
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 160 220 245 270 290 305 340
Goff, Backa, Cuddy & Company 
711 Penn Avenue, Suite 500 
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-3407 
Daniel K. Goff 412-391-3655 
Personnel: 2 to 10 
Offices: 1 
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 125 165 220 245 260 270 310 320 
325 340
Gorzynski, Felix and Gloekler, P.C.
2527 West 26th Street 
Erie, PA 16506
Richard C. Gorzynski 814-838-6095
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 185 220 260 265 270 305 
320 325
Horovitz, Rudoy & Roteman
900 Lawyers Building 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
Gordon E. Scherer 412-391-2920 
Personnel: 26 to 50 
Offices: 1 
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site 
Client Categories: 120 160 165 220 245 260 270 285 
290 340
R. Incorvati & Company 




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 170 215 220 245 260 265 
305 340
James J. Kelly, CPA
L & M Professional Building 
1254 West Chester Pike 
Havertown, PA 19083 
James J. Kelly 215-789-0490 
Personnel: 2 to 10 
Offices: 1 
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site 
Client Categories: 165 195 215 220 225 245 265 270 
305 340
PENNSYLVANIA 137
Kuntz, Lesher, Siegrist & Martini
215 S. Centerville Road
RO. Box 8408
Lancaster, PA 17604
Robert C. Keeney 717-394-5666
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 185 220 225 245 260 265 
285 325
Lawrence, Mazzoni and Company
106 South Main Street
Wilkes-Barre, PA 18701
Joseph R. Mazzoni 717-824-7000
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 220 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
Simon Lever & Company
444 Murry Hill Circle
Lancaster, PA 17601
Keith M. Cenekofsky 717-569-7081
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 220 245 260 270 290 
305 340
MacAlpine, Carli & Co.
1010 Lafayette Building 
5th & Chestnut Streets 
Philadelphia, PA 19106
John C. MacAlpine, III 215-923-1101
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 215 220 245 260 265 270 
305 340
MacDade, Abbott & Co.
Station Square Three
Paoli, PA 19301-1378
Joseph C. Sassa 215-647-8100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 155 165 200 240 245 260 
325 340
Maschal, Hadden & Rose
800 N. Broad Street
Lansdale, PA 19446
W. Donald Maschal 215-855-4488
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




312 Boulevard of Allies
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Timothy C. Reed 412-281-9690
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 225 245 255 260 265 305 320 
325 340




Robert L. Willison 215-822-1321
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 205 245 260 265 270 320 
325 340
Rudolph, Palitz & Company
2250 Hickory Road, Suite 210
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
Richard Golebiowski 215-941-0900
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 205 245 260 270 285 
320 325
Seligman, Friedman & Company
2550 Kingston Road, Suite 307
York, PA 17402
Robert S. Freed 717-757-5611
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 245 255 260 270 290 
305 340
Shotz, Miller & Glusman, P.C.
1601 Market Street, 24th Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Myron Miller 215-665-4000
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 195 200 210 225 240 245 270 290 
300 340
PUERTO RICO 139
Sturgill, Rager & Lehman
139 Baltimore Street
Gettysburg, PA 17325
Jeffrey N. Myers 800-233-6886
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 260 270 285 305 
320 325
Urish Popeck & Co.
Three Gateway Center, 24th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Michael A. Crowe 412-391-1994
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS
125 165 175 185 215 245 250 260 305 310
Carbis Walker & Associates
1022 North Main Street
Butler, PA 16001
Richard F. Beisheim 412-287-2795
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 5
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 165 215 245 260 265 270 290 305 
320 325
Yannuzzi, Spence and Company
Stonewood Commons
101 Bradford Road, Suite 300
Wexford, PA 15090-7538
Richard E. Spence 412-934-5300
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Richard F. Close, Jr. 215-779-8111
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Box 204 Old San Juan Station
San Juan, PR 00902
Providencia Iglesias 809-763-3195
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 260 270 285 290 315 
325 340
140 RHODE ISLAND
William Torres Torres & Co.
RO. Box 29416, 65th Inf. Sta.
Rio Piedras, PR 00929
William Torres 809-752-0920
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site
Client Categories: 115 165 205 210 240 245 250 270 
320 340
Vila Del Corral & Company
P.O. Box 10528
Caparra Heights Station
San Juan, PR 00922
Fernando Rodriguez Amaro 809-751-6164
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 165 225 245 260 270 305 
340
RHODE ISLAND
Cayer, Prescott Associates, Inc.
One Richmond Square
Providence, RI 02906
James D. Wilkinson 401-421-2710
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 245 270 280 285 290 305 
320 325
Gaines, Vollucci & Co., Ltd.
246 Centerville Road
Warwick, RI 02886
Matthew L. Vollucci, Jr. 401-732-1670
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Louis M. DiOrio 401-461-2727
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 220 225 245 260 265 270 
305 340
SOUTH CAROLINA 141
Rooney, Plotkin & Willey
130 Bellevue Avenue
Newport, RI 02840
John T. Wilmot 401-272-9080
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 135 165 205 225 260 270 
280 305
Sparrow, Johnson & Ursillo, Inc.
199 North Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Patricia A. Nardone 401-521-4000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 340
SOUTH CAROLINA
Brigman Holcomb Weeks & Co., P.A.
RO. Box 1057
Greenville, SC 29602
Kenneth H. Holcomb 803-235-8561
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 225 245 260 270 285 305 
320 325




John F. Hamilton 803-799-1244
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 215 245 260 285 320 
325 335
Gamble, Givens & Moody, P.A.
7301 Rivers Avenue, Suite 180
North Charleston, SC 29418-4612
John G. Game 803-824-2100
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 250 260 265 270 285 
320 325
142 SOUTH CAROLINA
Barry D. Gumb & Associates, RA.
RO. Box 973
Charleston, SC 29402
Barry D. Gumb 803-722-6443
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 155 195 220 225 270 280 285 
305 340
Harris, Swaim, Brown & Elliott, P.A.
RO. Box 6404
Spartanburg, SC 29304
Marcus Q. Elliott 803-585-0176
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 245 260 265 305 320 325 
335 340
Hobbs, Rendleman & Corley
P.O. Box 2411
Columbia, SC 29202
Mark T. Hobbs 803-799-0555
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Francis A. Humphries 803-577-5843
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 205 245 260 285 305 
320 325
J. W. Hunt and Company
RO. Box 265
Columbia, SC 29202
R. Leeton Davis 803-254-8196
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 215 260 265 320 
325 335
McAbee, Talbert, Halliday & Co., P.C.
RO. Box 18427
809 E. Main Street (29302)
Spartanburg, SC 29318
Charles L. Talbert, III 803-583-0886
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 225 245 260 265 270 305 
320 325
SOUTH CAROLINA 143
Robinson Grant & Co., RA.
RO. Box 6148
Hilton Head Island, SC 29938-6148
James W. Litchfield 803-785-8476
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 215 220 245 260 265 285 
320 325




Z. H. Montgomery 803-779-5870
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 135 150 165 205 245 250 
255 260
George O. Short & Associates, P.C.
704 E. McBee Avenue
Greenville, SC 29601
Steven H. Short 803-271-8947
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 260 270 340
Carroll D. Solesbee, CPA, P.A.
390 East Henry Street
Spartanburg, SC 29302
Carroll D. Solesbee 803-583-4055
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 245 260 265 270
James M. Ward, CPA
RO. Box 331
Isle of Palms, SC 29451
Jimmy Ward 803-886-8013
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 280 285 290 305 325
Webster, Rogers, West, Berry & Grady
P.O. Box 6289
Florence, SC 29502
W. Michael Grady 803-665-5900
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 325
144 SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH DAKOTA
Ketel, Thorstenson & Co.
P.O. Box 3140
Rapid City, SD 57709
John B. Walker 605-342-5630
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 245 260 265 305 310 
320 325
TENNESSEE




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 260 270 310 320 325 
335 340
Bacon, Howard & Company
218 Peters Road, Suite 100
Knoxville, TN 37923
John W. Bacon 615-690-0661
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





David A. Curbo 901-761-1710
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 215 245 260 265 305 340
Fouts and Morgan, CPAs, P.C.
5100 Sanderlin, Suite 2001
Memphis, TN 38117
Douglas A. Garner 901-761-2110
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 220 245 255 260 265 
285 325
TENNESSEE 145
Gillespie & Sherrod, P.C.
102 East Broadway
Maryville, TN 37801
Michael L. Whitlock 615-982-8090
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 205 220 260 270 305 320 
325 335




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 165 260 265 270 305 340
Hazlett, Lewis & Bieter
Tivoli Center, Suite 300
701 Broad Street
Chattanooga, TN 37402-1802
Roy D. Brookshire 615-756-6133
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 245 260 265 310 
325 335
Henderson, Hutcherson, Walker & McCullough
801 Broad Street, Suite 631
Chattanooga, TN 37402
Ladell McCullough 615-756-7771
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site





Charles W. Fortner 615-246-7310
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 185 225 270 285 290 
305 325
Kraft Bros., Esstman, Patton & Harrell




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 225 245 260 265 270
325 335
146 TENNESSEE
Maggart & Associates, P.C.
Suite 2150
150 Fourth Avenue, North
Nashville, TN 37219-2417
Terri S. Kane 615-252-6100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 220 245 270 285 290 
310 340
Morgan, Newman & Cameron, P.C.
RO. Box 904
Jefferson City, TN 37760
Ralph E. Newman, Jr. 615-475-8000
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 170 215 245 250 260 270 320 
325 335
Petty & Landis, P.C.
The Krystal Building, Suite 700
Chattanooga, TN 37402-2581
Charles H. Millsaps 615-756-6585
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 175 185 245 260 265 
325 335
Pugh & Company, P.C.
P.O. Box 50250
Knoxville, TN 37950-0250
Gregg A. Woodall 615-546-9424
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 245 260 265 270 285 
310 340




C. Thomas Bates 615-254-6373
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 130 165 175 225 245 270 
275 340
Reynolds, Bone & Griesbeck
5100 Wheelis Drive, Suite 300
Memphis, TN 38117-4520
John M. Griesbeck 901-682-2431
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 135 165 175 245 260 265 
310 340
TENNESSEE 147
Thompson, Breeding, Dunn, Creswell & Sparks
624 Reelfoot Avenue
Union City, TN 38261
Arthur L. Sparks, Jr. 901-885-3661
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 260 265 305 320 325 
330 335
Watkins, Watkins & Keenan
850 Ridge Lake Boulevard
Suite 101
Memphis, TN 38120
William H. Watkins 901-761-2720
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 135 165 170 215 245 270 
325 340




Dewey W. Barber 901-476-8275
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 260 270 305 320 325 335 
340
Whitehorn Tankersley & Co.
850 Ridge Lake Boulevard, Suite 200
Memphis, TN 38120
Jerry E. Whitehorn 901-767-5080
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 250 260 270 305 320 
325 340
Williams, Crosslin, Sparks & Vaden, P.C.
611 Commerce Street, Suite 3000
Nashville, TN 37203
Dell Crosslin 615-254-1003
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 220 245 260 
335 340
Work, Fossett & Greer, P.C.
3401 West End Avenue, Suite 790
Nashville, TN 37203
Wayne Fossett 615-383-1160
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Robert S. Abrasley, P.C.
9301 Southwest Freeway
Houston, TX 77074
Robert S. Abrasley 713-774-6624
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 260 280 285 295 305
Alexander, Lankford & Hiers, Inc.
4000 S. Medford
Lufkin, TX 75901
Glenda J. Hiers 409-632-7771
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 215 245 260 270
320 325
Alford, Doebbler & Company
1020 N.E. Loop 410, Suite 600
San Antonio, TX 78209
Noel M. Alford 512-824-1120
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Arms, Jeffers & Co.
P.O. Box 6688
Tyler, TX 75711
Leonard H. Acker 903-561-8122
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 180 220 245 260 270 
325 340
Armstrong, Backus & Co.
P.O. Box 71
515 W. Harris Avenue
San Angelo, TX 76902
Michael R. Bodiford 915-653-6854
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 175 215 245 265 310 320
325 335
TEXAS 149
Bateman & Co., Inc., P.C.
5 Briardale Court
Houston, TX 77027
Clinton F. Bateman 713-552-9800
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 160 165 200 245 260 265 270 
285 340
Beason, Jacks & Willis
1800 NW Loop 281, Suite 310 
P.O. Box 3167
Longview, TX 75606
David M. Beason 903-295-8811
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 220 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Mary E. Beniteau Bell, CPA
109 North Fisk Street 
Brownwood, TX 76801 
Mary Bell 915-646-4443 
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 180 260 270 280 290 305 340
Bixler, Carlton, Pittenger & Co., P.C
1280 Hawkins, Suite 200
El Paso, TX 79925
Ray M. Larkin 915-593-1280
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 110 120 175 205 220 260 270 325 
340
Blomstrom & Co., P.C.
9301 Southwest Freeway, Suite 100
Houston, TX 77074
Wynette Stone 713-771-4385
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Bock, Rutherford & Co.
1100 Montana, #202 
El Paso, TX 79902
Jimmie J. Rutherford 915-544-8984
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 260 270 280 290 305 
335 340
150 TEXAS




Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 150 165 175 180 260 270 
320 325
Botello Matthys & Co., P.C.
P.O. Box 40517
San Antonio, TX 78229-1517
Robert E. Matthys 512-737-1042
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 200 260 265 270 320 
325 335
Braden & Kikis, P.C.
14606 Falling Creek
Houston, TX 77068
John A. Braden 713-580-6750
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 165 180 225 245 260 265 
270 325
Briggs & Veselka Co.
6565 West Loop South
Suite 430
Bellaire, TX 77401
John C. Flatowicz 713-667-9147
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 170 245 260 270 305 
325 340




Kaci W. Jones 806-995-3511
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 10
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 180 215 245 260 310 
320 325
Bumgardner, Morrison and Company
P.O. Box 3750
1501 E. Mockingbird, Suite 300
Victoria, TX 77903-3750
Christopher Krejci 512-575-0271
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 260 305 310 320 325 
335 340
TEXAS 151
Burnside & Rishebarger, Inc.
4040 Broadway, Suite 302 
San Antonio, TX 78209-6360
Floyde W. Burnside, Jr. 512-820-3900
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 180 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Carneiro, Chumney & Co.
40 N.E. Loop 410, Suite 200
San Antonio, TX 78216
Robert McAdams 512-342-8000
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Carter, Munselle & Morrow, P.C.
13760 Noel Road, Suite 1011
Dallas, TX 75240
Ted R. Munselle 214-233-1900
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 180 220 245 285 290 
305 340
Chapman, Hext, Vaugh & Co., P.C.
100 N. Central Expressway
Suite 1000
Richardson, TX 75080
Gregory W. Hext 214-644-7112
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 135 155 165 245 255 270 280 
290 310
Cheshier & Fuller, Inc., P.C.
14175 Proton
Dallas, TX 75244
Allen M. Goodrick 214-387-4300
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 165 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Clark & Cobb, P.C.
124 W. McHarg, Box 310
Stamford, TX 79553
Roger Clark 915-773-3661
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 225 245 270 305 325 335
152 TEXAS
Colton, Starr, Theisen & Co., P.C.
4171 N. Mesa, Suite B-100
El Paso, TX 79902
Rene D. Pena 915-542-1733
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Larry D. Dodson 915-677-6251
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 180 215 260 320 
325 340
Cox & Lord
820 Gessner, Suite 1100
Houston, TX 77024
Byron Ubernosky 713-467-0118
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 180 205 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Crawford, Lawlor, Iverson & Co., P.C.
9800 Lorene
San Antonio, TX 78216-4467
Virgil W. Crawford, Jr. 512-340-2600
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 220 260 270 280 285 290 
305 325
Cross, Kieschnick & Co.
800 CCNB Center - South Tower
Corpus Christi, TX 78471-0301
Lawrence Kieschnick 512-884-8897
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 180 215 245 260 270 285 320 
325 340
Davis, Kinard & Co., P.C.
400 Pine Street, Suite 600
Abilene, TX 79601
Kate Nutter 800-588-2525
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 175 245 260 265 310 
320 325
TEXAS 153




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 180 245 250 260 265 270 
305 340
Doll, Karahal & Company, P.C.
618 Meadows Building
Dallas, TX 75206
George A. Karahal 214-363-4349
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 245 260 265 320 
325 340
Eads, Hunter & Company, P.C.
851 South R. L. Thornton Freeway
Suite 100
Dallas, TX 75203-2998
Marlow C. Hunter 214-943-2138
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 150 155 165 175 220 225 
245 250
Eckert, Ingram, Tinkler, Oliphant & Featherston
302 Texas Bank Tower
RO. Box 5821
San Angelo, TX 76902-5821
Calvin Featherston 915-944-3571
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 170 175 215 220 245 260 305 
320 325
John N. Faris, CPA
2001 East Sabine, Suite 103
P.O. Box 4741
Victoria, TX 77903-4741
John N. Faris 512-576-3882
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 190 220 260 305 
320 325
Fitts, Roberts & Co., Inc., P.C.
6437 High Star
Houston, TX 77074
Stephen M. McEachern 713-774-9761
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 165 170 225 245 260 265 270 
325 340
154 TEXAS
Florey & Company, P.C.
419 W. 4th, Suite 602
Odessa, TX 79761
Joe L. Torres 915-332-2132
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 220 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Garcia, Marren & Company, P.C.
914 West Price Road
Brownsville, TX 78520
Lupe R. Garcia 512-542-6451
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 305 310 
320 325
Gibbons, Vogel & Co., P.C.
8620 N. New Braunfels
Suite 400
San Antonio, TX 78217
J. Randy Vogel 512-826-4347
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 220 255 260 270 285 305
Robert D. Goldstein, CPA
5858 Westheimer, Suite 700
Houston, TX 77057
Robert D. Goldstein 713-974-0090
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 155 165 245 260 270 285 
305 340
Gollob, Morgan, Peddy & Co., P.C.
3620 Old Bullard Road, #100
Tyler, TX 75701
Tony Morgan 903-534-0088
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 165 175 245 260 305 310 
320 325
Rinaldo J. Gonzalez, CPA, P.C.
8000 IH 10 West, Suite 850
San Antonio, TX 78230
Rinaldo J. Gonzalez 512-366-9430
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 190 215 260 265 270 305 325
340
TEXAS 155
Gonzalez, Farias & Guerra, P.C.
400 Los Isauros
Laredo, TX 78044
Edward H. Guerra 512-727-3551
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 260 270 285 290 305 320 
325 340
Goolsby & Company, P.C.
407 South Washington Avenue
Marshall, TX 75670
Kenneth O. Goolsby 903-938-1474
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 225 245 270 305 340
Gowland, Kincaid, Strealy & Altheide, P.C.
5959 S. Staples, Suite 203
Corpus Christi, TX 78413
Tommy H. Strealy 512-993-1000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 260 320 325 335 340




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 235 245 260 265 
270 340
L. Franklin Griffin, CPA
12900 Preston Road, Suite 1205
Dallas, TX 75230




Client Categories: 120 165 215 235 260 270 340






Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 140 150 175 200 205 225 
230 240
156 TEXAS
Harper & Pearson Company
One Riverway, Suite 1000
Houston, TX 77056
Paul Bonnington 713-622-2310
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 130 165 180 220 245 260 285 
305 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 215 245 260 305 320 
325 340
Havard & Batte
1111 North Loop West, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77008-4716
Ron Smith 713-880-8878
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 260 265 275 290 
305 340
Haynes O’Neal
3200 Southwest Freeway, #2310
Houston, TX 77027
Thomas M. O’Neal 713-993-0847
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 160 165 215 235 245 260 265 
270 340
Henry & Peters, P.C.
3310 S. Broadway, Suite 100
Tyler, TX 75701
Clint Roxburgh 903-597-6311
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 245 260 265 285 305 
310 325
Jim F. Herring, CPA




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS
Client Categories: 120 165 180 220 235 245 260 270 
305 340
TEXAS 157
Hutton, Patterson & Company
4450 Sigma Road, Suite 130
Dallas, TX 75244
Dorothea W. Krempein 214-980-0808
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 135 155 160 165 180 220 260 265 
270 340
Earl Lairson & Co., P.C.
RO. Box 924948
Houston, TX 77292-4948
Earl C. Lairson 713-681-8500
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 220 225 245 260 270 305 
325 335
Lane, Gorman, Trubitt & Company




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 165 245 260 265 305 310 
325 340
Lauterbach, Borschow & Company, P.C.
715 North Oregon
El Paso, TX 79902
Hilton R. Maddox, Jr. 915-544-6950
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 245 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Thomas Leger & Co.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS
Client Categories: 125 165 180 190 235 245 250 270 
305 340
Leon, Kaminski & Company, P.C.
5858 Westheimer, Suite 700
Houston, TX 77057
Jacob M. Leon 713-974-0090
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 125 155 245 260 265 270 280 
290 340
158 TEXAS





Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 150 155 165 205 245 
260 265
Love, Hays & Company
2514 82nd Street, Suite E
Lubbock, TX 79423
Keith Reeger 806-745-6972
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 175 260 265 320 325 330 335
J. J. Lowe, CPA
2815 Gaston Avenue
Dallas, TX 75226
J. J. Lowe 214-823-6458
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 195 220 225 245 260 265 270 
305 340
Markwardt, McGuire, Barry & Slavinski, P.C.
6750 West Loop South, Suite 460
Bellaire, TX 77401
Gabon T McGuire 713-668-4499
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 180 220 225 245 270 280 
305 340
Mathis, West, Huitines & Co., P.C.
Capital Center
624 Indiana, P.O. Box MWH
Wichita Falls, TX 76307
Charles P. Salter, III 817-723-1471
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 265 270 320 330
McCaslin & Company, P.C.
801 Cherry Street
Suite 1450
Fort Worth, TX 76102
Cheryl Hartfield 817-332-1565
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 180 245 260 265 270 290 305 325
TEXAS 159




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 155 165 180 225 260 
320 325
Mendez & Boysen, P.C.
1250 NE Loop 410, Suite 810
San Antonio, TX 78209
Roger D. Harrison 512-826-1120
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 215 245 260 265 285 
310 325
Fred P. Mesch & Associates, P.C.
4200 S. Cooper, Suite 202
Arlington, TX 76015
Fred P. Mesch 817-465-5566
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 225 245 270 280 285 290 
305 340
David N. Miller & Co., Inc.
7660 Woodway, Suite 320
Houston, TX 77063
Martin D. Belasco 713-977-6888
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 225 245 260 270 280 285 
305 340
Myers, Crawford and Carter
200 Lynch Plaza
RO. Box 87
Mineral Wells, TX 76067
Don Crawford 817-328-1167
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
Mike N. Nabors, CPA





Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 125 165 180 245 260 270 
275 330
160 TEXAS
Gerald D. Nelson, P.C.
345 Owen Lane, Suite 118
Waco, TX 76710
Gerald D. Nelson 817-776-9206
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 170 215 245 260 270 325
Padgett, Stratemann & Co.
1635 N.E. Loop 410, Suite 700
San Antonio, TX 78209
David R. Waddell 512-828-6281
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 180 215 260 270 305 320 325
Pattillo, Brown & Hill
200 West Highway 6
Suite 300
Waco, TX 76712
B. Steven Bostick 817-772-4901
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Gary L. Price 713-358-3022
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 180 225 245 255 270 280 
305 340
Queen Biel Fisette & Montgomery, P.C.
6060 North Central Expressway
Suite 260
Dallas, TX 75206
Robert M. Fisette 214-691-5635
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




3121 Buffalo Speedway, Suite 300
Houston, TX 77098
Patrick J. Karr 713-623-4514
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 205 240 245 260 265 
285 325
Ray & Company, P.C.
RO. Box 2936 (79604)
534 Cypress, Suite 102
Abilene, TX 79601
William Jerry Harris 915-673-6736
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 180 245 260 265 270 
305 320
Charles E. Reed & Associates, P.C.
3636 Professional Drive
Port Arthur, TX 77642
Max S. Du plant 409-983-3277
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 180 245 260 265 270 305 
320 325
Robison, Green & Company
P.O. Box 2570
Lubbock, TX 79408
Kenneth C. Robison 806-747-1617
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 215 220 245 260 270 305 
320 325
Philip H. Salchli, CPA
11323 Olympia Drive
Houston, TX 77077
Philip H. Salchli 713-496-3020
Personnel: One
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 195 220 245 270 280 290 
305 340




Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 260 265 270 280 285 290 
305
162 TEXAS
Seidel, Schroeder & Company
304 E. Horton
Brenham, TX 77833
Patricia J. Schmidt 409-836-6131
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 260 265 270 310 325 
340
Skaggs, Holliday, Lemons, Thomas & Cox, P.C.
4330 McKnight Road
Texarkana, TX 75501
Janis F. Holliday 903-838-0501
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 245 255 260 265 270 285 305 
325 340
Spillar, Mitcham & Eaton
750 North Freeway
Fort Worth, TX 76102
Max Spillar 817-877-5050
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 245 255 260 270 
280 305
Stovall, Grandey & Whatley P.C.
2001 Beach Street, Suite 400
Fort Worth, TX 76103-2383
Wendell Grandey 817-531-3841
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 225 245 260 265 270 
290 340
Stubbs & Fritsch, P.C.
808 American Bank Plaza
Corpus Christi, TX 78475
William W. Stubbs, III 512-887-8434
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 180 220 260 270 285 290
Thomas, Hendrix & D’Aquila, P.C.
Centerpoint III
600 Six Flags Drive, Suite 600
Arlington, TX 76011
James W. Hendrix, Jr. 817-649-8083
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site







Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 245 260 270 305 
320 340
Turner & Company, P.C.
12700 Park Central Drive
Suite 1610
Dallas, TX 75251
Edward L. Turner 214-239-1660
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 220 245 250 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Vink Pier & Teague, P.C.
5550 LBJ Freeway, Suite 650
Dallas, TX 75240-6217
David E. Vink 214-788-5315
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 135 165 180 195 220 225 245 
265 270




Douglas C. Koval 214-386-4200
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 140 160 165 180 245 260 
305 340
Thomas M. Watson, CPA
12900 Preston Road, #1205
Dallas, TX 75230
Thomas M. Watson 214-980-1919
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 180 215 220 260 270 285 
305 340
Weaver and Tidwell
Two Galleria Tower, Suite 520
13455 Noel Road
Dallas, TX 75240
Terry E. Ford 214-490-1970
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






San Angelo, TX 76903
Wylie O. Webb 915-658-5518
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 130 165 245 260 270 305 
325 340
Wilf & Henderson, P.C.
1430 College Drive
Texarkana, TX 75503
James E. Wilf 903-793-5646
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 165 245 260 270 310 
320 325
Harry E. Wille, Jr. CPA
110 Heather Lane, Suite 201
Lake Jackson, TX 77566
Harry E. Wille, Jr. 409-297-8030
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Nicholas K. Williams 903-794-6000
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 125 165 260 270 305 310 
320 340
Wood & Associates, P.C.
16970 Dallas Parkway, #500
Dallas, TX 75248
Mary Lee Hearn 214-380-5700
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 155 165 235 245 260 270 305 
325 340
Wood, Turek & Harper, P.C.
14141 Southwest Freeway
Suite 6120
Sugar Land, TX 77478
Kenneth J. Wood 713-242-6989
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Anderson, Petersen & Co., P.C.
333 South 200 East, Suite 101
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Kay L. Anderson 801-533-0211
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 120 165 245 260 270 305 320 
325 340
Gilbert & Stewart
750 North 200 West #108
Provo, UT 84601
Lynn G. Hillstead 801-377-5300
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 160 165 195 260 265 270 305 320 
325 340
Hansen, Barnett & Maxwell
345 East Broadway, Suite 200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Robert K. Bowen 801-532-2200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 135 145 165 220 245 250 260 
325 340
Huber, Erickson & Bowman
175 East 400 South
Suite 500
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Chesley H. Erickson 801-328-5000
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 220 260 265 270 280 325 340
Pinnock, Robbins, Posey & Richins
136 East South Temple, Suite 2250
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
David T. Posey 801-533-0409
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 220 245 260 265 270 285 
325 340
Tanner & Co.
675 East 500 South, Suite 640
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
Ray Ellison 801-532-7444
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Brigham City, UT 84302
Fred R. Burr 801-723-8563
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 260 265 270 320 325 330
VERMONT
Gallagher, Flynn & Company
110 South Champlain Street
RO. Box 447
Burlington, VT 05402-0447
Michael S. Keller 802-863-1331
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 115 120 160 165 220 225 260 265 
275 285
Fred Withum, CPA





Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 130 155 165 245 260 270 290 
305 340
VIRGIN ISLANDS
Brammer Chasen & O’Connell
P.O. Box 3016
Christiansted
St. Croix, VI 00822
John DeLuca 809-773-4305
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Alcorn & Cureton, Ltd.
P.O. Box 11207
Alexandria, VA 22312
C. Eric Cureton 703-354-7750
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 205 225 260 270
Anderson & Reed
1202 Third Street, SW
P.O. Box 13885
Roanoke, VA 24038
Alexander Bowman, Jr. 703-344-4333
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 215 245 260 270 290 
305 340
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C
1421 Prince Street, Suite 240
Alexandria, VA 22314
Fred Silbernagel 202-244-6500
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 150 155 165 225 260 265 305 310 
320 325
James M. Bridges, Ltd.
14003 Minnieville Road
Woodbrige/Dale City, VA 22193
James M. Bridges 703-590-1131
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 260 270 305
Brown, Dakes, Wannall & Nobrega, P.C.
3025 Hamaker Court, Suite 401
Fairfax, VA 22031
Herman D. Nobrega 703-698-6260
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 170 175 205 220 260 
270 285
Brown, Edwards & Company
319 McClanahan Street, S.W.
P.O. Box 12388
Roanoke, VA 24025
David C. Snyder 703-345-0936
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 7
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 205 215 245 260 265 
285 325
168 VIRGINIA
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland
6802 Paragon Place
Richmond, VA 23230
George E. Moore, Jr. 804-673-5702
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 26
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 215 245 260 265 310 
320 325




Douglas L. Bowles 804-627-2100
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 130 160 165 220 260 270 305 310 
315 340
Eggleston, Smith, Hall, Cotman & Co.
9308 Warwick Boulevard
Newport News, VA 23601
R. Donald Ragland, Jr. 804-599-4660
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 175 205 220 245 260 
305 325
J. Dennis Farrell, Jr., CPA
8100 Three Chopt Road, Suite 221
Box K-135
Richmond, VA 23288
J. Dennis Farrell, Jr. 804-288-3207
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 260 270 305 340
Foti, Flynn, Lowen & Company
RO. Box 12765
Roanoke, VA 24028
David B. Lowen 703-344-9246
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Donald H. Britt 804-624-5109
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 125 150 165 215 220 260 
285 340
VIRGINIA 169
Frederick B. Hill & Company, P.C.
Crestar Bank Building
500 E. Main Street, Suite 1630
Norfolk, VA 23510-2206
Amber G. Best 804-640-2500
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340





Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 200 215 245 260 265 270 
310 330
Johnson & Dooley, CPAs, P.C.
111 Vicar Place
Danville, VA 24540
Ronnie L. Johnson 804-836-4498
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 225 260 270 290 305 325 
330 335
Kearney & Company
6715 Little River Turnpike, #203 
Annandale, VA 22033
Robert G. DeLorimier 703-642-3282
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 135 165 220 250 260 265 270 
285 305
D. R. Maxfield and Company
8408 Arlington Boulevard 
Suite 300
Fairfax, VA 22031
William J. Madigan, Jr. 703-280-5400
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 220 250 260 270 280 
285 290
Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert & Huffman 
558 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
Herman W. Hale 703-434-5975
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 155 165 170 220 245 260 
265 330
170 VIRGINIA
Schoenadel, Marginot & Company
Springfield Corporate Center 
6225 Brandon Avenue, Suite 330
Springfield, VA 22150
Armand D. Liberati 703-866-4200
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 225 260 265 270 280 285 
290 340
Schreiner, Legge & Co.
7019 Backlick Ct.
Springfield, VA 22151
David R. Legge 703-750-9595
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 175 250 260 270
H. Schwarz & Co., P.C.
5204 Bernard Drive, Suite 300
Roanoke, VA 24018
John Michael Watkins 703-989-6144
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 245 260 265 270 320 325 
335 340
Swart & Lalande, Ltd.
11320 Random Hills Road, Suite 100
Fairfax, VA 22030
George J. Lex, III 703-591-7900
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 155 165 220 260 265 270 285 
290 305




Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 205 270
WASHINGTON
Abramson & Hauser, P.S.
3005 112th Avenue N.E.
Suite 103
Bellevue, WA 98004
D. Steven Hauser 206-828-9420
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




400 Warren Avenue, Suite 430
Bremerton, WA 98310
Dennis Treger 206-479-6868
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 155 165 250 260 265 270 290
Berntson Porter & Company
303 Park Place, Suite 113
Kirkland, WA 98033
Jeffrey Mock 206-822-7211
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 115 155 165 245 260 270 285 290 
305 340
Clark, Nuber & Co., P.S.
10900 NE 4th Street, Suite 1700
Bellevue, WA 98004
Todd R. Hatch 206-454-4919
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 205 245 260 265 270 275 285 
325 340
Cordell Neher & Company
RO. Box 3068
Wenatchee, WA 98807-3068
John D. Ringler 509-663-1661
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 175 205 225 245 260 270 
305 340
Greenwood, Ohlund & Co.
1445 NW 56th Street
Seattle, WA 98107
Steven Bass 206-782-1767
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 155 165 170 245 260 265 305 340
Hagen, Kurth, Perman & Co., P.S.
1111 Third Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
William L. Perman 206-682-9200
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 210 225 245 260 265 270 
285 340
172 WASHINGTON
Haines & Company, P.S.
2800 156th Avenue SE, #118
Bellevue, WA 98007
Jack Haines 206-644-4110
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site
Client Categories: 135 150 155 160 195 255 260 280 
285 325
Johnson & Shute, RS.




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 165 220 245 260 270 285 
305 340
LeMaster & Daniels





Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 125 165 215 220 230 245 260 
265 325
Leffel, Otis & Warwick, P.S.
RO. Box 129
Davenport, WA 99122-0129
Lance E. Tower 509-647-5555
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 165 205 220 235 245 260 285 
290 305
McFarland & Alton, P.S.
1800 Seafirst Financial Center
Spokane, WA 99201
G. Eugene Harder 509-747-2600
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 245 260 265 
270 325
Peterson & Associates, P.S.
7917 N.E. Hazel Dell Avenue
P.O. Box 65009
Vancouver, WA 98665-0001
Vernon F. Peterson 206-574-0644
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 170 220 225 260 270 280 285 
290 305
WEST VIRGINIA 173
Preszler, Larner, Mertz & Co.
101 E. Market Street, Suite 630
P.O. Box 1746
Aberdeen, WA 98520
Sherrilyn T. Owzarski 206-532-6873
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 110 155 165 220 245 260 270 305 
340
Sweeney Conrad
1416 112 Avenue N.E.
Bellevue, WA 98004
Fred Shanafelt 206-451-1990
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 195 235 245 260 265 270 285 
305 340
Tremper & Co.
300 Elliott Avenue West
Suite 250
Seattle, WA 98119
Laird S. Vanetta 206-285-4456
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 165 225 260 265 270 285 290 
305 340
Whitaker Lipp & Healea
130 Andover Park East, Suite 100
Seattle, WA 98188
Harvey R. Lipp 206-431-1040
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 4
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





John W. Kee 304-346-0441
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 265 270 290 
325 340
174 WEST VIRGINIA
Gary K. Bennett, CPA
1300 Locust Avenue
Fairmont, WV 26554
Gary K. Bennett 304-366-4295
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Lisa L. O’Dell 304-525-0301
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 190 245 260 265 270 305 
325 340
Suttle & Stalnaker
1560 Kanawha Boulevard, East
Charleston, WV 25311
Wallace F. (Jack) Suttle 304-343-4126
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 130 165 215 220 260 325
Tetrick, Bartlett & Co.
RO. Box 1916
122 N. Oak Street
Clarksburg, WV 26302-1916
James L. Crickard 304-624-5564
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 165 220 245 260 270 305 
325 340
Toothman, Rice & Co.
330 West Main Street
Clarksburg, WV 26301
Michael J. Deery 304-624-5471
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 180 185 245 260




Bruce I. Sullivan 304-697-7083
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Anderson, Bowen & Company
2125 Heights Drive, Suite 3D 
Eau Claire, Wl 54701
Robert W. Boettcher 715-839-7722
Personnel: 26 to 50
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 105 120 125 215 220 245 305 320 
325 340
Conley, McDonald, Sprague & Co.
19601 W. Bluemound Road
Brookfield, Wl 53008-0975
Paul A. Nowinski 414-796-0701
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 2
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 125 150 245 260 270 320 325 
335 340
Hawkins, Ash, Baptie & Company
125 South Jefferson Street
Suite 201, Jefferson Court




Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site




Wisconsin Rapids, Wl 54495
Richard E. Yoder 715-423-1140
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site





Noel C. Hutton 608-273-2315
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 6
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 165 215 220 260 270 320 325 
330 335
Parent, Dott & Company, Ltd.
RO. Box 516
Beaver Dam, Wl 53916
Douglas S. Mathison 414-885-3388
Personnel: 2 to 10
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 120 150 165 235 245 260 275 280 
320 340
176 WISCONSIN
Schumaker, Romenesko & Associates, S.C.
555 N. Lynndale Drive
P.O. Box 2459
Appleton, Wl 54913-2459
Robert W. Fisher 800-866-2272
Personnel: 51 to 100
Offices: 3
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 260 265 270 285 
305 325
Virchow, Krause & Company
P.O. Box 7398
Madison, Wl 53707
Kim L. Tredinnick 608-249-6622
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 16
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site






Charles A. Schlagenhaft 715-845-3111
Personnel: over 100
Offices: 14
Reviews: PCPS SECPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 165 215 245 255 260 275 310 
325 340
WYOMING




Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 125 150 165 175 215 260 305 310 
320 325
Porter, Muirhead, Cornia & Howard
123 W. 1st, Suite 690
Casper, WY 82601
Robert D. Porter 307-265-4311
Personnel: 11 to 25
Offices: 1
Reviews: PCPS QR On-Site QR Off-Site
Client Categories: 165 175 260 265 270 275 305 320 
325 340
177





John E. Bailey, CPA
Lynbrook, NY
Jerome F. Beeson, CPA
Boise, ID
Samuel M. Bronsky, CPA
Tonawanda, NY
Thomas S. Chambers, CPA
Denton, MD
Francis G. Coughlin, CPA
Milton, MA
Michael F. Cummins, CPA, P.C.
St. Louis, MO
John N. Faris, CPA
Victoria, TX
Henry W. Farnum, CPA
Gladwyne, PA




Daniel L. Gotthilf, CPA
Ridgefield, CT
John W. Graham, III, CPA
Fayetteville, NC
L. Franklin Griffin, CPA
Dallas, TX
Timothy W. Hald, CPA, CFE
Austin, TX
Perry M. Henderson, CPA
Corona, CA
Robert L. Hoerr, CPA
Lakewood, CO
Morris I. Hollander, CPA
Miami, FL
Edward L. Hulse, CPA
Fairfield, NJ
178 1 PERSON
Junius L. Jaubert, CPA
Pasadena, CA
Daniel G. Kabat, CPA
Zephyr Cove, NV
J. J. Lowe, CPA
Dallas, TX
John J. Mahoney, CPA, P.C.
Muskegon, Ml
James I. Mills, A.C.
Laguna Beach, CA
Mike N. Nabors, CPA
Rockwall, TX
Gerald D. Nelson, P.C.
Waco, TX
Mark A. Pizarek, CPA
Cupertino, CA
Philip H. Salchli, CPA
Houston, TX




2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 179
Firm Size Category:
2 to 10 Personnel
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
LaGrange, GA
Abbott, Jordan & Koon
Manchester, GA
Abrams and Company, P.C.
Melville, NY
Robert S. Abrasley, P.C.
Houston, TX
Alcorn & Cureton, Ltd.
Alexandria, VA
Alsbrook & Company, P.A.
No. Little Rock, AR
Anderson, Petersen & Co., P.C.
Salt Lake City, UT
Arnott Sauer & Olthoff, Ltd.
Minneapolis, MN








Barsch, Franca and Goldstine
Lakewood, CO
Basso, McClure & Goeglein
Lincoln, NE
Bateman & Co., Inc., P.C.
Houston, TX




Beason, Jacks & Willis
Longview, TX
Beck, Lindsey & Company
Charlotte, NC
Beck, Villata & Co., P.C.
Montvale, NJ
180 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Mary E. Beniteau Bell, CPA
Brownwood, TX
Gary K. Bennett, CPA
Fairmont, WV






Blomstrom & Co., P.C.
Houston, TX
Bock, Rutherford & Co.
El Paso, TX
Bocknek, Berger & Ghersi, CPAS, P.C.
Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Botello Matthys & Co., P.C.
San Antonio, TX
James M. Bridges, Ltd.
Woodbrige/Dale City, VA
F. G. Briggs, Jr., CPA, P.A.
Manchester, NH
Buckingham & Associates, Inc.
Findlay, OH
Bunn, Coberly & Gane
San Francisco, CA
Butchart, Ellzey & Associates
Canton, MS
Cain, Ellsworth & Co.
Sheldon, IA
Call, Barrick, Ethridge, Webb & Co.
Cushing, OK
Carathimas, Bohren & Eilenburg
Martinez, CA
James D. Carlson, CPA
Pensacola, FL




Millard T. Charlton & Associates, Chartered
Bladensburg, MD
Chervenak & Associates, P.C.
Englewood, CO
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 181
Isaac W. Choy, CPA, Inc.
Honolulu, HI
Clark & Cobb, P.C.
Stamford, TX




Cushman S. Colby, CPA, P.A.
Hampton, NH
Compton, Kottke & Associates, P.S.C.
Louisville, KY






Cox, Long & Colvin, CPA, P.A.
Leonardtown, MD
Craft, Long & Company, P.S.C.
Richmond, NY
Crawford, Lawlor, Iverson & Co., P.C.
San Antonio, TX






Davis & Co., CPAs, P.C.
Englewood, CO
Neil Della Torre & Company
Ridgewood, NJ
Richard D. Donhauser, CPA, P.A.
Eliot, ME
D.L. Donohoo & Co.
Batavia, OH
Kenneth DuFon & Co.
Highland, IN
Eads, Hunter & Company, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Economou & Flood, P.C.
West Chester, OH
182 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Joseph P. Evers, CPA
Phoenix, AZ
J. Dennis Farrell, Jr., CPA
Richmond, VA
Faulkner & King, P.S.C.
Mt. Sterling, KY
Felsing, Rankin & Co., P.A.
Longwood, FL
Fisk, Bilton, Smith & Co., P.C.
West Springfield, MA
Florey & Company, P.C.
Odessa, TX
Frauenthal & Associates Co.
Cleveland, OH
Fry, White & Guszak, CPAs, P.C.
Lincoln, NE
Fuller, Somero & Pahssen
Traverse City, Ml
Gaines, Vollucci & Co., Ltd.
Warwick, RI
Garcia, Marren & Company, P.C.
Brownsville, TX




Gerstein, Metelka, Minkow & Co.
Manhasset, NY
Gibbons, Vogel & Co., P.C.
San Antonio, TX
Gillette, Henderson & Co.
Hermitage, TN






Rinaldo J. Gonzalez, CPA, P.C.
San Antonio, TX
Goolsby & Company, P.C.
Marshall, TX
Gordon and Hale, P.C.
Santa Fe, NM
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 183
Graeve & Associates, P.C.
Omaha, NE
Gray & Company, P.C.
Norman, OK
Greenwood, Ohlund & Co.
Seattle, WA
Gregory, Yorke & Lerias
Pomona, CA
Guilmartin, DiPiro & Co.
Middletown, CT
Barry D. Gumb & Associates, P.A.
Charleston, SC
Gunnarson, Schwarz, Ventura & Richards, A.C.
San Diego, CA




John H. Hancock, CPA
Salem, OR
Haney, Martin & Ludwig, P.C.
North Platte, NE




Henkel & Associates, P.C.
Boone, IA
Anthony Hernandez, CPA, P.C.
Bridgeport, CT
Jim F. Herring, CPA
Houston, TX
Hevia, Beagles & Whiteman
St. Petersburg, FL
Hines, Condon & Zarlengo
Wheat Ridge, CO




Hodges, Johnson & Allen
Americus, GA
Terry L. Horn, CPA 
Dothan, AL
184 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Joyce M. Howe, CPA, P.C.
W. Bloomfield, Ml










R Incorvati & Company
Pittsburgh, PA
Jackson, Rolfes, Spurgeon & Co.
Cincinnati, OH
Joseph, Dise & Bolterstein, P.C.
Troy, Ml




Kehlenbrink, Lawrence & Pauckner
Indianapolis, IN
Marsha A. Kelley, CPA
Linton, IN








Kisscorni & Associates, P.C.
Grandville, Ml
Klemme & Co., P.C.
Lafayette, IN
Konevich, Sullivan & Ryan
Braintree, MA
Kruse, Dicus and Company, P.C.
Evansville, IN
M. V. Kuper, P.C.
Wheeling, IL
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 185
Earl Lairson & Co., P.C.
Houston, TX
Lambert & Associates, P.C.
Longmont, CO
Lantz & Associates, P.A.
Ft. Washington, MD
Lawrence, Mazzoni and Company
Wilkes-Barre, PA
Leforgee, Rogers & Evans, Chartered
Twin Falls, ID
Leon, Kaminski & Company, P.C.
Houston, TX




Jan Corwin Lindsay, CPA
Ventura, CA
Jerome H. Lipman & Co., Ltd.
Chicago, IL
Livings, Hill & Moody
Birmingham, AL
Kevin A. Loney, CPA
San Jose, CA
Lovett & Foster, Ltd.
Little Rock, AR




MacAlpine, Carli & Co.
Haddonfield, NJ
MacAlpine, Carli & Co.
Philadelphia, PA




Magnuson, McHugh & Company, P.A.
Coeur D’Alene, ID
Mahle, Wack, Zaidain & Co.
Miamisburg, OH
Makela & Toutant, P.C.
Marquette, Ml
186 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL




Marshall, Jones & Co.
Atlanta, GA
Mason, Russell, West & Co.
Denver, CO
John R. Matejka, CPA, P.C.
Grand Island, NE
Daniel Matter & Co.
Woodland Hills, CA
Matthews, Hearon & Cutrer
Jackson, MS
McCoy & Company, P.C.
Mason City, IA
McEntee & Thomson, P.C.
Phoenix, AZ
Robert E. McGuire, CPA
Kansas City, MO
Lewis Meers, CPA, P.C.
Pampa, TX
Mendenhall, Haskins & Co.
Englewood, CO
Fred P. Mesch & Associates, P.C.
Arlington, TX




Margaret Meyerkorth, CPA, A.P.C.
Concord, CA
Frank J. Meyers, CPA
Wayne, NJ
David N. Miller & Co., Inc.
Houston, TX
Paul Mills & Associates, Ltd.
Jonesboro, AR
Moceri, Dickson & Associates, P.C.
Utica, Ml




2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 187
Nixon, Abbey & Company, P.C.
Sherwood, OR
Raymond M. Nowicki, CPA
Buffalo, NY




Oakley, Jones & Poulsen
Gooding, ID




Oyler, Matchette & Company
Marion, IN




Parent, Dott & Company, Ltd.
Beaver Dam, Wl
Parkison & Hinton, Inc., P.C.
LaPorte, IN




Pinnock, Robbins, Posey & Richins
Salt Lake City, UT














188 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Raulerson & Santana, RA.
Tampa, FL
Charles E. Reed & Associates, P.C.
Port Arthur, TX
Jill Rickards & Company, P.C.
Fort Collins, CO
Robison, Green & Company
Lubbock, TX
Robirds & Associates, P.C.
Powell, KY






Roy, Cole & Speranza
Astoria, NY
Jerry T. Rudman, CPA
Brookhaven, MS
Linda J. Russell, CPA, P.C.
West Bloomfield, Ml
Verne G. Sanders, A.C.
Cameron Park, CA
K. K. Schauer, CPA
Las Cruces, NM
Schiller, Holinsky & Company, P.A.
Owings Mills, MD
Arnold N. Schorn & Co.
Chicago, IL
Nick Schrakamp & Co.
Houston, TX
Shepherd and Company, Inc.
Englewood, CO
George O. Short & Associates, P.C.
Greenville, SC
Simmons, Richey & Company, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Smith, Lange & Koch
Sidney, MT
Smith, Marion & Co.
Redlands, CA
Jeffrey R. Smith & Associates, P.A.
Vero Beach, FL
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 189
Robert E. Smith, CPA
Marietta, GA
Carroll D. Solesbee, CPA, P.A.
Spartanburg, SC
Solin & Associates, P.C.
Eugene, OR
Sorelle & Associates P.C.
Woodbury, NJ
Teresa J. Spada, CPA
Portland, OR
Spillar, Mitcham & Eaton
Fort Worth, TX
Frederick A. Steele, CPA, P.C.
Willits, CA
Stewart, Waddell & Company, P.A.
Columbia, MD










Thomas, Hendrix & D’Aquila, P.C.
Arlington, TX
Thompkins & Company, P.A.
Miami, FL
Edlen A. Tomlinson, CPA, P.C.
Moline, IL
Tonkin & Associates, Chartered
Boise, ID
Topham, Fardy & Co.
Andover, MA
Trachtenbarg & Associates, P.C.
Omaha, NE
J. A. Tucker & Associates
Decatur, AL
Turnage, Clark & Associates
Denver, CO
Turner & Company, P.C.
Dallas, TX
190 2 TO 10 PERSONNEL
Robert S. Turner, Jr., CPA
Monroe, LA
Umble, Gayhart & Jacobsen
West Chester, OH
Vachon, Clukay & Co., P.C.
Manchester, NH
Tilak K. Vadehra, CPA
New York, NY




Walsh, Mulligan & Grote, P.C.
Bellerose, NY
Michael A. Walter, CPA
Kew Gardens, NY
James M. Ward, CPA
Isle of Palms, SC




Robert Garrett West and Company
Danville, CA
Wexler, Bishop & Company, Ltd.
Albuquerque, NM
Harry E. Wille, Jr. CPA
Lake Jackson, TX




Wilson & Company, P.S.C.
Somerset, KY
Wilson, Toellner & Associates, P.C.
Sedalia, MO
Winger & Parker, P.C.
Kansas City, MO
Wood & Associates, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Wood, Turek & Harper, P.C.
Sugar Land, TX
Wright, Richardson & Co., Inc.
East Cleveland, OH
2 TO 10 PERSONNEL 191
Yannuzzi, Spence and Company
Wexford, PA
Young, Brophy & Co., P.C.
Silver Springs, MD
Zdenek Horvath & Scebelo
Flemington, NJ
192
Firm Size Category: 
11 to 25 Personnel
Aaron, Smith, Bergman, Gaffney & Rubinstein, P.C.
East Longmeadow, MA
Abbott, Phillips & Co., Ltd.
Lincoln, IL




Alexander, Lankford & Hiers, Inc.
Lufkin, TX
Alford, Doebbler & Company
San Antonio, TX
Aliotta, Fritsch & Walsh
West Long Branch, NJ
Allen & Cook, Inc.
San Jose, CA






Arms, Jeffers & Co.
Tyler, TX
Arnold, Spain & Company, P.C.
Jackson, TN
Bach, James, Mansour & Co., P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Bacon, Howard & Company
Knoxville, TN
Bagley, Hoage and Harrison, P.C.
Indianapolis, IN




Balukoff, Lindstrom and Co., P.A.
Boise, ID
Barbacane, Thornton & Company
Wilmington, DE
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 193
Barfield, Lindsey, Gainspoletti & Gladden, Ltd.
Cleveland, MS
Baril & Smith, CPAs, Inc.
Woburn, MA
Bartig, Basler & Ray
Citrus Heights, CA
Bearden & Smith, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Beck, Weiss & Company
Edison, NJ
Arthur F. Bell, Jr. & Associates
Lutherville, MD
Benson & Neff, CPAs, P.C.
San Francisco, CA
Berkowitz, Dick & Pollack
Miami, FL
Berntson Porter & Company
Kirkland, WA
Beucler, Kelly & Co., Ltd.
Wayne, PA
Bick, Fredman & Co.
Cleveland, OH
Bixler, Carlton, Pittenger & Co., P.C
El Paso, TX
Blackwell, Poole & Company
Atlanta, GA
Blanski Peter Kronlage & Zoch
Minneapolis, MN
J. K. Boatwright & Co., P.C.
LaGrange, GA
Borland, Benefield, Crawford & Webster
Birmingham, AL
Boyle, Cowan & Co.
Oakland, CA
Braden & Kikis, P.C.
Houston, TX
Brady, Ware & Company
Richmond, IN
Bramlett, Cornelius & Culpepper, P.A.
Jacksonville, FL
Bray, Beck & Koetter ,
Titusville, FL
Breazeale, Saunders & O’Neil, Ltd.
Jackson, MS
194 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Brail, Holt, Kissoff & Bracken
Toledo, OH
Bressler & Company, P.S.C.
Covington, KY
Bretzlauf & Husman, Inc.
Lakewood, CO
Briggs & Veselka Co.
Bellaire, TX
Brigman Holcomb Weeks & Co., P.A.
Greenville, SC
Brock, Buchholz & Stow, P.C.
Boulder, CO
Brooks, Lodden, P.C.
West Des Moines, IA
Brooks, Stednitz & Rhodes, A.C.
San Jose, CA
Brown, Dakes, Wannall & Nobrega, P.C.
Fairfax, VA
Brown, Schwab, Bergquist & Co.
Erie, PA
Bultynck & Co., P.C.
Troy, Ml
Bumgardner, Morrison and Company
Victoria, TX
Burkhalter & Company, P.A.
Ripley, MS




Caldwell, Becker, Dervin, Petrick & Co.
Woodland Hills, CA
Canby, Maloney & Co., Inc.
Framingham, MA
Carmichael, Ingle, Saffer & Brasher, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Causey Demgen & Moore, Inc.
Denver, CO
Cayer, Prescott Associates, Inc.
Providence, RI
Chadwick, Steinkirchner, Davis and Co., P.C.
Grand Junction, CO
L. A. Champagne & Co.
Baton Rouge, LA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 195
Chapman, Hext, Vaugh & Co., P.C.
Richardson, TX
Chastang, Ferrell & Associates, P.A.
Winter Park, FL
Ciulla, Stephens & Co.
Parma Heights, OH
Clifton, Lipford & Taylor, P.C.
Macon, GA
Cole, Frago, Cusick, Chestler & Co.
Wethersfield, CT
Collins, Buri & McConkey
Birmingham, Ml
Collins, Butler & Co.
Enid, OK
Colton, Starr, Theisen & Co., P.C.
El Paso, TX
Comins Schenkelberg & Weiner, Inc.
Sherman Oaks, CA
Conant, Trent & Conant
Las Vegas, NV
Bertram Cooper & Co.
Albert Lea, MN






Croft, Bilker & Drozd, P.C.
Exton, PA
Cross, Kieschnick & Co.
Corpus Christi, TX
David Culp & Co.
Huntington, IN




Davidson, Buccasio & Updyke
Binghamton, NY
Davis, Lynn & Moots
Springfield, MO
Davis, Monk & Company
Gainesville, FL
196 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Davis and Upchurch
Atlanta, GA
DeCaprio, Cusano, Fazzuoli & D’Agostino, P.C.
Branford, CT






Dennis, Gartland & Niergarth, P.C.
Traverse City, Ml
Detweiler, Hershey & Associates
Souderton, PA
Diel & Forguson, P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Dillashaw, Hawthorn & Co., P.C.
Houston, TX
Disbrow, Morrison, Tarro & Lively, P.C.
Decatur, IL




Dreslin and Company, Inc.
Norristown, PA
Dugan & Lopatka, CPAs, P.C.
Wheaton, IL
Dunbar, Cook & Shepard, Inc.
Indianapolis, IN
Eckert, Ingrum, Tinkler, Oliphant & Featherston
San Angelo, TX
Alan M. Edelstein & Company
Boston, MA
Edmondson, LedBetter & Ballard
Norfolk, VA






Ericksen, Krentel, Canton & LaPorte
New Orleans, LA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 197
Estal & Associates, P.C.
Oskaloosa, IA
Eveson, Snyder, Lincoln, Seydel & Lewis
La Grande, OR
Ferraro Krebs & McMurtry
Pittsburgh, PA
Finch, Hamilton & Co., P.C.
Columbia, SC
Flackman, Goodman & Potter, P.A.
Ridgewood, NJ
Flickinger & Co., Inc.
York, PA




Freidkin, Matrone & Horn, P.A.
Rockville, MD
French, McGowen & Co., P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Frizzell, Senkerik & Company, P.C.
Tucson, AZ
Gaither Koewler Rohlfer Luckett & Co.
Evansville, IN
Gately & Associates, P.C.
Wellesley, MA








J. D. Gilbert & Company
Pompano Beach, FL
Gillespie & Sherrod, P.C.
Maryville, TN
Gilliam Coble & Moser
Burlington, NC




198 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Gomersall & Chester
Westlake, OH
Gonzalez, Farias & Guerra, P.C.
Laredo, TX
Gordon & Company, P.C.
Troy, Ml
Gordon, Harrington & Osborn, P.C.
No. Andover, MA
Gorzynski, Felix and Gloekler, P.C.
Erie, PA
Gosling & Company, P.C.
Manchester, IA
Gould & Swanson, P.C.
Buffalo, NY
Gowland, Kincaid, Strealy & Altheide, P.C.
Corpus Christi, TX
Grier, Reeves & Lawley, P.C.
Texarkana, TX
Charles J. Gries & Company
Rolling Meadows, IL
Grimsley, White & Company
Rocky Ford, CO
Gronewold, Bell, Kyhnn & Co., P.C.
Atlantic, IA
Dale E. Gruntorad & Co.
Lincoln, NE
Gunn, Patterson, Spaulding, & Bohn, P.A.
Jacksonville, FL
Guthoff & Company, Ltd.
Bloomington, IL
Guyer, Lindley & Bailey, CPAs, P.C.
Baker City, OR
Hansen, Jergenson & Co.
Minneapolis, MN
John M. Hanson & Co., P.C.
Denver, CO
Harabedian, Hall & Co.
Los Angeles, CA
Harper & Pearson Company
Houston, TX
Harris, Swaim, Brown & Elliott, P.A.
Spartanburg, SC
Hausmaninger, Benoe, Lang & Alford
Irvine, CA





Haynes Strand Henry and Company
Greensboro, NC




Heiser & Jesko, Inc.
Willoughby, OH
Helsley, Mulcahy & Fesler
Tustin, CA
Frederick B. Hill & Company, P.C.
Norfolk, VA
Hobbs, Crossley & Blacka, P.A.
Charlotte, NC
Hobbs, Rendleman & Corley
Columbia, SC
Hoch, Frey & Zugman
Fort Lauderdale, FL




Holden, Moss, Knott, Clark & Taylor, P.A.
Henderson, NC
Holland Shipes Vann, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
S. B. Hoover & Company
Harrisburg, VA
J. William Hope & Company
Bridgeport, CT
Horsfall, Murphy & Pindroh
Pasadena, CA
Huber, Erickson & Bowman
Salt Lake City, UT
Humphries & Company
Charleston, SC
Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols & Carter
Grand Rapids, Ml
J. W. Hunt and Company
Columbia, SC
200 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Hutton, Patterson & Company
Dallas, TX
Jelinek Metz & Co., Ltd.
Hopkins, MN
Jessup, Palmer & Company, P.C.
Tuscaloosa, AL
Johnson & Dooley, CPAs, P.C.
Danville, VA
Johnson, Price & Sprinkle, P.A.
Asheville, NC
Johnston, Rick & Company
San Jose, CA
Johnson & Shute, P.S.
Bellevue, WA
Michael P. Jones & Co., P.C.
Atlanta, GA
Michael P. Jones & Co., P.C.
Conyers, GA
Jones, Nale and Mattingly
Louisville, KY
Jones, Worlow, White & Stringer, Ltd.
Jonesboro, AR
Judd, Ostermann, Demro & Kellogg, Ltd.
Minneapolis, MN














Ketel, Thorstenson & Co.
Rapid City, SD
Kirkpatrick, Sprecker & Company
Wichita, KS
Kirstien & Klein Accountants, Inc.
Sacramento, CA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 201
Koch, Zelko, Roth & Reiss, RA.
Hollywood, FL
Kraft, Miles & Tatum
Poplar Bluff, MO
Kramer & Olsen, A.C.
Santa Ana, CA
Krouse, Kern & Co., Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN
Stephen Kutas & Co., P.C.
Lansing, Ml
Laeger, Ade & Associates
Bangor, ME
Lapidus, Tuck, Raymond & Fowler, P.C.
Birmingham, AL
Leeper, Hilliard, Laughlin & Company
Greensboro, NC
Leffel, Otis & Warwick, P.S.
Davenport, WA
Thomas Leger & Co.
Houston, TX
Levine Zeidman & Daitch, P.C.
Brookline, MA
Linkenheimer, Hebrew & Company
Santa Rosa, CA




Love, Hays & Company
Lubbock, TX
Lovoy, Summerville & Co., P.C.
Birmingham, AL
H. J. Lowe & Company
Baton Rouge, LA
Lucker, Kennedy & Felmeden
Buffalo, NY
Lutz, Cichy, Selig & Zeronda
Albany, NY
Lytkowski & Pease, Inc.
Cleveland, OH
MacDade, Abbott & Co.
Paoli, PA
Maggart & Associates, P.C.
Nashville, TN
202 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Manganaro, Roberts & Crouch, P.C.
Carlsbad, NM
Markwardt, McGuire, Barry & Slavinski, P.C.
Bellaire, TX
Maschal, Hadden & Rose
Lansdale, PA
Mathews Reich Perna & Rottermond
Bingham Farms, Ml
D. R. Maxfield and Company
Fairfax, VA
May, Cocagne & King, P.C.
Decatur, IL
McCaslin & Company, P.C.
Fort Worth, TX
McDonald, Holligan & McPherson, Inc
Pueblo, CO
McEvoy, Cowan, Kula & Winberg, P.C.
Springfield, IL
McGowan, Thompson & Englert
Santa Barbara, CA
McKean, Paul, Chrycy, Fletcher & Co.
Miami, FL
John R. McKean, CPA
San Francisco, CA
McKee, Marburger & Co., P.C.
Lander, WY
McKelvey, Ulrich & Gassner, P.A.
St. Petersburg, FL
McLain, Hill, Rugg & Associates, Inc.
New Lexington, OH




Mendez & Boysen, P.C.
San Antonio, TX
Morris Merker & Co.
Glen Rock, NJ
Meyers Brothers & Adeletti, P.C.
Longmeadow, MA
Miller, Ray & Healey
Atlanta, GA
Moeller, Osborne & Parsons
Colorado Springs, CO
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 203
T. J. Murphy, P.A.
Clinton, MD
Myers, Crawford and Carter
Mineral Wells, TX
Nail, McKinney, Tate and Robinson
Tupelo, MS
Natherson & Company, P.A.
Sarasota, FL
Needel, Welch & Stone, P.C.
Rockland, MA
Ness, Waller, Pearson & Co., Ltd.
Alexandria, MN
Larry E. Nunn & Associates
Columbus, IN
Oliver & Company, P.A.
Brooksville, FL
Olsen & Thompson, P.A.
Morristown, NJ




Pattillo, Brown & Hill
Waco, TX
Pender Newkirk & Company
Tampa, FL
Petty & Landis, P.C.
Chattanooga, TN
Polansky, Bennett, Sage, Newman & Kulberg
Carle Place, NY
William H. Polk & Co.
Batesville, MS
Poortinga, Mead & McConnell, Inc.
Fullerton, CA
Conway Porter, CPA, P.C.
Buffalo, NY
Porter, Muirhead, Cornia & Howard
Casper, WY
Potter & Company, P.A.
Monroe, NC
Preszler, Larner, Mertz & Co.
Aberdeen, WA
Price & Donoghue, P.A.
Clearwater, FL
204 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Queen Biel Fisette & Montgomery, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Ray & Company, P.C.
Abilene, TX




Riggs, Storey, Fulmer & Company, P.A.
Destin, FL
Robinson Grant & Co., P.A.
Hilton Head Island, SC
Ronder and Legg, P.C.
Kingston, NY
Ross Lane & Company
Atlanta, GA
Rudolph, Palitz & Company
Plymouth Meeting, PA
Santos, Postal & Company, P.C.
Rockville, MD
C. J. Schlosser & Company
Alton, IL
Schmaltz & Company, P.C.
Southfield, Ml




Schreiner, Legge & Co.
Springfield, VA
Schunk, Wilson & Company, P.C.
Buffalo, NY
H. Schwarz & Co., P.C.
Roanoke, VA
Sciarabba Walker & Co.
Ithaca, NY
Scott, Bankhead & Co.
Newport Beach, CA




Shapiro, Weiss & Company
Boston, MA
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 205
Sherman & Sherman, P.A.
Towson, MD
Skaggs, Holliday, Lemons, Thomas & Cox, P.C.
Texarkana, TX
Skillman, Boyle & Pollack
Troy, Ml
Sklenar, Garrett & Co.
Carroll, IA
Smith, Payne & Co.
Sandusky, OH
Smoll, Banning and Neier, Chartered
Dodge City, KS






Sparrow, Johnson & Ursillo, Inc.
Providence, RI






Stovall, Grandey & Whatley P.C.
Fort Worth, TX
Strohm, Bourn & Gary, Ltd.
Jackson, MS
Sturgill, Rager & Lehman
Gettysburg, PA




Swallen, Lawhun & Co.
Canton, OH






206 11 TO 25 PERSONNEL
Talaska & Sharpe
Ironwood, Ml
Taylor, Powell, Wilson & Hartford, P.A.
Greenwood, MS
Tedder, Grimsley & Company, P.A.
Lakeland, FL
Telling & Potter, P.C.
Plattsburgh, NY
Tetrick, Bartlett & Co.
Clarksburg, WV
Thigpen, Jones, Seaton & Co., P.C.
Dublin, GA
Threadgill, Garrett & Company, P.C.
Carrollton, GA
Thurman, Campbell & Co.
Hopkinsville, KY




Troutt, Beeman, Norton & Kahmann, P.C.
Olathe, KS
Troutt, Beeman, Norton & Kahmann, P.C.
Harrisonville, MO
Turbes Drealan Kvilhaug & Co.
Worthington, MN
Van Schooneveld and Co., Inc.
Englewood, CO
Vink Pier & Teague, P.C.
Dallas, TX
Philip Vogel & Co., P.C.
Dallas, TX
Waddell, Smith & Magoon, P.C.
Roswell, GA
Wade, Stables, Schanbacher & Walker, P.C.
Hannibal, MO
Wagner, Matthias & McGinn, P.C.
Des Moines, IA
Watkins, Watkins & Keenan
Memphis, TN
Watts, Scobie & Wakeford
Raleigh, NC
Wenner, Silvestain and Company
Englewood, CO
11 TO 25 PERSONNEL 207
Whitehorn, Tankersley & Co.
Covington, TN
Whitehorn, Tankersley & Co.
Memphis, TN








Work, Fossett & Greer, P.C.
Nashville, TN
Yanari, Watson, Lyons & Co., P.C.
Englewood, CO






26 to 50 Personnel
Agler & Gaeddert, Chtd.
Ottawa, KS
Albright Crumbacker Harrell & Moul
Hagerstown, MD
Anderson, Bowen & Company
Eau Claire, Wl
Anderson & Whitney, P.C.
Greeley, CO
Anderson, ZurMuehlen & Co., P.C.
Helena, MT




Aronowitz, Chaiken & Hardesty
Cincinnati, OH
Babush, Neiman, Kornman & Johnson
Atlanta, GA
Baden, Gage & Schroeder
Fort Wayne, IN
Barnard, Vogler & Co.
Reno, NV
Bartlett, Pringle & Wolf
Santa Barbara, CA
Belfint, Lyons & Shuman, P.A.
Wilmington, DE
Berg, DeMarco, Lewis, Sawatski & Co.
Northbrook, IL
Berger, Harris, McAlpin & Company, CPAs, Chartered
Vero Beach, FL
Biscotti, Grassi & Co., CPAs, P.C.
Valley Stream, NY
Blonder, Seymour, Shapss, Solomon & Company
New York, NY
Bolinger, Segars, Gilbert & Moss
Lubbock, TX









Brammer Chasen & O’Connell
Christiansted, St. Croix, VI
Brock, Schechter & Polakoff
Buffalo, NY
Brown, Waits & Armstrong, A.C.
Bakersfield, CA
Burkhalter & Company, P.A.
Jackson, MS






Carneiro, Chumney & Co.
San Antonio, TX
Carter, Belcourt & Atkinson, P.A.
Lakeland, FL
Cheshier & Fuller, Inc., P.C.
Dallas, TX
Christopher, Smith, Gentile, Leonard and Shinn, P.A.
Bradenton, FL








Cornick, Garber & Sandler
New York, NY
Correll Krywko Harrell Morgante & Button, P.C.
Southfield, Ml
Cotton and Allen, P.S.C.
Louisville, KY
Councilor, Buchanan & Mitchell, P.C.
Bethesda, MD
Dalby, Wendland & Co., P.C.
Grand Junction, CO
210 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Daniells, Phillips, Vaughan & Bock, A.C.
Bakersfield, CA
Darmody, Merlino & Company
Boston, MA
Darrah & Company, P.C.
Council Bluffs, IA
Davie, Kaplan & Braverman, P.C.
Rochester, NY
Davis, Kinard & Co., P.C.
Abilene, TX
Dembo, Jones & Healy, P.C.
Bethesda, MD
Denman & Company
West Des Moines, IA
Dorfman-Robbie, P.C.
Albany, NY
John S. Dowling & Company
Opelousas, LA
Dunbar, Breitweiser & Company
Bloomington, IL




Eggleston, Smith, Hall, Cotman & Co.
Newport News, VA
Emerson, Stokes, Elliott & Harper
Jackson, MS




Evans, Porter, Bryan & Co.
Atlanta, GA
Feeley & Driscoll, P.C.
Boston, MA
Fitts, Roberts & Co., Inc., P.C.
Houston, TX
Foti, Flynn, Lowen & Company
Roanoke, VA
Friedlander, Dunn & Company
Horsham, PA
Gallagher, Flynn & Company
Burlington, VT
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 211
Gallant & Company, P.C.
Phoenix, AZ
S. J. Gallina & Co.
Sacramento, CA
Gamble, Givens & Moody, P.A.
North Charleston, SC
Garcia & Ortiz, P.A.
St. Petersburg, FL
Geller, Ragans, James, Oppenheimer & Creel
Orlando, FL
Glenn M. Gelman and Associates
Irvine, CA
Girardot, Strauch & Co., Inc.
Lafayette, IN
Given, Finkel & Co.
Santa Monica, CA
Gray, Gray & Gray
Boston, MA
Grice, Lund & Tarkington
Encinitas, CA
Hagaman, Roper, Haddox & Reid
Jackson, MS
Hamilton Misfeldt & Company, P.C.
Great Falls, MT
Hamilton Misfeldt & Company, P.C.
Havre, MT
Hansen, Barnett & Maxwell
Salt Lake City, UT
Harab, Kamerow & Associates, P.C.
Rockville, MD




Henderson, Hutcherson, Walker & McCullough
Chattanooga, TN
Henry & Peters, P.C.
Tyler, TX
Hochschild, Bloom & Company
Chesterfield, MO
Horovitz, Rudoy & Roteman
Pittsburgh, PA
House, Nezerka & Froelich
Bloomington, MN
212 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Glenn Ingram & Company, Ltd.
Chicago, IL
Jones & Roth, P.C.
Eugene, OR
Junkermier, Clark, Campanella, Stevens, P.C.
Great Falls, MT
Kamanitz, Uhlfelder & Permison, P.A.
Baltimore, MD
Kaufman, Davis, Ruebelmann, Posner & Kurtz
Bethesda, MD
Kelley, Galloway & Company, P.S.C.
Ashland, KY
Kennedy & Lehan, P.C.
Quincy, MA
Kern, DeWenter, Viere, Ltd.
St. Cloud, MN
Kernutt Stokes Brandt & Co.
Eugene, OR
Kershenbaum, Abel, Kernus and Wychulis
Bethesda, MD
Kimmerling, Myers & Co., Inc.
Indianapolis, IN
Kosmatka, Donnelly & Co.
Medford, OR
F. B. Kubik & Company
Wichita, KS
LaPorte, Sehrt, Romig & Hand
Metairie, LA
Lauterbach, Borschow & Company, P.C.
El Paso, TX
Lautze & Lautze, A.C.
San Francisco, CA
Lehmann, Ullman and Barclay
Birmingham, AL
Simon Lever & Company
Lancaster, PA
Lindquist, von Husen & Joyce
San Francisco, CA
Linton, Shafer & Company, P.A.
Frederick, MD
Lipschultz Bros., Levin & Gray
Northbrook, IL
Fred A. Lockwood & Co., P.C.
Gering, NE
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 213










McElroy, Quirk, Burch & Company, A.P.C.
Lake Charles, LA
McEndarffer, Hoke & Bernhard, P.C.
Bloomfield Hills, Ml
Metcalf Rice Fricke & Davis
Atlanta, GA
Miller Wachman & Co.
Boston, MA
Miller, Wagner & Company, Ltd.
Phoenix, AZ




Nachtrab, Cousino, O’Neil, Treuhaft & Co.
Sylvania, OH
Nelson, Trimble & Company
Bend, OR
Niessen, Dunlap & Pritchard
Colmar, PA
Pangborn & Co., Ltd.
Reno, NV
Patrusky Mintz & Semel
New York, NY




Phibbs, Burkholder, Geisert & Huffman
Harrisonburg, VA
R. J. Pile & Co.
Indianapolis, IN
Polakoff Bros. and Leen, P.A.
Chatham, NJ
214 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Presnell Gage
Lewiston, ID
Proctor, Crook & Company, Chartered
Stuart, FL
Pulakos & Alongi, Ltd.
Albuquerque, NM
Purvis, Gray and Company
Gainesville, FL
Regier, Carr & Monroe
Tucson, AZ
Reynolds, Bone & Griesbeck
Memphis, TN
Robinson, Grimes & Company, P.C.
Columbus, GA
Rogers, Montgomery & Company, P.A.
Columbia, SC
Rooney, Plotkin & Willey
Newport, RI
Rosenberg, Druker & Co.
Bridgewater, NJ






Sartain Fischbein & Co.
Tulsa, OK
Schatz, Fletcher & Associates
Augusta, ME
Schmidt, Raines, Trieste, Dickenson, Adams & Co.
Boca Raton, FL
Schoenadel, Marginot & Company
Springfield, VA
Schonbraun, Safris, Sternlieb & Co.
West Orange, NJ
Schowalter and Jabouri, P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Seidel, Schroeder & Company
Brenham, TX
Selden, Fox and Associates, Ltd.
Oak Brook, IL
Seligman, Friedman & Company
York, PA
26 TO 50 PERSONNEL 215
Sharrard, McGee & Co., P.A.
High Point, NC
Shonsey, Schroeder, Almquist, Schreiner, Kucera &
Grand Island, NE
Siegfried, Crandall, Vos & Lewis, P.C.
Kalamazoo, Ml
Simon, Master & Sidlow, P.A.
Wilmington, DE
Smith, Dukes & Buckalew
Mobile, AL
Bert W. Smith, Jr. & Co., Chartered
Washington, DC






Spence, Marston, Bunch, Morris & Co
Clearwater, FL
Sperry, Cuono, Holgate & Churchill, CPAs, P.C.
Kingston, NY
Stewart, Fowler & Stalvey, P.C.
Valdosta, GA
Stoy, Malone & Company
Bethesda, MD





Salt Lake City, UT






Thompson, Breeding, Dunn, Creswell & Sparks
Union City, TN
Frederick S. Todman & Company
New York, NY
Tonneson & Company, CPAs, P.C.
Wakefield, MA
216 26 TO 50 PERSONNEL
Toothman, Rice & Co.
Clarksburg, WV
Urish Popeck & Co.
Pittsburgh, PA
Valdes, McLain, Pratt & Co.
Bradenton, FL
Vargas, Cruz and Patel
San Jose, CA
William Vaughan & Co.
Maumee, OH
Veatch, Rich & Nadler, Chtd.
Northbrook, IL
Vilmure, Peeler & Boucher
Whittier, CA
Vitale, Caturano and Company, P.C.
Boston, MA
Von Lehman & Company
Fort Mitchell, KY




Webster, Rogers, West, Berry & Grady
Florence, SC
Weinaug, Benson, Buffamante & Co., P.C.
Olean, NY
Weissbarth, Altman & Michaelson
New York, NY
West, Johnston, Turnquist & Schmitt
San Diego, CA
Whitaker Lipp & Healea
Jackson, MS
Whitaker Lipp & Healea
Seattle, WA
Williams, Cox, Weidner and Cox
Tallahasse, FL
Williams, Crosslin, Sparks & Vaden, P.C.
Nashville, TN
Williams, Overman, Pierce & Company
Raleigh, NC
Yale & Seffinger, P.C.
Denver, CO




51 to 100 Personnel
Allen, Gibbs & Houlik
Wichita, KS
Alpern, Rosenthal & Company
Pittsburgh, PA




Banks, Finley, White & Co.
Birmingham, AL
Barbich Longcrier Hooper & King
San Luis Obispo, CA
Beard & Company, Inc.
Reading, PA
Beene, Garter & Co.
Grand Rapids, Ml
Bonadio, Insero & Co.
Rochester, NY
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C.
Alexandria, VA
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C.
Rockville, MD
Bond, Beebe, Barton & Muckelbauer, P.C.
Washington, DC
Boulay, Heutmaker, Zibell & Co.
Edina, MN
Bourgeois, Bennett, Thokey & Hickey
New Orleans, LA
Broussard, Poche, Lewis & Breaux
Crowley, LA
Brown, Edwards & Company
Roanoke, VA
Brown, Graham & Company, P.C.
Tulia, TX
Brown, Smith, Wallace, Librach & Gordon
St. Louis, MO
Ciuni & Panichi, Inc.
Cleveland, OH
Clark, Nuber & Co., P.S.
Bellevue, WA
218 51 TO 100 PERSONNEL
Cohen & Company
Cleveland, OH
Conley, McDonald, Sprague & Co.
Brookfield, Wl






DeMiller, Denny, Word & Co.
Jackson, MS
Dermody, Burke and Brown, CPAs, P.C.
Syracuse, NY
Doeren Mayhew & Co., P.C.
Troy, Ml




Elko, Fischer, McCabe & Rudman, Ltd.
Media, PA
Eskew & Gresham, PSC
Louisville, KY
Faw, Casson & Co.
Dover, DE
Friedman, Eisenstein, Raemer & Schwartz
Chicago, IL
Gikow, Bierman & Talesnick
Roseland, NJ
Gleeson, Sklar & Sawyers
Chicago, IL
Grace & Company, P.C.
St. Louis, MO
Hagen, Kurth, Perman & Co., P.S.
Seattle, WA
Hazlett, Lewis & Bieter
Chattanooga, TN
Heard, McElroy & Vestal
Shreveport, LA
Holtz Rubenstein & Co.
Melville, NY
R. D. Hunter & Company
Paramus, NJ
51 TO 100 PERSONNEL 219




Israeloff, Trattner & Co., CPAs, P.C.
Valley Stream, NY
Jackson Thornton & Co., P.C.
Montgomery, AL
Katz, Abosch, Windesheim, Gersham & Freedman, P.A.
Baltimore, MD
Katz, Sapper & Miller
Indianapolis, IN




Kraft Bros., Esstman, Patton & Harrell
Nashville, TN
Kuntz Lesher Siegrist & Martini
Lancaster, PA
Laine, Appold & Co., P.C.
Bay City, Ml
Lane, Gorman, Trubitt & Company
Dallas, TX
Long, Chilton, Payte & Hardin
Harlingen, TX
Lowrimore, Warwick & Co.
Wilmington, NC
Lurie, Besikof, Lapidus & Co.
Minneapolis, MN
Maner, Costerisan & Ellis, P.C.
Lansing, Ml




McDermott & Miller, P.C.
Hastings, NE
McDermott & Miller, P.C.
Kearney, NE
McDermott & Miller, P.C.
Omaha, NE
McFarland & Alton, P.S.
Spokane, WA
220 51 TO 100 PERSONNEL
McGriff, Dowdy & Associates, P.C.
Huntsville, AL
Meaden & Moore, Inc.
Dublin, OH
Meisel, Tuteur, Fischer, Lewis & Company
Roseland, NJ
Mengel, Metzger, Barr &Co.
Rochester, NY
Miller Cooper & Co., Ltd
Northbrook, IL




Padgett, Stratemann & Co.
San Antonio, TX








Rea & Associates, Inc.
New Philadelphia, OH
Philip Rootberg & Company
Chicago, IL
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
Columbus, OH
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
Dayton, OH
Sander, Shifman and Brannick
Springfield, OH
Schumaker, Romenesko & Associates, S.C.
Appleton, Wl
Shotz, Miller & Glusman, P.C.
Philadelphia, PA
Sikich, Gardner & Co.
Aurora, IL
Sikich, Gardner & Co.
Springfield, IL
Smith, Batchelder & Rugg
Lebanon, NH
51 TO 100 PERSONNEL 221
Smith, Elliott, Kearns & Company
Hagerstown, MD
Smolin, Lupin & Co., P.A.
West Orange, NJ
Snyder, Scheffler, Scherer & Fast, Inc.
Lancaster, OH
Stoughton Davidson Accountancy Corporation
Fresno, CA
Thompson, Greenspon & Co.
Fairfax, VA
Toback & Company, P.C.
Phoenix, AZ
Trainer, Wright & Paterno
Huntington, WV
Trien, Rosenberg, Felix, Rosenberg, Barr & Weinberg
Morristown, NJ
Vila Del Corral & Company
San Juan, PR
Carbis Walker & Associates
Butler, PA
Watson, Rice & Co.
New York, NY
Weinlander, Fitzhugh, Bertuleit & Schairer, P.C.
Bay City, Ml
Wilson, Price, Barranco & Billingsley, P.C.
Montgomery, AL
Windes & McClaughry, A.C.
Long Beach, CA
Withum, Smith & Brown
Somerville, NJ
Wolf & Company of Massachusetts, P.C.
Boston, MA





Altschuler, Melvoin and Glasser
Chicago, IL
C. W. Amos & Company
Baltimore, MD






Charles Bailly & Company
Minneapolis, MN
Baird, Kurtz & Dobson
Springfield, MO




Blum, Shapiro & Company, P.C.
Farmington, CT
Brady, Martz & Associates, P.C.
Grand Forks, ND
Checkers, Simon & Rosner
Chicago, IL
Cherry, Bekaert & Holland
Richmond, VA
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Middletown, OH
Clark, Schaefer, Hackett & Co.
Springfield, OH
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
Denver, CO
Clifton, Gunderson & Co.
Peoria, IL
J. H. Cohn & Company
San Diego, CA
Dixon, Odom & Co.
High Point, NC
Eide Helmeke & Co.
Fargo, ND
OVER 100 PERSONNEL 223
Eisner & Lubin
New York, NY














Horne CPA Group, P.A.
Jackson, MS










Kerber, Eck & Braeckel
Springfield, IL





















Mortenson and Associates, P.C.
Cranford, NJ
Geo. S. Olive & Co.
Indianapolis, IN
Olsen, Thielen & Co., Ltd.
St. Paul, MN




Rehmann Robson & Co.
Saginaw, Ml
Rubin, Brown, Gornstein & Co.
Clayton, MO
Urbach Kahn & Werlin P.C.
Albany, NY
Virchow, Krause & Company
Madison, Wl
Virchow, Krause, Helgeson & Company
Minneapolis, MN










Yeo & Yeo, P.C.
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Selecting a Peer Review Team 
With the “Right Stuff”
By a Member of the PCPS Peer Review Committee
(Reprinted from the April 1988 PCPS Advocate)
If your firm is scheduled to undergo a peer review 
during 1988, you are probably asking yourself “What 
type of review would be best for us?” A number of 
alternatives are available to you, including a review 
by a team appointed by the AICPA (a CART, for 
“committee-appointed review team”), by another 
member firm (a firm-on-firm review), by an author­
ized association (if your firm is a member of an 
association), or by an authorized state CPA society. 
The peer review team captain and team members 
are key factors in determining how helpful and 
efficient your peer review will be. You have the most 
control over their selection if you have a firm-on- 
firm review. (In the interest of full disclosure, I 
should mention that my firm has performed a 
number of firm-on-firm reviews.)
In recent years, member firms have performed 
more than 40% of the reviews. To have another firm 
perform your review, you must first identify one or 
more qualified firms. The AICPA Quality Control 
Review Division staff will, on request, send you a 
list of firms that have indicated an interest in 
performing peer reviews.
You should then investigate the background, suit­
ability, and experience of several of these firms. 
This will help you to ensure an efficient and effec­
tive review that will provide the most benefit to 
your firm.
This article explores the factors you should con­
sider when selecting another firm to perform your 
peer review.
Background of the Firms
The first step is checking the background of the 
firms that you have identified as possible candi­
dates. To do this, you may ask the AICPA Division 
for CPA Firms to mail you information contained 
in the firms’ public files, which includes peer review 
reports, letters of comment and annual reports. 
While this information is helpful, you should also 
contact the firm directly. This will enable you to 
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obtain resumes of the partners and managers who 
do peer reviews as well as detailed information 
about the type of clients the firm serves.
The firm’s attitude towards performing reviews is 
also important. You should try to select a firm that 
will view you as an important client and not as an 
unwelcome intrusion. I recently heard of a review 
in which, to save money, a firm hired another 
firm in the same city. The reviewing firm sent peo­
ple over to do the review when they had time, 
sometimes spending only a few hours at a time. 
While this may have helped fill up otherwise non- 
chargeable time for the reviewing firm, it resulted 
in an inefficient review.
The type and size of the team captain’s and mem­
bers’ practice unit have an important effect on the 
review’s efficiency and effectiveness. I have seen 
reviews where reviewers from larger, multi-office 
firms had difficulties in reviewing and providing 
helpful suggestions to a small one office firm. 
However, a reviewer from a slightly larger firm (or 
one who has been with a larger firm) may be help­
ful in providing insights into practice problems you 
may encounter as you grow.
You should determine that the firm has received 
an unqualified opinion on its own most recent 
review, since this is a requirement for reviewing 
firms. (Editor’s Note: This provision does not 
become effective for reviews of firms enrolled in 
the AICPA quality review program until January 1, 
1992, except that if the firm has had a quality 
review or peer review before that date, the report 
on the review must be unqualified.) Also, check 
the letter of comment and the firm’s response, 
since these can reveal a great deal about the 
firm’s quality.
Finally, inquire whether the firm can meet your 
timing and scheduling requirements.
Experience of the Firm
The second step is learning more about the 
potential review firm’s experience. You should, of 
course, consider whether it has the necessary 
experience in the industries in which you practice. 
For example, if your primary clients are farmers, 
for whom you prepare income tax basis compila­
tions, you do not want the reviewing firm to send 
its SEC expert. If you have SEC clients or clients 
in a specialized industry, or if you perform work 
under the Single Audit Act, you should make sure 
that the candidates have experience in these areas.
You should also identify the individuals who will 
comprise the peer review team and inquire about 
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their peer review experience, since it is important 
to check the qualifications of the specific individuals 
assigned rather than just relying on the firm’s 
general reputation. Simply having the necessary 
industry experience does not guarantee that the 
reviewers will have the skills and experience to 
evaluate your system of quality control.
If the team members are from the same firm and 
have worked together on peer reviews, many of 
the potential inefficiencies of using people from 
different firms should be eliminated. A partner in 
our firm participated in a four-person CART review 
where all the team members traveled to the firm’s 
home office the night before the review to meet 
the team captain and discuss plans for the review, 
and then spent over half the next day traveling to 
the offices they were actually going to review. This 
represented wasted time, which would not have 
been spent on a well planned firm-on-firm review. 
You also need to determine whether the team 
captain has attended a peer reviewers’ training 
course since 1985, since this is required by both 
sections. (Editor’s Note: It is also required by the 
AICPA quality review program.) Reviewed firms 
are responsible for determining that the reviewers 
meet the Section’s basic qualifications. Failure to 
meet these qualifications can cause (and has 
caused) the peer review committee to reject peer 
review reports.
You should ask for references of other firms your 
size that the candidates have reviewed. Call them 
and discuss their experiences. Ask them whether 
they received helpful insights from their reviewers 
and whether they considered the reviewers to 
be knowledgeable, efficient and fair. Many firms 
consider the informal exchange of ideas to be the 
major benefit of a peer review. Inquire whether the 
candidates were helpful in sharing ideas from 
their own practices.
Fees
You should discuss the fee after you have deter­
mined that the firm is qualified. Since you are now 
“the client,” you need to remember the advice 
you give your own clients: “The lowest fee isn’t 
necessarily the lowest cost.” A firm that can plan, 
perform and report on an engagement efficiently 
will save unnecessary time on your part, both dur­
ing and after the review. A clear understanding in 
advance will help avoid misunderstandings later. If 
the review is to be on a fixed fee basis, determine 
if there are any contingencies. If it is to be on an 
hourly basis, obtain a budget reflecting the rates 
that will be charged.
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To enable the reviewers to provide you with an 
accurate budget, you will need to give them suffi­
cient background information. Items that would be 
helpful include: copies of your prior peer review 
report, letter of comment, and your response to 
that letter (make sure at this time that you have 
done what you said you would do); copies of your 
inspection reports since your last peer review; a 
copy of your quality control document and those 
parts of your audit or procedure manuals, if any, 
related to the supervision and review of engage­
ments; information on the number of accounting 
and auditing hours; the size and location of your 
offices; and information regarding the number of 
SEC clients and Single Audit Act engagements. It 
is also a good idea to give the review team some 
information about your largest audit clients in 
order to help them budget their time and make 
sure the right people are on the team. Be a good 
client; be prepared for your “auditor.”
Timing
A properly planned peer review is like a properly 
planned audit; it is not an accident! It takes careful 
forethought, and the further in advance it is 
planned the better. You have a better chance of 
having an efficient and effective review if you plan 
it well in advance. It is not unusual for reviews to 
be planned six to nine months ahead.
★ ★ ★
If you have any questions about selecting a firm, or 
would like further assistance, call the AICPA Quality 
Review Division staff at 212-575-6650. A checklist 
of factors to consider in selecting a peer reviewer 
is available from the staff.
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